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Abstract
In this thesis, I have studied the dependence of the Casimir force between neutral
conductors on their shapes. After reducing the problem to that of finding the density
of states of' an appropriate hamiltonian I studied it by using semiclassical methods.
Some exemplary geometries of interest for the experiments are studied in detail.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The story of the Casimir effect begins in 1948, when H. Casimir and D. Polder
[1], two researchers at the Philips Laboratories in the Netherlands, were studying
the interaction forces between neutral colloidal particles in suspensions. Colloidal
particles interact through Van der Waals forces, which are due to exchange of virtual
photons between neutral, polarizable objects. Casimir and Polder were led to work
on this problem by the experimentalists Verveey and Overbeek, who found that the
known formulas for the Van der Waals interactions found by London 20 years earlier
did not explain their experiments. Casimir and Polder then decided to calculate the
Van der Waals forces in a fully relativistic setup, where the finiteness of the speed of
light was taken in account.
The difference between theirs and London's calculation would show up when the
particles are far from each other (at a distance large compared to the typical wave-
length of the exchanged photons). Indeed Casimir and Polder found that in this limit
the Van Der Vaals interaction decays faster with the distance of the bodies than it
was predicted by the non-relativistic calculations by London and in agreement with
Overbeek's experiments.
The importance of this particular limit (the 'retarded limit', since the finiteness
of the speed of light shows up explicitly) is clear in the case of metallic particles,
when photons are exchanged with wavelengths down to AP - 100nm (the plasma
wavelength), a small distance for this kind of experiment.
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The other important fact to understand the apparent ubiquity of Casirnir forces
is found in a later paper by Casimir. He showed that the involved, second order
perturbation theory calculation which led to the result in the first Casimir-Polder
paper can be substituted by the calculation of the shift in energy of the vacuum
of the electromagnetic field due to the presence of the two dielectric (or metallic)
particles. This vacuum energy is given by the famous formula hw. This
formula is difficult to evaluate in the generic case, essentially because the frequencies
w's are typically not known analytically. Nevertheless it gives a, new perspective on
Casimir forces: Casimir forces are one-loop corrections to the energy of any quantum
field in a static, classical background. From this point of view Casimir forces arise
everywhere in quantum (and statistical) field theory from colloids, to QCD to string
theory.
Going back to the electromagnetic Casimir forces, it must be said that they are
the most re.levant interaction between small metallic objects. They are so important
for micro mechanical devices that engineers must take them into account in their
projects and arrange configurations that minimize their influence. Due to this ne-
cessity, together with the ground-breaking 1997 experiment of S. Lamoreax [2], the
experiments to measure Casimir forces have become incredibly more precise. Today
the Casimir forces are measured with an error of about 0.5%. With such precise
tools at hand it becomes imperative to have equally precise theoretical calculations
to compare the data with. Unfortunately we, the theorists, have not yet properly
sharpened our tools. We still lack a formula, even approximate, or a fast numerical
algorithm, to calculate the Casimir force between arbitrarily shaped conductors. At
the moment, although it may seem strange, there is no analytic solution for the most
relevant experimental geometry, that of a metallic sphere suspended above a plate.
The obstacles on the path to a solution of this and other relevant experimental
configurations are more than one. The main one, I think, is that the calculation of the
Casimir force between arbitrarily shaped conductors requires an accurate knowledge
of the spectrum of the free wave equation in the open space between the conductors.
One colld think of finding the spectrum of this pIrohlel by means of a numerical
20
algorithml like a finite boundary elements method. After having found thile numerical
valued for the level energies, one should sum them up to a sufficiently high cutoff
energy A. repeat the operation for different positions of the bodies and extract the
part of the energy that depends on the relative distances. The interaction part (inde-
pendent of A in the A -- o limit) being subdominant to the total (which diverges like
A'l). the computational effort required soon becomes titanic. The difficulty of isolating
the interaction part of the Casimir energy for arbitrary conductors has contributed
a lot to the mystification of the Casimir effect which has been often regarded as an
effect arising from some quite funny properties of Riemann zeta. functions (for exam-
ple identities like En = ((-1) = -1/12 have been given status of physical facts).
It has also generated great confusion on which cut-off dependent terms have to be
renorlnalized and which ones instead do have a physical significance. This debate
cannot be dismissed as academic: it is from this mistreatmenIt of the divergent terms
that the well-known claims that Casimir force could be repulsive for some geometries
arose. How could the retarded limit of an attractive interaction be repulsive?
The situation is sensibly clearer now than it was 5 or 6 years ago and we know
how to isolate divergences effectively and in a consistent way and how to extract the
Casimir interaction energy in an approximate way for non exactly solvable problems.
In this thesis I will discuss one such approximation to calculate the Casimir force,
valid for arbitrary geometries, based on the semiclassical analysis of the density of
states. This approximation, dubbed the 'optical approximation' [4], provides a useful
tool for investigating novel geometries which could not be addressed with the exist-
ing techniques (for example the approximation works well even for bodies without
symmetries). In the optical approximation (which I will describe in detail in this
thesis) the part of the density of states responsible for the interaction Casimir en-
ergy (and hence the force) is isolated and approximated by a semiclassical expression.
This allows one to attach a Casimir energy contribution to any closed classical path
followed by a virtual photon inside the cavity created by the bodies. By using this
technique it, is easy to make a qualitative picture of the solution. For smooth bodies
this picture is also quantitatively correct and can be used to make statements about
21
novel configurations of conductors.
The exI)loration of novel geometries made us understand how poor the previously
existing approximations are and that the calculation of Casimir force for curved bodies
is a subtle problem. It also helped to uncover the difficulties associated with estimates
of theriral corrections and to the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic field suggest-
ing possible investigations directions. These last two aspects of the Casimir energy
have been definitely overlooked in the past.
The plan of this thesis is as follows: in Chapter 2 I will introduce the problem
and the general techniques which will be used to solve it; in Chapter 3 I will discuss
the optical approximation, its use and its range of validity for a couple of examples.
I will also discuss what is known on the thermal corrections and the interplay of the
temperature with the curvature of the bodies and with the finite conductivity. This
will conclude the discussion of the experimental Casimir effect and the first part of
the thesis. In the second part of this thesis I will discuss some more field-theoretic
topics related to Casimir energy. In Chapter 4 I will discuss the problem of calculating
the Casimir force between small perfect scatterers, in Chapter 5 the force on a single
plate due to inhonmogeneities of the space and finally in Chapter 6 I will put forward
a duality between the Casimir energy and the probability of having certain related
configurations of nodal lines in a random superposition of waves. Partial conclusive
sections are included in each chapter which give an overview of the work done and
future perspectives.
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Chapter 2
The Casimir Energy
In this Chapter I will introduce the main tools necessary to calculate the Casimlir
energy. I will present both the canonical quantization and the path-integral expres-
sions for the Casimir energy, each useful for describing different aspects, and prove
their equivalence. The path-integral form makes clear the regularization and renor-
malization procedure while the canonical form is more suitable for the development of
approximated expressions.
2.1 Field Theoretic Setup
As we saw in the Introduction, the most general point of view on the Casimir forces is
to regard them as one loop corrections to the energy of a quantum field in a classical
background. This allows us to use the techniques developed in the context of quantum
field theory and to link a wide variety of problems together. So in this spirit we will
consider the influence of matter on the electromagnetic field as that of a classical
background. Moreover we will make the simplification of considering a scalar field
instead of the full electromagnetic field. Once the problems associated with the gauge
invariance are taken care of (by fixing a gauge and by a Faddeev-Popov procedure)
in the perfect metal limit the electromagnetic field is (formally) not different from a
scalar field.
In this section x is the d-diniensional space coordinate, t the time and no particular
23
notation is used to define vectors.
Let us start by writing the action functional for a massless real scalar field 
coupled to classical matter (represented by the function a(x)) in d + 1 dimensions
S[O] odtJddx (2(&) 2 - -U(X)2 (2.1)
The function a represents the influence of the matter on the field ¢ (the "photon").
Eventually we will need a to be infinite in order to impose the condition 0 = 0 on the
surface of the bodies which better mimics the conditions on the electric field on the
surface of a perfect metal. But for the moment we will assume a to be a continuous
bounded real function.
The effeictive action Seff is defined as the path integral
eiScf f = | eiS[01 (2.2)
and the effective energy (or Casimir energy) as [47]
£ = -Sff/T. (2.3)
We can easily prove that this definition is equivalent to that, more common, obtained
by canonical quantization
8=EZ. tJ2 (2.4)
k
where Wk are the proper frequencies of the scalar field in the static background or(x)
(a sufficiently smooth, positive real function), obtained by solving the eigenvalue
problem
-V2 4k + Ua5k = Wkk, (2.5)
where k is an index for the eigenvectors 0, in general a d-dimensional vector of integers
or real numbers (respectively for discrete or continuous spectrum). For example,
if a = 0, kA would represent the possible wave-vectors of a given free wave. The
eigenfunctions Ok form a complete orthonormal set for L2 (R3 ).
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To prove the equivalence between (2.4) and (2.3) we write explicitly
c- = /exp (-i Xdt dd3(/ -- V2 + a-iO)±)
det -1/2 (t2 _ V2 + _ iO+) (2.6)
(where a small imaginary term has been added to ensure convergence) and hence
l= T det -1/2 ( _ V2 + _ +)
-i
= 2TTr In (02 _ 2 + ±r-iO+). (2.7)
The trace can be done on the basis for L 2(R 4) of the type 1w, k) - I w) ® k) where
(tw) = eiwt and (xlk) = k(x) is the complete set of properly normalized solutions
of equation (2.5). We get
I f Tdw
8= 1 T2 E ln(w2 - aWi + iO+). (2.8)
By integration by part this last expression can be rewritten as
= -- 2 2 - + O+ (2.9)
The integration can be done explicitly now by closing the contour in the lower semi-
plane and picking up the poles wk - iO+ , giving equation (2.4).
Neither (2.4) nor (2.3) are finite quantities. They are, as most of the relevant
quantities in quantum field theory, affected by divergences. However the interaction
energy, which gives rise to the force between separated rigid bodies, is finite. For a
careful treatment of these divergences, the definition (2.3) is more suitable, because
it can be written in a diagrammatic expansion and the divergences can be identified
in each diagram. By writing a perturbation series in powers of a [47] we obtain the
diagranallntic result of Figure 2.1 which can he rewritten bv using
11>1
where in mromentum space G = i/(W2 - k2) is the propagator of the free scalar field.
The n-th term in the sum corresponds to the loop with n external lines attached
(the factor 1/n in the sum is the correct symmetry factor). The first term in (2.10)
corresponds to a cosmological constant renormalization. It does not concern us here
because it is independent on the details of the matter distribution a but its effects
would be important in a gravitational theory. For the moment we assume we can
dispose of it without further comments.
In the rest of this section we will prove that for d = 3 the 'cosmological constant'
term above and the n = 1 term in (2.10) are the only ones which need regularization
and renornmalization. We will also prove that they do not depend on the relative
positions of the bodies (this statement is self-evident for the first term in (2.10)) and
hence do not contribute to the force between rigid bodies [77]. This is not the case
for the divergences that occur in common Casimir calculations which make use of
zeta-function regularization techniques. First of all there are more of the latter as
they arise from the lack of smoothness of the distribution of matter a. Second, they
are not the kind of divergences that can be regularized and one must check if they
have physical effects (as it happens when one approaches the problem of the stress
on a single body). If they do then the problem is ill-posed and the the Casimir forces
depend on fine details of the response function of the matter. In particular no perfect
metal limit can be implemented.
So let us start from a matter distribution which is static, infinitely smooth and of
compact support ((x) = 0 outside a compact subset of R3 ). This means that the
Fourier transform of the function o(x), which we will denote as a(w, k) = (w)a(k),
vanishes faster than any power of ki at large wave numbers Iki. The n = 1 term in
(2.10) can be written as
G(w, k)a(0). (2.11)27r (27r)d+ l'
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The factor T/2r comes from the (0) in (T(w, k). For static (listributions of matter
every termn in the expansion (2.10) will be linear in T, giving an energy S which is
independent of T (extensiveness of the action in the time dlirection). The integral
in (2.11) is quadratically divergent (for d = 3) however it depends only on the total
anmount of matter (0) = f ddxa(x). We can reabsorb this divergence by a term
f dtdx.r in the a.ction (this is known as "no tadpole condition"). In the case of
separated rigid bodies this divergence is not observable since moving the bodies rigidly
does not change the total amount of matter. We now go on and examine the second
term in the sum over n of (2.10). The n = 2 term in that expression is
2 1 (2w)d lG(w', k')G(w', k' + k)l(k) 2
T dd dk'ddk' i 
27r ( 2 7r)d (2 r)d+l W'2 _ 2 W 2 - (k' + k)2
(again linear in T) and under the smoothness conditions established above for r it is
a. finite integral in d < 4 and in particular d = 3 (divergences can only arise from the
k' integral). This is in perfect accord with the rules of perturbative quantum field
theory [47].
So the Casimir interaction is well defined if and only if we are calculating the force
between rigid bodies i.e. if we do not change the total amount of matter.l We are
not allowed to discard divergences which arise in the case of single bodies expanding
or contracting, in doing it we would obtain wrong results. Even though we will not
pursue this observation further (a recent example with discussions is contained in [53])
we notice that it allows us to dismiss all the known cases in which the Casimir force
was found to be repulsive. This in turn has enormous relevance for the experiments.
In the rest of this Chapter we will move on to express Eq. (2.4) in a form even
more suitable for calculations.
1Conservation of the quantity of matter alone would not forbid a change in the shape of the
bodies. A more accurate analysis does indeed show that one cannot change the shape of the bodies
either, leaving as only alternative rigid displacement. We will show this in Chapter 3, when we will
have more tools to analyze the shape dependence of the Casimir energy.
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2.2 From the Casimir energy to the density of states
In this section we will rewrite the Casimir energy (2.4) in a form which makes explicit
use of the density of states of a Schrodinger equation on a domain with appropriate
boundarv conditions. Such a problem has been analyzed extensively in the literature
in the realmn of semiclassical quantum mechanics and in mathematics it is known as
the 'spectral problem' for hermitian operators.
Let us start from (2.4)
£S C = E2hw, (2.13)
k
where ak are the positive roots of the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation (2.5).
This last equation we will rewrite by defining w = v
-V2 0(x) + U(X)O(x) = E(x), (2.14)
or
HO(x) = E(x). (2.15)
We make a further simplification, now, assuming - +oo on the bodies, in
such a way to make them impenetrable. This mimics the case of a perfect metal,
corrections expected when the distances of the bodies becomes comparable to the
plasma wavelength (or 1/A/@ in our Lagrangian). The space between the bodies is
then represented by a domain D C R3 and the functions must vanish continuously
outside D and hence on the boundary aD.
We then have to study the problem
HO(x) = Eo(x) (2.16)
H = -V2
0(x) = 0 for x E ).
The positivity of the hermitian operators -V 2 (with these boundaryv conditions)
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ensures the reality of the Casimir energy. We can rewrite (2.13) as
£= -h dEp(E) , (2.17)
where p(E) is the density of states of (2.16) and by writing
1 
p(E) = Im Tr- (2.18)7r H - E -i0 +'
it is evident that our original field theory problem is now a problem in quantum
mechanics or, if you prefer, scattering theory. The relevant quantity is the propagator
G(x', x; E) (X'H I E ) (2.19)
(we have used the same letter G that denoted the two-points function in the previous
section, confident that there will be no confusion since we are not going to use the
two-points correlation function anymore).
Our goal in this thesis is to develop an approximation to G which is able to
separate the divergences from the finite interaction part in a sensible and accurate
way. We know indeed from the previous Section that for rigid bodies this can be done.
We anticipate that we will do this by rewriting G as a path integral and saturate it
with a sum over from classical paths. This will make it exact in the case of parallel
plates and a very good approximation for gently curved bodies.
Let us write the Fourier transform of G(x', x; E) as a path integral
x(t)=X'
G(x', x; t) = (x'le-iHtx) = Dx(t) exp i dt-4 ) . (2.20)
The boundary conditions on the function 0(x) turn into boundary conditions for the
propagator G(x', x; t) for any one of the points x' and x on the boundary AD. The
particle is free inside D but the fact that it cannot penetrate in the bodies makes
it impossible to evaluate (2.20) exactly. We will see however that the boundary
conditions can be imposed by considering classical paths which bounce on the "walls"
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D and get a phase factor (-1) for each bounce. We will analyze the implications
of this picture in the next Chapter. We anticipate that we will have to take the
semiclassical approximation of G(:r', x; t), then Fourier transform to G(x', x; E) and
insert this expression in p(E) and finally in £ to obtain the optical approximation to
the Casimir energy.
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Chapter 3
The Optical Approximation to the
Casimir Energy
In this chapter I will introduce and develop the optical approximation for the calcula-
tion of the Casimir energy between conductors of arbitrary shape. The need for such
an approximation, as underlined in the previous chapters, stems from the fact that
the problem is unsolvable in the generic case.
After the introduction of the optical approximation for the Schr6dinger equation
propagator and the resulting approximation for the Casirnir energy, I will analyze
some examples and discuss the limits of validity of the approximation itself.
I will then go on to study how to use the approximation for other observables. In
particular I will calculate the optical approximation for the energy-momentum tensor
and focus on the pressure as an alternative way of calculating the Casimir force. Some
examples will be proposed that parallel those in the first part of the chapter. I will also
consider the introduction of a temperature and discuss the correction to the force for
small temperatures. We will see that these corrections come from the low momentum
part of the propagator and hence are not captured correctly by our approximation.
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3.1 Introduction
Revolutionary new experimental techniques have mnade possible precise measurements
of Casimir forces[40]. Casimir's original prediction for the force between grounded
conducting plates due to modifications of the zero point energy of the electromagnetic
field has already been verified to an accuracy of a. few percent. Variations with the
conductor geometry and the effects of finite conductivity and finite temperature will
soon be measured as well. Progress has been slower on the theoretical side. Despite
years of effort, Casirnir forces can only be calculated for the simplest geometries.
Bevond Csimir's original study of parallel plates[l], we are only aware of useful
calculations for a corrugated plate[41] and for a sphere and a plate[42]. The former
was otained with functional integral techniques quite special to that geometry and
the latter was obtained by computationally intensive numerical methods. Simple and
experimentally interesting geometries like two spheres. a finite inclined plane opposite
an infinite plane, and a pencil point and a plane, remain elusive. The Proximity
Force Approximation[3] (PFA), which has been used for half a. century to estimate
the dependence of Casimir forces on geometry, was shown in many examples [41, 42]
to deviate significantly from precise numerical results. Thus at present neither exact
results nor reliable approximations are available for generic geometries. It was in
this context that we recently proposed a new approach to Casimir effects based on
classical optics[4]. The basic idea is extremely simple: first the Casimir energy is
recast as a trace of the Green's function; then the Green's function is replaced by
the sum over contributions from optical paths labelled by the number of (specular)
reflections from the conducting surfaces. The integral over the wave numbers of zero
point fluctuations can be performed analytically, leaving
'Ept =-hc -(1) d3X A, () (3.1)
Here fr( ) is the length of the closed geometric optics ray beginning and ending at the
point r and reflecting r times from the surfaces. Ar(x) is the enlargement factor of
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classical optics[5. 6], also associated with the r-reflection path beginning and ending
at .. D,. is the sublset of the domain, D, between the plates in which r reflections can
occur. The factor (-1)r implements a Dirichlet boundary condition on the plates;
different )bounclary conditions require different factors. Both e,.(l) and A,.(.x) are very
easy to conipute either analytically in simple cases, or numnerically in general. A,.(x),
although well known in optics, may not be familiar in the context of Casimir effects.
We will describe its properties in some detail.
Eq. (3.1) turns out to be a, powerful tool to compute Casimir effects for generic ge-
ometries, and to identify, interpret and dispose of, divergences. Eq. (3.1) is not exact.
Instead it is an approximation which is valid when the natural scales of diffraction
are large compared to the scales that measure the strength of the Casirnir force. In
practice this will typically be measured by the ratio of the separation between the
conductors. a, to their curvature, R. Although approximate, the optical approach is
surprisingly accurate, as well as physically transparent and versatile. It generalizes
naturally to the study of Casimir thermodynamics, to the study of energy, pressure,
and momentum densities, to various boundary conditions, to fermrions, and to corn-
pact andl/or curved manifolds. In the first sections of this chapter we will focus on
fundamentals: how to derive the optical approximation and how to apply it to prac-
tical calculaltions of Casimir forces. In the later sections we study Casimir effects at
finite temperature, the calculation of local observables like the energy density and
pressure, and the generalization to conducting and other boundary conditions. Our
first aim is to familiarize the reader with the use of the optical approximation, since
this method of calculation is unfamiliar. In Section II we present some examples of
the use of the optical approximation. First we review in more detail the treatment
of parallel plates already presented in Ref. [4]. Although it is no great triumph to
rederive this classic result, the optical derivation illustrates several characteristic fea-
tures of the method: rapid convergence, simple disposal of divergences and ease of
computation, in particular. Next we present the case of a sphere and a plate. This too
was sumIarized in Ref. [4]. Here we concentrate especially on the enlargement factor,
both its interpretation and how to compute it. Also we illustrate the generic way that
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divergences: can be elimina.ted. The numerical results we present here are more accu-
rate than those of Ref. [4]. Finally we apply the optical method to the case of a finite
plate suspended above an infinite conducting plane - the "Casimir pendulum". We
show how a.ll reflections can be computed and how the optical result differs fiom the
proximity force approximation. In collaboration with O. Schroeder we are preparing
a thorough study of the hyperboloid ("pencil point") near an infinite plane[7]. In Sec-
tion III we discuss the derivation of the optical approximation from exact expressions
for the Casimir energy. We show how a. uniform approximation to the propagator
turns into a. uniform approximation for the Casimir energy. The derivation illustrates
the nature of the approximation and shows the way toward improvements, which,
in essence, amount to including the effects of diffraction. We present results for a
massive scalalr field in N dimensions in Section III. We discuss the genera.l problem
of divergences. The Casimir energy is generically divergent -- or more properly, it
depends in detail on the cutoffs that limit the conductivity of real materials at high
frequency. However it is known that the Casimir force between rigid conductors is
cutoff independent[8]. In the optical approximation the cutoff dependent terms in the
Ca,simir energy can easily be isolated and shown to be independent of the separation
between conductors. They therefore do not contribute to forces and can be dropped.
Corrections to the optical approximation will bring in new surface divergences. In
Section 3.3.3 we discuss the relation of the optical approximation to previous works
on "semicla-ssical" approximations to the Casimir energy[9]. In the last section we
summarize our results, discuss their implications, and mention extensions to other
interesting geometries.
3.2 Three examples
In this section we present three examples of the use of the optical approximation,
eq. (3.1). Our aim is expressly pedagogical: we want to demonstrate that this method
can yield interesting and accurate results without onerous calculations.
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3.2.1 Parallel plates
Casimir's original result for parallel plates can be derived in many ways. We present a
derivation from the optical approximation in order to illustrate several generic features
of the approach in the simplest possible context. The points we wish to stress are:
ease of calculation; the rapid convergence in r, the number of reflections; and the
simple and accurate treatment of divergences. The "semiclassical" method[9] and
the method of images[10] generate exactly the same calculation as ours for parallel
plates. However they do not generalize to less trivial geometries (although one might
say that our method is the correct generalization of the method of images). We study
a, massless scalar field for simplicity, and quote the generalization to a massive scalar
in a later section. For a flat surface the enlargement factor A, reduces to 1/f'(x), so
the contribution of the r reflection path is
r -22 (-)rMr d x e(-4, (31)
where Mr is the multiplicity of the path. It is convenient to separate the paths into
"odd" (r = 2n + 1) and "even" (r = 2n) according to the number of reflections. Some
of these paths are shown in Fig. 3-1. Odd and even paths differ dramatically in their
contribution to the Casimir effect: they differ in sign and in multiplicity: A/ = 1
for odd paths and ML = 2 for even paths, as shown in the figure. The length of an
even path depends only on r, whereas the length of an odd path varies with position.
Finally, odd paths contribute a divergence to £, but do not contribute to the Casirnir
force. The even paths are finite and give the entire Casimir force. First consider the
even paths. The length of the 2n reflection path is f2n = 2na independent of x, as can
easily be seen in Fig. 3-1. The volume of each domain, DZ2n, is the volume between
the plates, ,Sa. Hence the contribution from even paths is
he .0 1 hcr 2
leven = -T2Sa (2na)4 1440aS. (3.2)
35=1
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Figure 3-1: Optical paths for parallel plates. The initial and final points on the paths,
which coincide, have been separated so the paths can be seen. a) Even reflections 2,
4, and 6. Path 2' is distinct from 2 and illustrates the origin of 12n" = 2. b) Odd
reflection paths. The paths shown form a family of continuously increasing length.
Another family begins with the first reflection from the top.
which is the famous result due to Casimir1 [11]. Next consider the odd paths. There
are two families. One is illustrated in Fig. 3-1. The other family begins with the
first reflection from the top plate. Their contributions are identical, giving an overall
factor of two. The r = 2n + 1 reflection paths range in length from 2na to 2(n + 1)a
as can be seen from Fig. 3-1, and contribute
2n+ c2S J, dz (2-)4 for n = 0, 1,2,... (3.3)
27r,1= a122z)4a
The first reflection contribution diverges at the lower limit. As discussed in the
Introduction (and further in Section III) the divergence indicates dependence on the
properties of the material composing the plates and is cutoff at a distance scale 
determined by the microphysics. For example we can take to be the skin depth or
regard as c/A, where A is a frequency cutoff, for example the plasma frequency
of the metal. Inserting as the lower limit for n = 0 and summing over n, we obtain
the contribution of odd paths,
hc 2- 1 hc
£odd = 2 2S] dz( = - S (3.4)272 (2z)- 487= 5E3
1In the case of the electromagnetic field treated by Casimir there is an extra factor of two due to
the two independent polarizations.
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This contribution clisplays the cubic surface divergence expected for a scalar field
obeying a Dirichlet boundary condition[11]. However, the divergent term and
indeed the sum of all odd reflections is independent of a and therefore does not
contribute to the force between the plates. Until now we have not considered the
contributicns from one-reflection paths that lie below the bottom plate or above of
the top plate. It is easy to see that the sum of these contributions is identical to
eq. (3.4) and does not contribute to the force. This simple calculation illustrates
some general features of the optical approach:
* The even reflections dominate, give rise to attraction, and their sum converges
rapidly in n. They are also attractive for Neumann boundary conditions, where
the factor (- 1)' is absent. They would be repulsive if one surface were Neumann
and the other Dirichlet.2 In the case of parallel plates 92% of the Casimir effect
comes from the second reflection, 98% from the second and fourth, and 99.3%
from the second, fourth and sixth reflections. Similar results will be found to
hold in more complicated geometries.
* The only divergent contribution comes from the first reflection. It does not
depend on the separation and therefore does not contribute to the Casimir
force. This result is quite general. To see the general argument, reconsider the
first reflection from the bottom plate, S1
hic a I c '00 1 hc f 1S zl= sj0d dz dz (3.5)22 - ) =2 2r - 2 -(2Z)4 - i2 (2z)4
The first term in eq. (3.5) combined with the contribution of the -reflection
path outside of the plates (from the lower face of the bottom plate) is the cutoff
(lependent energy of an isolated plate. It is manifestly independent of the pres-
ence of any other conductor, and gives no contribution to Casimir forces. The
second term is a finite effect of the first reflection. For parallel plates the finite
2 The expression for parallel plates contains series -1 + 1/2 4 - 1/34 +... = so for a Dirichlet-
Neumann configuration we have a repulsive force 7/8 of the attractive force for Dirichlet-Dirichlet
and Neumann-Neumann. This result was found by Boyer [30] in his analysis of a perfectly conducting
plate facing a perfectly permeable plate.
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contribution of the first reflection is cancelled by higher odd reflections. This
occurs whenever the enlargement factor is 1/1, that is. when all the conductors
are planar. For non-planar surfaces the first reflection gives a (relatively small)
cutoff independent contribution to the force.
* The optical approach gives the exact answer for infinite plates. However it will
fail when S /2 a for the same reason that the capacitance of two finite, parallel
metallic plates contains corrections of order 2/S[12]: It is a poor approxima-
tion to consider the electric field inside two far separated plates (a >> S1/2) as
constant inside and zero outside. Likewise, in the same limit it is a poor ap-
proxirnation to expect the Green's function for the field 0 to have contributions
only from optical paths. The corrections, or edge effects, can be regarded as
due to diffractive rays coming from the edges of the plates [13]. We discuss
corrections to the optical approximation in further detail in Section III.
* The difference between even and odd paths has a fundamental origin, as already
noticed in work on the "semiclassical" approximation to the Casimir energy [9].
The even paths are truly periodic, in the sense that the momentum of the
particle, after going around the path, returns to its initial value. These are
therefore the paths that according to Gutzwiller [14] contribute most to the
oscillations of the density of states. The connection between these paths, the
oscillation of the density of states, and the finite part of the Casimir energy has
been noted many times[15] and is exact for parallel plates and related geometries
(eg. flat manifolds with various topologies). However, the exactness of this
result is an accident due to the particularly simple geometry. For example,
there are very simple geometries in which periodic paths do not exist at all
(eg. the Casimir pendulum: a finite plane inclined at an angle above an infinite
surface). The relation between the optical approach and the "semiclassical"
approach is discussed further in Section III.
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3.2.2 The sphere and the plane
Next we analyze a problem with non-planar conductors - typical of real experimental
configurations[40] - a sphere of radius R separated by a distance a from an infinite
plane. In Ref. [4] we tested the optical approximation by computing the Casimir
force between a sphere and a plane up through the fourth reflection. We showed that
the optical approximation is in very good agreement with the numerical results of
Ref. [42] for aj R < 1. In fact the numerical results presented in Ref. [4] suffered from
an insufficiently accurate numerical integration algorithm. The results presented here
supercede Ref. [4]and show that the optical approximation is even more accurate than
we originally claimed. For example, the optical approximation and the numerical data
differ by only 30% at aj R ~ 5. Here we explain in detail how to compute the first
and second reflection contributions. The relevant paths are shown along with some
other aspects of the geometry in Fig. 3-2. For each reflection we must compute a) the
Figure 3-2: Geometry and reflections for a sphere and a plane. The regions and
geometrical constructions are defined in the text.
optical path length, ir (x), b) the enlargement factor, ~r (x), and c) the domain of
integration Dr for which r-reflections are possible. The Dr are subsets of the domain
D above the plane and outside the sphere.
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Optical path lengths, tr,(x)
Finding the r-reflection optical path from x back to x, fr (x), is elementary in principle.
One just drlaws straight lines from x to a given surface, from the arrival point on this
surface to another surface, and so on, returning after r reflections to the original
point x. (I)ne then moves the points of reflection on the surfaces until one reaches
the minimum total length (an elastic string would do the job). The minimum length
path suffers specular reflection upon each encounter with a surface. In all but the
simplest geometries this problem must be solved numerically. However it is a problem
amenable to extremely quick numerical solution: it is easily defined and the minimum
is unique (at least for convex surfaces). This procedure also defines the points of
reflection, .r,.l(zX), x,,2(x), etc. The first reflection paths from the sphere (s) and the
plane (p) and the two reflection path are shown in Fig. 3-2.
Enlargement factor, Ar(x)
The enlargement factor for the closed path beginning and ending at x is a special case
of the general enlargement factor, Ar(x, x') for propagation from x to x', well known
in optics[5, 6]. In another guise, it is also well known to field theorists: Ar(x, x') is
just the van Vleck determinant arising from the Gaussian fluctuations of the action
about the classical r-reflection path from x to x'. In Section III, where we discuss the
origins of the optical approximation, we show that the evaluation of the determinant
gives the standard optics definition,
Ar(X,') = dA~, (3.6)dAm'
From this definition it is clear that in order to obtain Ar(x, x') one must follow the
spread of an infinitesmal pencil of rays of opening dQ from their origin at x, along
this path, and measure the spread in area dA, when they arrive at x'. Having already
identified the points of reflection in 3.2.2 it is relatively easy to compute A(x, x')l,,=
numerically by tracing the paths of a few nearby rays[7]. It is also possible to solve this
problem analytically. Here we present the analytic solution for the first and second
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reflections from a sphere and plane. Beyond this level, it is probably more efficient
to prlocee(l numerically. One reflection from the plane is trivial: A(x,:x) = 1/eC(x)
One reflection fomn the sphere is simplified by a) normal incidence, and b) x = x'.
The second reflection can be simplified by regarding it as a single reflection from the
sphere starting from .r and ending at the image . of the original point x in the plane.
In that case we need A 1(x, :). Consider the path from x to the sphere at the point Q,
and then to x'. To obtain A one must follow the wavefront radii of curvature along
the ray. 'VWe consider a ray that impacts the sphere at an angle 0 to the normal. It
travels a distance al before and r2 after, with f = d + 2. These variables are defined
in Fig. 3-3(a). Consider a pencil of rays originating at x, spanning two infinitesmal
arcs of angular widths d, 2 along perpendicular directions. Let dxi and dx[ be the
associated arc lengths observed at x'. Then
dQ2, dq$ dl 2A(x) = d, = do, d2(3.7)dA,, 2X=X dx' dx[ '
Since both the initial ray and the sphere have equal radii of curvature we have the
freedom to choose the directions defining dl and d 2. We choose "latitude" and
"longitude" as follows: Latitude is the direction perpendicular to the plane formed
by x, x' and the center of the sphere (see Fig. 3-3(a)). Longitude is the direction in
the plane. Consider the pencil of rays of varying latitude as shown in Fig. 3-3(b).
The variables are defined in the figure. It is easy to see that
dx' =: lido1 + a2da, (3.8)
and considering that da = 2do cos 0 + dol and Rdf3 = aldl, we find
dc 2o1 cos 0
=1 + 2 sR (3.9)
and hence
d= 2tacos (3.10)
R
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(a)
Figure 3-3: Geometry for reflection in a sphere. (a) The ray from x to x' reflecting at
Q. Nearby rays originating at x and lying in the plane vary in longitude. Nearby rays
out of the plane vary in latitude. (b) Variables for the calculations of the enlargment
factor associated with latitude. The xx' plane has been projected along the vertical.
A nearby ray originating at x heading out of the xx' Q plane by an angle cPl is shown.
This ray reflects from the sphere at Q(qJ}). The angle subtended by x and Q(cPd from
the center of the sphere is (3. The angle formed by the vector from the center of the
sphere to x and the ray from Q(cP) to X~(cPl) is a. In the diagram the distance 0"1 and
the angles a and cPl are modified by factors of cos () due to the projection.
The same calculation applies forthe longitudinal displacement except that the relation
between dcPl and d{3 is replaced by Rd{3 = 0"1 dcp2/ cos () and da = 2d{3 + dcPl, with
the result
dcP2 1
-dX'2 f + 20'10'2
Rcos (}
(3.11)
Putting these formulas together we find for a single reflection on the sphere (the
subscript s indicates reflection from the sphere) with angle of reflection ()
~ (x x')= l _
Is, (f + 20'10'2) (f + 20'10'2COS (}) •
Rcos(} R
(3.12)
Note that ~(x, x') is symmetric with respect to the interchange of x and x' as it
must, because the propagator possesses this symmetry. For the first reflection from
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the sphere we have cos 0 = 1 and al = = /2. so
/a\(x) = ( e + fe2/2R)2 (3.13)
and, as mentioned above, the enlargement factor for the second reflection (on the
sphere and then on the plane or vice versa), is given by the first reflection from x to
its image x in the plane, A2 (x) = Ai,(x, 4). A similar approach to higher reflections
would require further analysis. The original wavefront leaving x is spherical. The first
reflection from the sphere produces a new wavefront with, in general, two unequal
radii of curvature. When next incident upon the sphere, the asymmetric wavefront
will be transformed in a manner yet to be described. The ease with which A,(x) can
be computed numerically makes this unnecessary.
Domain of the rth reflection, Dr
The next step is the integration over the domains appropriate to each reflection. The
first reflections give rise to cutoff dependent but a-independent contributions which
must be analyzed at this point. Consider the first reflection from the plane. The
appropriate domain is all of space except the interior of the sphere PD8 and the region
shadowed by the sphere Dpl (see Fig. 3-2). The integral can then be written as the
difference between the integral over all space and the integral over D, U Dpl. The
integral over the whole space is the divergent constant discussed in 3.2.1 which does
not contribute to the force. It is to be ignored in the following. So the correct domain
for the first reflection from the plane is the region, Ds U Dp, in the shadow of the
sphere, and the sign is to be reversed. Similarly, the integral of the first reflection
on the sphere must be performed on the domain consisting of the whole space minus
the interior of the sphere (s) and the region below the plate (p). The irrelevant
divergence is given by the integral over all the space minus the interior of the sphere
and the finite, a-dependent part, which contributes to the Casirnir force, is given
by the negative of the integral over the region, D)p, below the plane. So the correct
domain for the first reflection from the sphere is Dp and the sign of the contribution
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is r:v'ter'sed. Hence we can write
hic 3 x 1
l + = 27r2 IDU d3 x( 2 Z)4 - 2 |dAJ c) (3.14)
The second reflection gives a finite contribution to S. The path length, 2 (x), never
vanishes so there are no divergences at short distances, and the integrand, A}/2(x)/f3(x),
falls rapidly at large distances. The result is typically approximately 90% of the to-
tal result. Higher reflections can be analyzed in a, similar fashion. The integration
domains become progressively more restricted. For example, three reflection paths
that reflect twice from the plane and once from the sphere do not exist in the shadow
of the sphere (Dpl) nor in the darkly shaded regions in Fig. 3-2 determined by the
geometrical construction indicated by the dashed lines. It is not hard to carry out
the constructions and calculations necessary to construct the optical approximation
for the sphere and plane to any required order.
Discussion of numerical results
In Ref. [4] we presented initial results on the optical approximation for the sphere and
plane. Here we present final results (see Fig. 3-4), discuss them in more detail, and
compare them with the results of Ref. [42] and with the proximity force approximation
(PFA). In presenting our results we display the sum of all the reflections (even and
odd) up to (and including) the fourth. Since the energy must approach the parallel
plate limit as a - 0 we can estimate the error in neglecting higher reflections in
this limit. The error in neglecting the fifth and higher odd reflections is a +3.8%
excess (because the sign of the odd reflections contribution is opposite to that of the
total energy) as a -- 0. Neglecting the even reflections (6th, 8th, etc.) as a - 0
gives an error of -1.8%, negative because these contributions have the same sign of
the total energy. Altogether the sum of the first four reflections overestimates the
energy by 3.8% - 1.8% = 2% as a -, 0. To illustrate this estimate of accuracy we
have plotted our results as a band 2% in width in Fig. 3-4. Since the fractional
contribution of higher reflections decreases with a, we believe this is a conservative
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estimate for larger a. Obviously, calculating the higher reflections will reduce this
uincertainty interval. leaving eventually only the error clue to diffraction which we are
not. ale to estimate. The proximity force approximation has been the standard tool
for estimating the effects of departure from planar geometry for Casimir effects for
many years[16]. In this approach one views the sphere and plate as a superposition
of infinitesimal parallel plates:
IPFA =- 1 4 4 O d2S )3 (3.15)1440 d(x) 3'
where d(x) is the distance from the plate to the sphere at a point x on the surface
S. This formulation is ambiguous since the surface S could be taken to be either the
sphere or the plate. Whichever surface is chosen, the distance is measured normal to
that surface. The ambiguity is useful since it gives a measure of the uncertainty in
the PFA. In either case the relevant integrals are easily performed. For the plate we
obtain,
plate _ 7'r3 hCR 1
PFA 1440a 1 (3.16)
while for the sphere we obtain
ir3hcR(1 a a___gsphere 7r c  (1 R62 (1(1 R)lI a )) (3.17)
TA - 1440a2 R R- R+a
In the limit a/R - 0 both estimates agree to lowest order. The a -- 0 limit is
usually called the proximity force theorem and has been much discussed over the
years. It is usually stated as a result for the Casimir force in the limit a/R - 0:
.FPFA ' 27rRE/A = -r3hcR/720a 3 (where £/A is the Casimir energy per unit area
for parallel plates). This limit provides a convenient parametrization of the Casimir
force when a is not so small,
y. -f() r 3hcR (3.18)
f ( ) -f-Oa
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Modern experiments are approaching accuracies where the deviations of f(a/R) from
unity may be important. The accuracy of the PFA beyond the a/R - 0 limit is
unknown, ;_and the two different versions give different O(a/R) corrections:
late 1 a afplAe(a/R) = 1 + - ( ) (3.19)
lb 3 a a 2
fPFAh (a/R) 1 - - + (3.20)
An important application of the optical approximation is to obtain a more accurate
estimate of f(a/R). The optical approximation to the Casimir energy and the data
of Ref. [42] both fall like 1/a2 at large a. In fact both are roughly proportional to
1/a2 for all a. In contrast the PFA estimates of the energy falls like 1/a3 already at
a/R _ 1 and departs from the Gies et al. data at relatively small a/R. For purposes of
display we therefore scale the estimates of the energy by the factor -1440a2 /r 3RRhc.
The results are shown in Fig. 3-4. At large a/R the optical approximation has the
1.4
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C 0.8
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0.4
0.2
1/256 1/64 1/16 1/4 1/2 1 2 4
a/R
Figure 3-4: Casimir energy for a sphere of radius R a distance a above an infinite
plane. 1440a2 /7r3 ihc is plotted versus a/R. The stars with error bars are the data
of Ref. [42]. The thick solid curve is the optical approximation through the fourth
reflection. The width of the curve indicates our estimate of the error in the optical
approximation from neglect of the odd and even reflections with n > 5. The dashed
curve is the plate-based proximity force approximation. The triangles are the results
we published in Ref. [4], which are superceded by this work.
same scaling behavior as the data, and differs from Ref. [42] by no more than 30%
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at the largest a/R. At small a(/R, given our estimate of the accuracy of the optical
approximation, we find that
foptical(a/R) = 1 + 0.05a/R + O ((a/R)2) (3.21)
which must; be compared with the predictions of PFA eqns.(3.19) and (3.20). In Fig. 3-
5 we show the contributions to the optical approximation of the different reflections
we have computed. As expected the dominant contribution, always greater than
90%, comes from the second reflection. The fourth reflection contributes about 6%
for a/R < 1 and less as a/R increases. The contributions of the first and third
reflections are very small for all a/R. A relevant result, confirmed by the analytical
analysis on the energy momentum tensor (within the optical approximation) is that
the asymptotic behavior of £ as a/R >> 1 predicted by the optical approximation is
oc 1/a2. This is in contrast with the Casimir-Polder law which predicts 1/a 4 at large
a [1]. The discrepancy must be attributed to diffraction effects.
1. A)
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Figure 3-5: Contributions of specific reflections to the optical approximation.
3.2.3 Casimir Pendulum
In this section we treat a problem for which the exact answer is unknown. The
configuration is shown in Fig. 3-6. The base plate is taken to be infinite. The upper
plate is held at its midpoint a distance a above the base plate. The width of the
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upper plate is wand its depth, d (out of the page), is assumed to be infinite. We
define the Casimir energy per unit depth, c = £/ d. 0 is the angle of inclination of the
upper plate. It will be convenient to use z = ~w sin 0 as a variable as well. It is also
possible to view this configuration as a finite slice between £1 = a/ sin 0 - w /2 and
£2 = a/ sin 0 +w /2 of a wedge of opening angle O. In this section we will discuss both
the Casimir energy and the "Casimir torque", 1/ = ~~~,per unit depth. We are aware
Figure 3-6: Geometry for the Casimir Pendulum.
of two ad hoc approximate approaches to this problem. The first is the PFA which
treats each element of the system perpendicular to the lower plate as an infinitesmal
parallel plate Casimir system. It is easy to show that
which gives a torque,
7r
2lic w cos 0 (1 _ w2 sin2 0)-2
1440 a3 4a2
7r2lica Vw2 - 4Z2
1440 (a2 - z2)2 (3.22)
(3.23)
where the minus sign denotes that the torque is destabilizing: z = 0 is a point
of unstable equilibrium. As in the case of the sphere and the plane, the PFA is
ambiguous. A more symmetric treatment of the two planes in the present geometry
would integrate over the surface that bisects the wedge and take the distance normal
to that surface. The result is the replacement of cosO by cos4(O/2) in eq. (3.22) and a
similar modification of the torque. A second "approximate" treatment of the Casimir
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Iendulul m can be extracted from the known exact solution for the Casimir energy
density for the "Dirichlet wedge" [17], which consists of two semi-infinite plates with
opening angle meeting at the origin. One can obtain an estimate of the energy
for the pendulum by integrating the energy density over the two dimensional domain
bond(led (in polar coordinates, (p, 4)) by 0 < 0 < and ft< < p < 2. This approach
takes no account of the modification of the energy density due to the finitenss of the
upper plate. Furthermore it is inherently ambiguous because the energy density for
a. scalar field is only defined up to a total derivative. The calculation in Ref. [17]
used the conformally invariant stress tensor. One would obtain a different answer if
one used, for example, the Noether stress tensor. In light of these difficulties, we do
not pursue this approach frther. To compute the optical approximation we need
the enlargement factor, the lengths of optical paths, and the integration domain, Dr.
Since all the conducting surfaces are planar, the enlargement factor is trivial in this
case. \r(zx) - 1/ef(x). The path lengths are also easy to compute. The only non-
trivial step is the determination of the integration domains. As in the case of parallel
plates, the odd reflections do not contribute to forces or torques for the Casimir
pendulum. Instead they sum to a cutoff dependent constant associated with each
plate. Any odd reflection path "turns around" with a reflection at normal incidence
from one plate or the other. Consider all the points, x, which are the origins of paths
that turn around at a given point P on either surface. These paths are shown, for the
case where P is on the lower, infinite plane, in Fig. 3-7. They comprise one reflection
paths lying on the interval PQ1, three reflection paths lying on the interval Q1Q2,
etc. The contributions to E from these intervals integrates to the same result as the
integral over z for odd paths in the case of parallel plates. It is independent of a, w,
and 0 and can be set aside. The fact that the enlargement factor is trivial is crucial
for this argument.
Even optical path lengths, 4,(x)
The analysis of paths that reflect an even number of times makes use of simple
geometrical concepts. For any point x: _ (p, ), we define an infinite sequence of
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Figure 3-7: Odd reflection paths for the Casimir Pendulum.
images in the upper and lower planes as shown in Fig. 3-8, ignoring for the moment
that the upper plane is finite. The images below the lower plane are denoted Xl, X2, ...
and those above the upper plane are denoted x}, X2, .... In sequence, Xl = Rx,
Xl = Rx, X2 = Ril, X2 = RXI, etc. with R denoting reflection in the lower plane
and R denoting reflection in the upper plane. All of the images lie on the circle of
radius p about the origin. The length of the 2n reflection path can easily be seen to
be given by
(3.24)
independent of 4J. Substituting into eq. (3.1) we obtain the expression for the Casimir
Figure 3-8: Images of the point x in the Casimir Pendulum configuration. The dashed
lines have the same length as the r = 2,4,6, ... reflection paths.
energy per unit depth,
lie N
max
1 1° 100 1Copt = -16 2 L .4 () d4J dP3 e(V2n)
1r n=l sIn n 0 0 P
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(3.25)
The step finction (-)(D27,) vanishes when the point is not in the domain where 2n-
reflection paths are possible. As we show in the following section, for n large enough,
D27, 0-- 0. a,,,x, the upper limit on the n-sum, is the largest value of n. for which any
2n-reflection paths exist.
Domain of the 2nt ' reflection, D2n
The domain in which the 2n-reflection path exists is determined by the constraint
that the points of reflection at the upper plate must lie between f'l and 2, the inner
and outer radii that define its boundaries. Note, of course, that 2 > £. Although the
calculation is elementary, it is tricky, so we only quote the results. The constraints
depend on whether n is even or odd, so we summarize them independently.
· n-odd When n is odd, the integration domain D2,, is defined by the inequalities:
e 1cos4 < pcosnO <_ 2 cos((n - 1)0 + ) (3.26)
where the lower limit ensures that the innermost reflection occurs at p > £fl
and the upper limit ensures that the outermost reflection occurs at p < 2. The
inequality cannot be satisifed for any p or (< ) unless
f2 cos(n - 1)0 > l (3.27)
When eq. (3.27) is satisfied the contribution of the 2nth reflection (n-odd) is
odd _hC cos2nO { tan0- 1 (tann0 - tan(n - 1)0) for 2cosn0 > l(.cos0
"-odd r, = -- 32~r2 sin4 nO (3.28)
opt n 327r2 sin 4 nO R2on- 1e-tl for EC(e2 coso <(n) S-1)
f cos(n-1)0 sin(n-1)0
· n-even When n is even, the integration domain D)2 is defined by the inequali-
ties:
t1 cos(0 - ) < pcos n0 < 2 cos((n - 1)0 + (a) (3.29)
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where, as before. the lower limit ensures that the innermost reflection occurs
at p > e and the upper limit ensures that the outermost reflection occurs at
p < f!2. The inequality cannot be satisifed at all unless
e2 cos(n - 1)0 > fl cos0 (3.30)
When eq. (3.30) is satisfied the contribution of the 2ntI' reflection (n-even) is
eo e hc Cos3 2 cos'n1 1 tann - (tann- tan( - 1)6) for e2 cosn > ,
pt 327r2 sin4 ,n (f2 cos(,n-1)o-~i cos )2 (
o -
2 2
cos(7n-1)0 sinnO for 2cosnO < 
The torque is obtained by differentiating with respect to 0 at fixed a and w, remem-
bering that fl and e2 depend on 0. Of course the 0-derivative of eqs. (3.31) and (3.28)
are complicated and need not be written down explicitly. The resulting expressions
for 1vodd and ,"pt'l, must be summed over n subject to the constraints in eqs. (3.28)
and (3.31). This sumi must be performed numerically. The results are discussed in
the following subsection.
Discussion
Fig. 3-9 shows the pendulum Casimir energy as a function of z for a = 1 and several
values of w. The weak dependence on z at small z is to be expected. So is the
divergence as z - 1 which we do not show in the figure. When the plates touch at
z/a = 1, the Casimir energy of perfectly sharp, perfectly conducting plates would
in fact diverge, as would the Casimir torque. The optical approximation for the
pendulum turns out to be very close to the plate based PFA. It is convenient therefore
to scale out a factor of -1440a 3/hc7r2w (see eq. (3.22)) when displaying or results for
the energy per unit depth, opt, and a factor -720a5 /hc7r2 w2 when displaying results
for the torque per unit depth. The energy and torque are plotted for representative
values of w (w = 1.5a. 2.5a, 5a, and 10a) as a function of z/a in Fig. 3-9. The plots
are shown only up to z/a = 0.5. Above z/a 0.5 both grow rapidly and diverge
at z = a. The PFA gives an excellent approximation for the pendulum over a wide
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Figure 3-9: Casimir energy and torque in scaled units for a Casimir pendulum of width
w = 1.5a, 2.5a, 5a and 10a. Positive values of the scaled torque are destabilizing.
range of the parameter space. This can be seen by examining the ratio of copt/EpF,
as shown i Fig. 3-10. The reason behind this success is that the second (optical)
reflection is proportional to the PFA result (eq. (3.22)) for all z. The constant of
proportionality is the familiar 90/7r4 = 0.924. The sum of the higher even reflections
0.98
, 0.96
(40
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t 0.05 ~w= .25a
0.05
c 0.04 4th reflection
0.03
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Figure 3-10: The ratio of the optical approximation to the PFA. (a) for a pendulum
of different widths as a function of z/a. The breaks in the curves for w = 1.5a and
2.5a occur when only the second reflection can contribute. The w = 1.5a curve ends
at the z = 0.75a when z = w/2. (b) The contributions of the 4th and 6th reflections
for w = 2.5a. The 2nd reflection contributes 0.924... independent of z. This is the
only case we found in which the optical approximation gives an energy smaller than
the PFA.
combines with the second to equal the PFA at z = 0 and drops away slowly with
increasing z/a. So the optical estimate coincides with the PFA at z = 0 and drops
slowly with z. The contributions of the first few reflections are shown for w = 2.5a
in Fig. 3-10. A careful study of Fig. 3-9 reveals one peculiar feature, namely the fact
that the torque does not vanish for z/a = 0, implying a cusp in the Casimir energy
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for z = 0. We believe this is an artifact of our approximation. Since the already tiny
effect vanishes quickly for large values of w.l,/a, it is most probably an edge effect.
3.3 Origins of the optical approximation
Most studies of Casirnir energies do not consider approximations. Instead they focus
on ways to regulate and compute the sum over modes, E hw[16]. These methods
have proved very difficult to apply to geometries other than parallel plates. The main
reason for this impasse lies in the high degree of divergence of this sum. Even though
the Casimir force between rigid bodies is known to be finite and the divergences can
be regulated and analyzed, for example with the multiple reflection expansion (MRE)
of Balian and Bloch[28], they make the calculation intractable unless the spectrum is
known analytically. Finding the spectrum of the Laplace operator for non-separable
problems is not merely a technical difficulty, it is more one of principle. In fact
there are strict relations between this problem and those of chaotic billiards theory.
The existence of an exact solution for the Casimir problem with a non-trivial geom-
etry would imply the existence of an exact solution for the same family of quantum
billiards and hence of classical billiards. Thirty years of work on the ergodicity of
classical billiards and the implications for the density of states in the corresponding
quantum billiards suggest this task is hopeless (see [14]). Consider an attempt to
proceed numerically: One could easily compute the spectrum {w} to some high, but
finite, accuracy, and attempt to compute the sum. However the sum diverges - the
leading non-trivial divergence in N dimensions is of order AN. One could hope to
compute it by introducing a cutoff, computing the energy at nearby separations, a
and a + da, taking the difference, £(a + da, A) - £(a, A), and finally taking A -- oo.
However such numerical problems are hopelessly unstable: tiny errors in the asymp-
totic spectrum lead to significant ambiguities in the finite parts. The force, indeed, is
given by the small oscillatory ripple in the density of state numerically shadowed by
the 'bulk' contributions which give rise to distance-independent divergencies. So we
focused our attention on ways to get approximate solutions of the Laplace-Dirichlet
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problem whtich are apt to capture the oscillatory contributions in the density of states,
providing physical insights and accurate numerical estimates. We have not found any
previous use of ideas from classical optics. In this section we give a derivation of
the optical approximation based on a path integral representation of the Helmholtz
Greens function. Schaden and Spruch have developed an approximation for Casimir
energies [9] using Gutzwiller's semiclassical treatment[14] of the density of states. It
is misleading to call the approach of Ref. [9] '"semiclassical" because, as can be seen
for example from eq. (3.1), the only h in the Casimir problem for a massless field is
the multiplicative factor in 5:hw. However, since the authors of Ref. [9] use the term
following Gutzwiller, we will continue to refer to their approach as "semiclassical".
This work differs in important ways from ours and in general is not as accurate. how-
ever the relationship between the two approaches is interesting, and is explored later
in this section.
3.3.1 Derivation
We begin with the well-known definition of the Casimnir energy in terms of a space
and wavenumber dependent density of states[18], p(x, k),
DF)] = dk dN h w(k)p (, k), (3.1)
where w(k) = cvk 2+/ 2, and the density of states fi(x, k) is related to the propagator
G(x', x, k) by
(x, k) -2k Im G(x, x, k). (3.2)
Since we are considering a scalar field, G is the Greens function for the Helmholtz
equation. We choose G to be analytic in the upper-half k2-plane (or equivalently
take k2 to have a small positive imaginary part). The tildes on fi(x, k) and G(x, x', k)
denote the subtraction of the contribution of the free propagator. Go(x' x, k). The
Casimir energy depends on the boundary conditions obeyed by the field s and on the
arrangement of the boundaries, S _- OD (not necessarily finite), of the domain )D.
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From the outset we recognize that £ must be regulated, and will in general be cutoff
depenllent. as discussed in the Introduction. iWe will not denote the cutoff dependence
explicitly except when necessary. p is the familiar density of states associated with
the problem:
(A + k2 )(x) = 0 for .xC D
4(x) = 0 for .r E S. (3.3)
so that G satisfies the equation
(a' + 2)G(x', x, k) = -BN(X'-x) for ', x ED.
G(x',x,k) = 0 for ' orx CS, (3.4)
an(d
G(x', x, k) = G(x', x, k) - Go(x', x, k), (3.5)
where Go is the free scalar propagator in the absence of boundaries. The spectral
representation expresses G as a sum over a complete set of eigenfunctions gn with
eigenvalues k,
G(x',x,k) = E z2 k2
-
iE'- (3.6)
n 7
Notice that since the problem (3.3) is real we have chosen a complete set of real
eigenfunctions and removed the usual complex conjugation fiom (3.6). We can re-
gard this problem as the study of a quantum mechanical free particle with h = 1,
mass rn = 1/2, and energy E = k2, living in the domain D with Dirichlet boundary
conditions on AD. Dirichlet boundary conditions are an idealization of interactions
which prevent the quantum particle from penetrating beyond the surfaces S. This
idealization is adequate for low energies but fails for the divergent, i.e. cutoff depen-
dent, contributions to the Casimir energy[77]. As we have already seen in Section II,
the divergences can be simply disposed of in the optical approach, and the physically
measurablle contributions to Casimir effects are dominated by k A 1/a, where a, a
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typica.l pla.te separation, will satisfy 1/a << A where A is the niolllentun cutoff char-
acterizing the material. So the boundary condition idealization is quite adequate for
our purposes. Following this quantum mechanics analogy we introduce a fictitious
time. t andl consider the functional integral representation of the propagator[19]. The
space-time propagator is
G(x', x, t) = [ 2G(x' x, v)e-iEt, (3.7)
where E == :2. Since G is analytic in the upper half k2-plane. it is evident that
G(x', .x, t) 0= when t < 0. The inverse Fourier transform reads
G(x', x, k) = i dt eik tG(x', x, t). (3.8)
G(x', x. t) obeys the free Schr6dinger equation in D bounded by S. It can be written
as a functional integral over paths from x' to x with action S(x', x, t) = f | dt 2.
The optical alproximation is obtained by taking the stationary phase approximation
of the propagator G in the fictitious time domain. Hence we assume that the func-
tional integral is dominated by the contribution of classical paths between x' and x.
These are straight line paths, reflecting r times from the boundaries, and traversed
at constant speed, v = f,(x', x)/t. where £,(x', x) is the length of the path. Then the
optical approximation to the propagator is given by,
Gopt (x, x,t) = Dr (x', x, t)eiS ( x' x" ) . (3.9)
r
The action is
Sr(X',x,t) = (x' )2 (3.10)4t
and D is the van Vleck determinant
Dr(x' xt) or det( raz2, 2 (3.11)
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This approximation is exact to the extent one can assume the classical action of the
path S, to be quadratic in :'. x. This is the case for flat and infinite plates. Thus
the non-quadratic part of the classical action comes from the curvature or the finite
extent of the boundaries, which we parameterize generically by R. 0:3S/Ox:3 - 1/Rt.
Hence. in a. stationary phase approximation 5x vi and the corrections are of
order 63S 0 (9vt/R). Back in k-space the corrections hence will be 0(1/kR),
and the important values of k for the Casimir energy are of order 1/a, where a is
a measure of the separation between the surfaces. Thus the figure of merit for the
optical approximation is a/R. At the moment there is no good way to estimate
the order in a/R of the corrections to the optical approximation (possibly fractional,
plus exponentially small terms). Certainly some of the curvature effects are captured
by the van Vleck determinant, and as we saw in section 3.5.3 for the sphere-plare
problem, the optical approximation works in practice out to a/R 1. This is topic
for frther investigation. Eq. (3.9) is, in fact, the usual approximation of ray optics,
the van Vleck determinant being precisely the enlargement factor of classical optics,
as we now show. Since de,(x', x)/Ox' = n' and de,(x', x)/x = -n, where n and n'
are the unit tangent vectors to the path in the points x and x', we have
, (\; ±1/2D. (x', x t) oc det ni + ,0-r ) , (3.12)
We perform the analysis in three dimensions. Other values of N are analogous, and
Dnj
we quote the general result at the end. The matrix . is
d-ltl t + d2 t2, (313)
where t, 2 and t 2 are orthonormal tangent vectors perpendicular to n and n' respec-
tively and with them form two orthonormal bases centered in x and x', and d/idx'i
is the derivative of the angle subtended at the point x when we shift the point x'
along the direction t'. Taking the determinant is now easy: it is the product of the
three eigenvalues of the matrix, but given the fact that {n, t, t 2} (and their primed
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correspondents) are an orthonormal triple these are just { 1, erdld /dx' i , f rdO,2 /ld' },
so
Dr(, t) e t!) ' 1/2(3.14)
The coefficient of proportionality is independent of the pa.th3 r and must depend on
t in such a way that for the direct path we obtain the free propagator. Therefore,
Dr (X', t) = - (3.15)(47rt)N/2 _ dA1
where we have returned to N-dimensions. We have introduced the factor (-1)r to
implement a Dirichlet boundary condition. In the case of a Neumann boundary
condition, this factor would not be present. Although we did not label dQ/dA with
an index r, it should be clear from the derivation that it does depend on the path r.
Putting all together we find the space-time form of the optical propagator to be
Gopt (X X, t) -- (_l) (7- d 12 i24(3.16)dA1,,topt ) = Z (4.wit)N/2 ~Nr dA) ei4t(
When dealing with infinite, parallel, flat plates this approximation becomes exact.
For a single infinite plate, for example, the length-squared of the only two paths
going from x to x' are
,direct = | | X X | |
reflection = [X' ;1l 2, (3.17)
where is the image of x. Both are quadratic functions of the points x, x' and the
optical approximation is indeed exact. In order to calculate the density of states
we must return to k-space. G(x', x, k) is obtained by Fourier transformation (see
eq. (3.8)), and can be expressed in terms of Hankel functions, giving us the final form
3WVe are not discussing the Maslov indexes other than the (-1)r here. If the ray 7r would touch
a caustic it would be necessary to introduce the appropriate phase factor.
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for our approximation
GCpt(Xtt': : Z (M(-)riTT 1 /2) H(1) ()
Gr*(X', xi A ) (3.18)
r
where Ar is the enlargement factor
Ar(x',x) = d (3.19)
and we have suppressed the arguments x and x' on 4r and Ar in (3.11). This can be
thought of as a particular case of the general results in Ref. [20].
For N = 1 and N = 3 the Hankel function reduces to an exponential. For example,
when N = 3 we find
a1/2Gr (zX', xk) = (_l)nr r eike r (3.20)
47r
However, had we attempted a stationary phase approximation directly in k-space we
would have obtained an exponential for any N,
Gsemicl(X, X, t) = Dr(', x, k)eik" (x'x),
paths r
which does not reduce to the exact expression in the limit in which we have only
infinite, non-intersecting (hence parallel), flat planes, because in k space it is not a
gaussian problem even for quadratic 2. This is an important advantage of applying
the stationary phase approximation in the time domain where it leads to the optical
approximation. Also we believe the optical approximation to be a more favorable
starting point for considering systematic corrections to the stationary phase approx-
imation uniformly4 in 1/R. The expressions (3.9) and (3.11) are the first term of a
systematic expansion of the propagator in 1/kR. For gently curved geometries we
expect them to provide a good approximation, the final test, in absence of exact solu-
4The technique of passing to the Fourier transform to obtain uniform approximations is certainly
not new in wave optics [21].
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tions. coming only from comparison with the experiments. The corrections come from
two different (but related) effects [22]: a.) we have to expand the function ST(x'..c') in
the exponential to include cubic (and higher order) terms and b) we have to include
other stationary paths of non-classical origin, like paths running all around the bod-
ies one or mnore times (these can be considered as a non-perturbative, exponentially
small correction to the propagator). Both phenomena are due to the curvature of
the boundary surfaces and we go back to the previous estimate that the parame-
ter controlling the accuracy of the our approximation is indeed 1/kR (wedges and
discontinuities must be considered as regions in which R -- 0 and the expansion is
somewhat different). Two intertwined branches of wave optics have dealt with finding
corrections to the geometric optics predictions for curved boundaries. The first [13, 6]
deals both with perturbative a) and nonperturbative b) corrections to next to leading
order in 1/kR of particular importance in the shadow region. The second deals with
edges and holes in locally flat surfaces, originated by Sommerfeld's work [5] (see also
[23] and references therein). Both must be considered relevant to future studies of
Casimrnir forces, since high-curvature and finite-size effects will soon be relevant in the
next generation of precision experiments [24, 25]. Another phenomenon to be taken
in account. even in the case of gently curved surfaces, the optical approximations fails
when either x or x' are in the shadow region or we are in presence of a caustic, the
set of points where the Hessian 2Sr/axzXO' has one or more vanishing eigenvalues
[26]. In these regions of the parameters (x, x') the gaussian approximation fails and
one cannot ignore cubic terms in the action. There are various ways of treating this
phenomenon, whose importance in wave optics[27, 21] as well as quantum mechan-
ics [20, 22] is today clear. The most interesting prediction related to the presence
of caustics (for what concerns us here) is the fact that a ray crossing a caustic ac-
quires a non-trivial phase shift. This could possibly result in a change of the sign of
the Casimir force for concave geometry. Unfortunately, the existing formalism does
not seem to be easily translated into our language and more work is needed in this
direction.
The famous multiple reflection expansion [28] is also intimately related to the opti-
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ca.l alpp)roximation developed here. It is relatively easy to see that our ap)roximation
arises as the first term in a uniform 1/kR expansion for the propagator. MIost of the
effort in applying the MRE to Casimir energies has focused on the divergent terms
associated with general geometrical properties of the bodies [29] or on the Casimir
force at large distances where only the lowest reflections contribute. To our knowledge
no one has been able to develop a useful expansion beyond the optical limit from the
IMRE.
3.3.2 The optical Casimir energy
The substitution of (3.11) into (3.2) and then in (3.1) gives rise to a series expansion
of the Casirnir energy associated with classical closed (but not necessarily periodic)
paths
8 opt= E r,: (3.21)
paths r
where each term of this series will be in the form of
Er - h Im dkw(k)-/ dNx G(x,x, k). (3.22)
2 J 7
Here the integration has been restricted to the domain Dr where the given classical
path r exists. At this point it is useful to separate potentially divergent contributions
from those which are finite. Because G is analytic in the upper half k-plane, the k
integration can be taken along a contour with Imnk > 0. The Hankel function Hl,)(kf)
falls exponentially in the upper half plane, so the x integral converges absolutely and
uniformly at fixed-k unless there are x-values where 4f(x) can vanish. One can easily
convince oneself that for smooth surfaces5 only the paths that reflect once on any
surface can give vanishing path length. So for the moment, we put aside the first
reflection and consider the cutoff independent contributions from r > 1. In that
case we can interchange the k and volume integrals. The resulting k-integral is also
'Ilt suffices that the vector n normal to the surface is continuous, i.e. no wedges are present.
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uniformnly convergent.
£, .= (-I) 1 1d/2 of0 2A,
2 (47T)N/2 dk(2;(2k)/-1 (Ni:',)
(3.23)
for 1 > 1. The k-integral can be performed in general, but is particularly simple for
the imassless case, w(k) = ck,
(-1)r+l N + 1 'A 1/2
NX, r _c (3.24)Er = h 27N/2+1/2 F ( d (N+3)/2 .24)
which is the Casimir energy associated to the optical path r > 1, and generalizes our
fundamental.1 result, eq. (3.1) to dimensions other than three. The generalization to
the massive case for N = 3 is given by
Id = (3X_1)r+1 | f3 x e"K2(pf,(W), (3.25)471'2 r
which reduces to the N = 3 case of eq. (3.24) as u - 0. It is worth noting that
for ly > 0 the paths with length f > 1//t are exponentially damped. Now we return
to analyze the potentially divergent first reflection. For simplicity of notation we
specialize to N = 3 although the analysis is completely general. Let the boundary of
D be the surfaces of a set of rigid bodies B 1, B 2,..., B,,. The divergent contributions
come from the paths 1Bi that reflect once on any of the bodies Bi. To regulate
possible divergences we insert a simple exponential cutoff in k. It is easy to see
that our results are independent of the form of the cutoff. Then for a massless field,
reflecting from body B,
= (-1)42 j| d3xi,(xx)j12 dk e-k/Ak2 sin(kelB(x,x)). (3.26)
The k-integration can be performed,
= fhc / d3x A1/2 2elBA 4(3 - (lBA) 2 )
B 4r2 Id B - B (1 + (BA) 2 )3 (3.27)
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Notice that for IlBA > 1 we reobtain the standard result, eq. (3.1) as we should.
When ('L8 A < 1 however the structure of the function changes completely. In par-
ticular the signl changes at flBA = /3V. There is a. non trivial consequence of this
fact: from eq. (3.1) one expects a positive divergence (r = 1 here) as - 0 how-
ever the small divergence in eq. (3.27) is negative. This effect, that the cutoff
dependent contribution to the Casimir energy density changes sign near the bound-
ing surface, is well known and has figured centrally in recent discussions of Casimir
energy densities[8]. Of course the bulk contribution to the vacuum fluctuation energy
comes from the zero-reflection term, which is positive. The negative surface correc-
tion is well known and has many physical consequences. For example it contributes
to the surface tension of heavy nuclei[31].
To analyze the divergent first reflection, eq. (3.26) further, we need an expression
for A(:c, x) near a generally curved surface. This entails a small change in Al (see
eq. (3.12)) to take in account two different principal radii of curvature, say R, and
Rb (here x' = so 0 = 0 and al = a2 = /2),
A 1B (X, X = 1 (3.28)(e1 + /lB/2 Ra)( B + 1 l/ 2 Rb) (3.28)
Substituting back into eq. (3.27) and replacing d3x = dS(f)df/2, where dS(e) =
(e/2R, + 1)(e/2Rb + 1)dS, and dS is the surface area element on the body, we get
(up to finite terms arising from upper bounds on the integration in de)
__ $/ d·/, a·Ji' p 2·.~i~e/~i~nA4(3 -(eA)2)
- hc dS de /( + e/2Ra)(1 + /2Rb) (1 + (A) 2)3 (3.29)
where we have suppressed the subscript 1B. The £-integration may be evaluated at
large A to obtain an asymptotic expansion of the cutoff dependent terms in the first
reflection,
42 dS (A + A + +O (lnA)
Shc _ 1 /1S hcAl - A2 hc dS + R + O(lnA) (3.30)
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Eq. (3.30) summarizes the cutoff (lependent contributions to the Casimir energy in the
optical approximation. As discussed in Section II, these terms do not contribute to
the forces 'between rigid objects. Also they are trivial to isolate and discard from the
calculation of forces. The form of eq. (3.30) invites comparison with the work of Balian
and Bloch[28] on the asymptotic expansion of the density of states based on their
multiple reflection expansion. The MIRE propagator includes not only specular paths,
but also contributions from diffraction which also yield cutoff dependent contributions
to the Casimir Energy. Scaling arguments indicate that terms up to at least the third
"reflection" in the MRE are cutoff dependent. These higher divergences are omitted
from the optical approximation, which is convenient since they do not contribute to
Casimir forces in any case. The first few terms in the MRE expansion of the density
of states are given by,
plMRE(k) 2k ( -16 122k dS ( + + (/k) (3.31)
so the leading cutoff dependent terms in the Casimir energy are6
S ___hc dkk PMRE(k) e- /
-- ShcA 3 - 1hcA2 dS I + R )+ O (A) (3.32)
Comparing with the optical result, eq. (3.30) we see that the first terms agree and
the second terms differ by a factor of 3/4. Apparently our optical approximation
to the propagator, despite its simplicity, captures the leading divergence and the
order of magnitude of the subleading divergence.7 The discrepancy between our
approximation and the MRE (exact) result for the quadratically divergent term in 
is not surprising. To get the divergences right, it is necessary to capture paths of zero
6 The sign of the second ternl here is opposite that of Ref. [28] because we are dealing with convex
rather than concave geometries
70One might think to claim more than order of magnitude success here. However it should be noted
that for Neumann boundary conditions both terms in (3.30) change signs while only the surface terms
in (3.32) changes sign. This is due to the fact that 2 'reflections' in the MRE expansion contribute
to the curvat'ure divergence as well and their sign is the same for Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions.
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length that, occur in higher reflections. However only the first reflection is classical.
The finite part of the Casimir energy (the one responsible for Casimir forces) however
comes from paths of finite length, whose corresponding terms in the expansion for
the propagator we believe are captured quite well by the optical approximation. This
could help explain why the approximation works better than one would expect from
a, naive error estimate.
3.3.3 Connections with other semiclassical approximations.
Stationary phase approximations are not new in the study of Casimir energy both
at zero and non-zero temperature [9, 32]. These works certainly share with ours the
attempt to switch the attention toward general properties and approximations to the
Helmholtz equation. On the other hand, relying more or less heavily on Gutzwiller's
trace formula, they suffer from two significant problems. First, they treat symmetric
and nearly symmetric geometries in radically different ways, and fail to provide a
natural deformation away from the symmetric limit (not to mention that they give
the exact result for parallel plates only for odd number of space dimensions). Second,
they require a certain amount of strongly geometry-dependent work (to calculate
monodromy matrices for example). We discuss both these problems further below.
In order to study these points we will rewrite a given contribution £4 (specializing to
N = 3 and suppressing the index r) as
8 = Im(-1) n dk hck2e-k/ ^ d e J(C)eik, (3.33)
where
J(e) - d3x 6(- (x,x )) A xxk (3.34)
Our strategy has been to dominate the functional integral over paths from x back to
x by the classical paths, then perform the k integral analytically, and to leave the
integration over x for numerical evaluation. The standard "semiclassical" approach
[14, 9] is to perform all spatial integrations by stationary phase including the one over
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the argunment of the Greens function itself. This leaves a function only of k which can
b)e integrated analytically. The fact that we can do the x integral numerically allows
us to capture much more detailed information about the system. We will show this
in detail in the following. To underline the differences, let us repeat briefly the line of
reasoning leading to Gutzwiller's trace formula,. Ve start by writing an asymptotic
expansion for k > 1. The asymptotic contributions to the -integral come [33] both
from a) boundaries at em, eM (minimum and maximum length achieved by the path
r) that is itegration by part terms and b) integrable divergences in the function J(f)
that is stationary phase (SP) points at fj. So that
fde J(e)eike E (An(k)eikeM B,(k)eik) + E C (k)ei. (3.35)
n>O SP points j
A, B, C are polynomials in k, 1/k and m,, Al, fj respectively. Schaden and Spruch [9]
approach based on Gutzwiller trace formula [14] consists in taking only the stationary
phase contributions, b), to the energy, the coefficients Cj(k)'s then being related to the
'mnonodromy matrix'.8 These terms correspond to closed classical paths, for which the
final momentum is equal to the initial one (the action is S oc ). The stationary phase
approximation requires the periodic orbits to be well-separated in units of wavelength.
However as one approaches a situation in which one exact symmetry exists, the space,
R2 in 3 dirrensions, perpendicular to the closed orbit at a given point breaks into the
product of two subspaces A x B, and e is constant with respect to the B coordinates
b. In the symmetric situation the SP points then form lines (or planes if more than
one symmetry is present) parameterized by b. The problem can again be solved easily
just by writing d2x oc dadb and factoring out the integral over db[9, 34] leaving the
integral over da to be evaluated by stationary phase approximation again.9 However,
8To be precise the stationary phase integral is done on the directions transverse to the periodic
orbit. The integration over the direction parallel to the orbit is eventually performed by means of a
trick [14].
9 The simplest example is that of a cylinder facing a plane. Then the periodic orbits are lines
perpendicular both to the cylinder and the plane, b is parallel to the axis of the cylinder and a is
the direction perpendicular to this. In the case of parallel plates both the directions a and b are
symmnetry directions so they both factor out and no stationary phase approximation is performed.
In this case the former analysis gives an exact result, as is well known.
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when the symmetry is slightly broken the length e acquires a small b dependence and
the integral over db can no longer be factored out. Moreover a naive stationary phase
approximation in both dadb is not reliable because arbitrarily close to the breaking
point, the dependence of eon b is small and the Hessian matrix 82e(x, x)/8x2 has one
(or more) very small eigenvalues in the old b directions. There exists [35] a theory for
Gutzwiller trace formula for approximate symmetries. However, we found that it is
not easy to implement in the study of the Casimir energy for arbitrary surfaces. In the
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Figure 3-11: Comparison between the optical approximation (upper curve) and the
"semiclassical" approximation of Schaden and Spruch (lower curve) for the sphere
and plane. The scaled Casimir energy is plotted versus a/ R. For the optical ap-
proximation, the sum of the first four reflections has been resealed to go to unity as
a ---+ O. It is possible to show that in the limit a/ R » 1 the optical approximation and
Schaden and Spruch's formula agree (in the figure they both tend to 90/7r4 = 0.92 ... ).
The most notable and relevant discrepancies are in the derivative at small a/ R.
cases in which these problems can be avoided, like a sphere of fixed radius in front of
a plane, and for a/ R ~ 1 the semiclassical approximation a la Schaden and Spruch
provides quite a good approximation (see figure) since in the expansion (3.35) the
stationary phase approximation gives a much larger contribution than the integration
by parts terms. A much stronger disagreement has to be expected if the sphere gets
substituted by a plate of width w bent with a curvature of order R »w. Indeed the
method of Ref. [9]differs dramatically from the optical approximation for the case of
a hyperboloid[7]. This is not a diffraction effect but rather a 'precocious' breakdown
of the semiclassical approximation which is cured by a uniform approximation of the
kind we have described.
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3.4 Local Observables
Local properties of the quantum vacuum induced by the presence of boundaries are
of broad interest i quantum field theory [46]. For example gravity couples locally
to the energy-moinentum tensor. Vacuum polarization induces local charge densities
near boundaries, provided the symmetries of the theory allow it. Also. local densities
are free from some of the cutoff dependencies that plague many other Casimir effects.
Any local observa-ble that can be expressed in terms of the Greens function can be
estimated using the optical approach. In this section we study the energy, momentum
and stress (lensities for a. scalar field.
Some local observables are not unambiguously defined [47]. For example the
charge density (in a theory with a conserved charge) is unambiguously defined while
the energy density, in general, is not (while its integral over the volume, the total
energy, is). In this chapter we use the Noether definition of the energy-momentum
tensor, similar results would be obtained with other interesting definitions.
3.4.1 Energy-momentum tensor
We study the Noether energy-momentum tensor of a free, real scalar field in a
domain D with Dirichlet boundary conditions (BC) on S = DD made of (in gen-
eral dlisconnlected) surfaces. Other BC (Neumann, Robin) can be discussed but for
simplicity we restrict ourselves to Dirichlet BC here.
The lagrangian is (we use h = c = 1)
C = 1a,¢0~- 2 2M (3.1)
where Greek letters are used for 4-dimensional indices while the vector notation will
be used for spatial vectors.
The Noether energy-momentum tensor for this real scalar field is
T. = (a0 - gvL (3.2)
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TV = a a- gl,.2 (&c4 a - m,202) (3.3)
from which we identify the energy density Too, the momentum density Toi, and the
stress tensor Tij. The definition of these quadratic operators involves divergences that
we will regulate by point splitting. We hence replace quadratic operators like 0(x) 2
by limnlx,,.: (x')¢(x). The energy density operator, for example, is
Too(x, t) = lini I20(x t)Oo9$(x. t) +V V'0(X t)q(x, t) + IM2 (x', t)o(xt)
Too(X20°X(, t)o', t) + 
rr2(x' t)Q(x, t) + 2(V' + V) (x', t)V(x, t)] (3.4)
The field q satisfies the free wave equation in D
20q + m2 = 0 (3.5)
and hence it can be decomposed into normal modes
0(x. t)-E 2 1 (Vj(x)e-iEitaj + Pj*(x)eEjta) (36)
3 3
where 4j and Ej are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the problem
(__2 +mrr2)V = E2j for x E D; j(x) = 0 for x E S. (3.7)
We also use the definition E(k) = v/k2 + m2, and Ej = k + m 2 so that the eigen-
value equation reads
_V2¢ = )k,, (3.8)
and because of the positivity of the operator -V 2 , the spectrum {Ej} is contained
in the half-line {E > m}.
We now introduce the propagator G(x',x, k), defined as in Ref. [4] to be the
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Green's function of the problem (3.7) or (3.8):
(-V' 2 - k2 )G(x', x, k) = ('- x)
G(x',x) = 0 for x'orxE S (3.9)
which can be written using the spectral decomposition as
G(x',x, k) = Y ,,.(x,)O,(x) (3.10)
In Ref. [4] we have developed an approximation for the propagator G(x', x, k) in terms
of optical paths (closed, in the limit x' -+ x). The derivation can be found in Ref. [4],
the general result valid for N spatial dimensions being
.opt(x :, I~) = (-1)r (7rr)1 /2 k N/2- 1(1) (or) 
', k) S 2N/2+lrrN/21 A) 1N'
- G(x, X, k), (3.11)
r
where H is a Hankel function, r labels the paths from x to x', nr is the number of
reflections of the path r, Cr(x', x) is its length and Ar(x', x) is the enlargement factor
familiar from classical optics,
Ar(x', ) = d (3.12)dA,'
A.r(x', x) is the ratio between the angular opening of a pencil of rays at the point x
and the area spanned at the final point x' following the path r. For N = 3 we have
Ar1 / 2 (Xt , X)eikr(,x).
Gr(x', k) = (-l)nr 7 ikt (3.13)
47w
With this explicit form for the propagator G, we now have to rewrite the elements
of the quadratic operator T,, as functions of G and its derivatives. It is useful to pass
from the point-splitting to a frequency cutoff by inserting the latter in the normal
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modes decomposition (3.6) as
oc
e-kj/A = dke-k/2k 6(k2 k). (3.14)
The limit x:' - x can then be exchanged with the dk integral and we get for the
energy density,
(OIToo(x. t)o)= f; dke - k/AlE(k)p(x, k) + dke-k/2E(kV .(x, k). (3.15)
The density p and the vector j are defined as
p(x, k) = -m G(x,x,k) (3.16)
j(x, k) = lim ImVG(x', x,k) = ImV G(x, x, k). (3.17)
X'-*X iF 27r
S is obtained by integrating Too over the whole volume between the bodies:
= d3x j dke-k/A E(k )p(x, k) + 2 ) dkS j(x, k). (3.18)
We have turned the integral over the divergence of into a surface integral using
Gauss's theorem. In the case of Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, since
dS x 6 we have (here & _ V and ji = ni j)
Irjn(x, k) =-Im oaG(x, x, k) = 0, E S (3.19)
and the surface integral term disappears. It should be noted that the vanishing of
the j contribution to the total energy relies on the continuity of the propagator for
x', x D. In some approximations, including the optical one, this continuity is lost.
Hence spurious surface terms arise on the boundary of certain domains D' C D. This
region is what in wave optics is called the 'penumbra' region. Diffractive contributions
are also not; negligible in this region and they cancel the discontinuities in G, hence
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elimilnaiting, the surface terms.1 0 The surface terms in the energy are hence of the same
order of the diffractive contributions which define the errol in our approximation.
The divergence V j could also be eliminated from Too by changing the energy-
momentumn tensor according to
TV = TLv + D09"i(y/aV (3.20)
with
1
ay>w = 2 (gt9,L( - gq,) . (3.21)
The total energy £ and momentum are not affected by this redefinition however the
new tensor T,, is not symmetric.
It can be seen that the stress tensor Tij is normal on the surface S (for both
Dirichlet and Neumann BC) so locally the force on the surface is given by the pressure
alone
dF
d= nP = (0T7,,10). (3.22)dS
The operator Tn7 regulated by point splitting is
T (x, t) = lim - (&0"7' - 'l'i  0o0o- - m2q52) 
X... x 1 2,,)
-lim [ ± B + - (20 + _2 m2q2)
-' + ) 'V4] (3.23)
where O' is shorthand for O(x', t). The second term in brackets is zero when averaged
over an eigenstate of the number operator { nj}), by virtue of the equations of motion.
For Dirichlet BC the term q5 2 = 0 on the boundaries, so we have (V = ib + Vt)
(OTjim0) = lim ( - ' Vt + k2 ) 4j(x')j(x). (3.24)
3
'OAs an example see Kirchoff's treatment of the diffraction from a hole in Ref. [5].
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Since also Vtvlj(x;) = 0 on the boundaries this expression simplifies to
P(x) = lim (, WEOlv'j(x' ) (3.25)
This expression can be rewritten, in terms of the propagator G. regulated by a, fre-
querncy cutoff as we did for Too,
P(x) = lim O-Ora dke-k/A (ImG(x, ). (3.26)
Xt_. 2irE( k)
In this regulated expression we can exchange the derivatives, limit and integral safely.
Below we discuss what the divergences are when A - oc and how to interpret and
dispose them.
All the above expressions are exact. Once the propagator G is known, we can
calculate the energy-momentum tensor components from them. However as discussed
above in the interesting cases it is difficult to find an exact expression for G and some
approximations must be used.
For smooth impenetrable bodies we use the optical approximation to the propaga-
tor developed in Ref. [4] and recalled in eq. (3.11). This gives G as a series of optical
paths and hence the pressure P as a sum of contributions due to optical paths which
reflect over the smooth, metallic surfacesl'
P _ EP, (3.27)
Pr = (-1)r im a j dke-k/A 2 E(k) a' ) sin (ke(x', x)), (3.28)
An important feature of the optical approximation is that all divergences are
isolated in the low reflection terms whose classical path length can vanish as x', x -
S. In practice only the zeroth and first reflection are potentially divergent. Before
llIf the conducting surfaces are rough and the average height h of the roughness is much smaller
than the important wavelengths - a, then the surfaces can be considered, for what we are concerned,
smooth [4]. he corrections to the Casimir energy in the optical approxinlation are still not known
bhut theyv must be very small, C ((h2 )) since (h) = 0 the average being on regions of size a.
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p)erforinlg the integral in k and taking A -- o then we have to put aside the
divergent zero and one reflection terms Po and P for a moment (in the next section
we will show how their contributions are to be interpreted).
For the remra,ining families of paths (that we will denote as 7' E 4) the integral
over k can be (lone and the limit A - oc taken safely. The result is finite and reads
P(x) = lnim 0'0(-1) A 2 (x', x) (3.29)
E x 'Z 87r2 e'(X, X)'
We can further simplify this expression. For simplicity let us call z the normal direc-
tion. Notice that for any sufficiently smooth function f(z', z) vanishing for either z'
or z on the surface z = 0
O 9zf( z,= f( z) (z, (3.30)1 z'=z=O 2 Z=O
The proof is trivial: consider that the lowest order term in the expansion of f(z', z)
near z', z = () is oc z'z. The propagator G(x', x, k) satisfies all these properties and
hence we can use this result to get rid of the limit ' -- x and assume x' = x from
the beginning. We can therefore rewrite Eq. (3.29) as,
1/2 X, 
P(x) = (-1)nz12 A e (x,x) (3.31)
rGTZ 167r2 (x, x)
Equation (3.31) is one of the main results of this chapter. In Ref. [4] we reduced
the computation of Casimir energy to a volume integral. The force is then found by
taking the derivative with respect to the distance between the bodies. Calculating the
pressure instead gives the force by means of just a double integral of a local function.
The problem is then computationally lighter and sometimes (as we will see in the
examples) can even lead to analytic results.
Essentially the problem has been reduced to finding the lengths and enlargement
factors associated with the optical paths for points close to the boundary. In the
case of the pressure (eq. (3.29) or (3.31)) it is necessary to know their derivatives in
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the direction transverse to the surfaces. We will see that this p)roblemn can l)e easily
tackled numerically when it cannot be solved analytically.
3.4.2 Regulate and eliminate divergences
As in the energy calculations [4], the only divergences occurring in the pressure come
from by paths whose lengths £ << 1/A, where A is the plasma, frequency of the
material. 1 2 There are only two such families of paths: the zero and one reflection
paths. In this section we show that these divergent contributions are independent
of the distances between the bodies. This fact is easily understood: in order for a
path to have arbitrarily small length all of its points must be on the same body. So
in order to study these terms we need only consider a single, isolated body (and a
massless field). We are also careful in maintaining the double derivative 02, since we
are calculating the terms P and P1 separately.
For r = 0, the zero reflection term, introducing an exponential cutoff A on the
material reflection coefficient we obtain
00 -c*/\dkk (sinklz' - A410 Ck/Adk lim Oz, O&z _ - 4 (3.32)Po e -/A 27rE(k) , --xes , 41r z'- z 47r2.
The same calculation for the r = 1 or one reflection term gives:
Pl--10 -k/Ad2 E(k) 'x . C.',ES sin klz'+zl A(471rz' + z = 427r .
Notice that these two terms are equal, so we could have substituted ,, - 2 for
their sum, after having properly regulated the divergence.
This positive, cut-off dependent pressure, P _ Po + P1 , must be dynamically
12 It is well known that the forces between rigid bodies remain finite and do not depend on the
characteristics of the material in the perfect metal limit. On the contrary, stresses on the isolated
bodies are strongly dependent on the dielectric constants and in general diverge in the perfect metal
limit [48]. However, in the case of finite dielectric constants the calculation of the Casimir force is
possible only in the parallel plates case [49]: a description of the interplay of finite conductivity effects
and geometry dependence, even within the optical approximation, is still lacking. So in this chapter
we limit ourselves to the case of infinite conductivity (which is however a very good approximation
for the experiments) and we neglect the infinite self-stresses induced by this idealization.
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balanced locally by a pressure generated by the material, lest it collapse. Moreover
the total force obtained by integrating this quantity over the (closed) surface S of the
whole bodlr gives zero. However, if the space around the body were inhomogeneous;
as in the presence of a gravitational field, a finite term survives the surface integration,
giving rise to a "vacuum Archimedes effect" in which the pressure on one side is, clue
to gravitational effects, larger than on the other side, so the body feels a net force.
We have analyzed this effect in detail in Ref. [50] and called it "Casimir buoyancy".
Finally note that another important element of this class of quadratic operators
is the Feynman propagator. In studying a field theory in a cavity or in between im-
penetrable bodies (for example hadrons as bags, photons in cavities or Bose-Einstein
condensates in traps), we can consider expanding the Feynman propagator in a se-
ries of classical optical paths reflecting off the boundaries. The first term, related
to the direct path is the familiar free propagator, the others give the finite volume
corrections.
3.5 Examples
In this section we calculate the Casimir force from the pressure, using the formalism
developed in the previous section, for three examples that were already addressed in
Ref. [4] using the energy method.
3.5.1 Parallel Plates
The parallel plates calculation is a classic example, whose result is well known and
constitutes the basis the widely used proximity force approximation (PFA) [3]. We
use this standard example to establish the rank among contributions to the total
pressure and show the similarity and differences with the energy method [4].
We calculate the force acting on the lower plate, denoted by d or down, by calcu-
lating the pressure on its surface. We discard the zero and d (one reflection on the
lower plate itself) reflection terms. The first term to be considered is the path that
bounces once on the upper plate ( or up) u. For parallel plates A = 1/ 2 and we
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Figure 3-12: Odd reflection paths that contribute to the Casimir force between the
two plates in the pressure calculations with the optical approximation. The points x'
and x will eventually be taken coincident and lying on the lower plate.
have
(3.1)
The length ir(x, x) for the paths that bounce an even number of times is a constant
in z and hence the derivatives vanish: they do not contribute to the pressure. This
seemingly innocuous observation simplifies the calculations considerably and it is a
test for any other geometry which reduces to parallel plates in some limit: in this
limit the even reflections contributions must vanish. Generically their contributions
are small. This parallels the role of the odd reflection paths in the energy method [4].
Figure 3-12 shows the odd reflection paths labelled with our conventions. For the
path 1u we have
Pd x) = !im -8; 2(1 2 )2 -
z--->O 161f 2a - z
(3.2)
The next path to be considered is the path that bounces 3 times, first on d, then on
u and again on d, dud = 3u (3 stands for 3 reflections and u for the plate where the
middle reflection occurs) which gives a contribution
. 2 1
P3u(X) = hm -8z 6 2(2 2 )2
z--->O 1 1f a + z (3.3)
The two contributions Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3) are equal. The reason is easily uncov-
ered. One can recover Eq. (3.3) from Eq. (3.2) sending z ----+ -z but for the purpose of
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taking the second derivative at z = 0 this is irrelevant. In the same fashion P3d = P5d,
Pr,,, = P etc. andl hence we find
3 3 3 3 7rZ1P(.) =-2 -2 -2 + .. (34)
327r2 a4 327r2 (2a)4 327r2 (3a) 4 167r2a4 90' (3.4)
which is the well-known result. Notice also that the rate of convergence is the same as
in the calculation making use of the Casimir energy in Ref. [4] (n-th term contributes
l/n 4' of the first term, in this case lu + 3u). These observations that allow us to
determine the rank of the contributions are fundamental, and they apply as well to
the other examples in this section.
3.5.2 The Casimir Torsion Pendulum
In this section we study a geometry already considered in Ref. [4]: a plate inclined at
an angle 0 above another infinite plate. We have called this configuration a 'Casimir
torsion pendulum' because the Casimir force will generate a torque which can be
experimentally measured. The configuration is analogous to the parallel plates case
but the upper plate must be considered tilted at an angle 0 from the horizontal.
The length of the upper plate must be taken finite, we denote it by w, while the
length of the lower plate can be infinite which we choose for simplicity. There is only
one substantial difference with the parallel plates case: the even reflection paths do
contribute in the pendulum, since their length varies as we move the final points x', x.
We calculate the force exerted on the lower, infinite plate for simplicity. We then
obtain the energy 8, by integrating over the distance along the normal to the lower
plate and from this we can calculate the torque as
0£'T (3.5)
The lower plate is taken infinite, the upper plate width is w. and the distance
between the height at the midpoint of the upper plate is a. We will choose as the
origin of the coordinates one point on the intersection line between the lower plate
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a.nd the line obtained by prolonging the upper plate. This defines a fictitious wedge
of opening: angle . We call x the horizontal and z the vertical coordinate. the third
direction. along which one has translational syrmmetry. being y.
Since the surfaces are locally flat we have A = 1/[2 as in the case of the parallel
plates, and again the odd reflections are exactly as in the case of the parallel plates.
However now the even reflections contribute (the notation is the same as in the parallel
plates case. in the even reflections 2u means the first reflection is on the upper plate
etc.):
P = P,++3 + P2.+2d + P3d+5d + ... (3.6)
where we have grouped the terms with the symbolic notation Pa+b = Pa + Pb when
P, = Pb. It is usefill to recapitulate what we have learned about the rank of these
contributions: PlL,+3u dominates, P3d+5d is smaller by - 1/16, Pu,+7u is smaller by 
1/81, etc. The even reflections are generically much smaller than the odd reflections,
and vanish as 0 - 0.
The first term in (3.6) is
121
Plu 3u = -2 l 02 1 ,(3.7)
167w 2 e2(z,) (37
with 1 = 2(x sin 0 - z/ cos 0), and an overall factor of 2 takes into account the identity
P1 = P,,. Taking the derivative and then setting z = 0 we find
3 1
Plu+3u = -167r 2 x4 sin4 0 cos2 ' (3.8)
and integrating from xm = (a/ sin 0 - w/2)/ cos 0 to xz, = (a/ sin 0 + w/2)/ cos 0 we
find the force per unit length in the y direction
Cos 8 1 )
Fu +3u. = -327 2 sin 4 0 (a/ sin 0 - w/2) 2 (a/ sin 0 + w/2)2 (3.9)
Since termII by term F = -£/a we find the first term in optical expansion of the
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Casimir energy S (the arbitrary constant is chosen so that S -* () when o. - oc) as
1u+3u 
awcos 4 0
2r2 (4a2 - W2SinI2 0)2
(3.10)
a nd fiomn this one obtains the torque
2aw (w 2 - 4a2 ) cos3 0 sin 0
ir2 (4a2 - w2sin 2 0)3
(3.11)
Analogously we can calculate the contribution to the pressure P of the two reflections
paths 2 and 2d. Again the contributions of the two paths are identical and the result
simplifies to
212 1
P2u+2d = 82 Z e2(zx) '
and Ising 2 = 2 2 + z 2 sin 0 we find
(3.12)
1
P2u+2d = - __ ___167r2 sin 2 0 x 4 (3.13)
which integrated fromn x, = (a/ sin 0 - w/2)/ cos 0 and xM,
gives the force along the z axis due to these paths:
cos3 0
F2l,-[2d = 48r 2 sin2 0
1
(a/ sin - w/2)3
= (a./ sin +
(a/ sin 0 + /2)3 )
This expression can now be expanded for 0 < 1 (quasi-parallel plates)
1
F21 1,+2d - - 16-7r2~(w42 +
5w 3 - 11wa 2
6a6
6a 6
Notice that this expression vanishes when 0 --+ O, as it should since for parallel plates
all the contributions of even reflections paths vanish.
The next terIn in the series is F3d+5d, whose calculation is performed in the same
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w/2)/ cos 0
(3.14)
(3.15)
'Tlu+3u =
fashion. The result is:
3 cos5 2 ( 1 1
167r2 sin 4 20 (a/ sin 0 - w/2):3 (a/sin + u/2)3 (3.16)
-16 2 1(3a + 5w a + .... (3.17)
We can also present the term given by the 4 reflections paths,
cos
3 20 1 1 1 0 2
48 2 sin2 20 (a/ sin 8 - w/2)3 (a/ sin 0 + w/2)3 - 1672 4a4 +
(3.18)
The terms independent of 0 can be seen to reconstruct the parallel limit case F =
-(1 + 1/16 + 1/81 + ...)3/16wr2 a 4 .
Term by term, this series for the force reproduces the series in Ref. [4]. The series
for the energy and the torque agree as well. The results of the pressure method then
coincide with those of the energy method (as for all the examples analyzed in this
chapter). In Ref. [4] we discussed at some length the predictions of the optical method
for the Casimir torsion pendulum. We will not repeat them here, referring the reader
to that paper for further details.
3.5.3 Sphere and Plane
The sphere facing a plane is an important example for several reasons: it has been
analyzed theoretically with various exact or approximate numerical techniques [9,
42]; it is an experimentally relevant configuration; the exact solution is unknown
and probably will escape analytical methods for a long time to come. We have
already calculated the optical approximation to the Casimir energy in Ref. [4] up to
5 reflections. In this chapter we study this problem for mainly pedagogical purposes,
leaving a more accurate and complete numerical analysis for the future. We believe
it is worth studying this example because, contrary to the previous two examples,
the enlargement factor plays an important role and moreover we will reanalyze this
example with finite temperature in Section IV B 2.
We calculate the pressure (and by integrating, the force) exerted on the plate by
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the sphere which. of course. equals the force exerted by the plate on the sphere. \'Ve
start from the qualitative observation that the rank of the contributions is the same a.s
in the parallel plates case in the limit a/R - 0. In all the examples we have analyzed
this rank is preserved for any value of a/R. Moreover the ratios of the contributions
to the force F3 +.5 (a, R)/F+:3(a, R), F4(a. R)/F 2 (a, R) etc. decrease quickly as a/fR
increases, we believe due to the growing importance of the enlargement factor.
Here we calculate analytically the Is term (here s stands for 'sphere' and p for
'plate') and by using the relation Pls+3s, P1, + P3 = 2P18 proved in Section 3.4 (the
notation is the same as in that section) we are able to include the 3s term as well.
Using the expressions for the length and enlargement factor for the s path ob-
tained in Ref. [4] we get
a02 A1/2
Pls+3s = -2 - I--167r2 0z2 2l1 1
= 327r2 a2 ~ (- a + R - Z)2 + p2 ((a + R_ )2 + 2) -1 /2 3.19)
The final expression for the pressure Pls+3 obtained after the derivatives are taken is
rather long, however the contribution to the force on the plate, Fs1 +3, (obtained by
integration of P1,+a3 over the infinite plate) is quite simple:
Fs+:3s = 2r] dppPls+:3s = 7-8a3 (3.20)
This is the largest of the contributions and increasing aiR improves the convergence
of the series due to the presence of the enlargement factor, so the asymptotic behavior
at large a/R predicted by the optical approximation is that given by this formula, i.e.
F c R/a3 or E oc R/a 2 . This asymptotic law is in accordance with the numerics of
Ref. [4] and the predictions of other semiclassical methods [9]. However, eq. (3.20) is
in disagreement with the Casimir-Polder law [1] which predicts E or R3 /a4 for a > R.
This is no great surprise, since our method is not valid for aiR > 1, the semiclassical
reflections being corrected and eventually overshadowed by diffractive contributions
[13, 38].
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p/R
1.5 2
Figure 3-13: The magnitude of the total pressure up to reflection 5p in units of licl R4
as a function of the radial coordinate on the plate, pi R. Upward, or red to blue
aiR = 1, aiR = 0.1 and aiR = 0.01.
We have calculated the contribution of the two reflections paths analytically as
well. The calculation is more involved than the one reflection term but a big sim-
plification occurs if one notices that, for the purpose of taking the second derivative
with respect to z at z = 0, one can leave the reflection point on the sphere fixed.
We could not prove a similar result for any other reflection. It is certainly not true
for odd reflections but one can conjecture it to be true for even reflections. In this
chapter we have not calculated the 4 reflection terms and hence we could not check
this conjecture for more than 2 reflections.
And finally, we have calculated the 3p (or sps) and hence obtained the 5p, or pspsp,
paths contribution P3p+5p; P3p+5p in the parallel plates limit should account for rv 1/16
of the total force. This contribution, unlike the previous ones, must be calculated
partly numerically, mainly because finding the reflection point on the sphere requires
the (unique) solution of a transcendental equation. This task is achieved much more
quickly by a numerical algorithm than by patching together the several branches of
the analytic solution.
The total pressure is plotted in Fig. in 3-13 while the various contributions (keeping
in mind that P18+38 and P3p+5p are negative and P2+2 is mainly positive) are shown
in Fig. 3-14. Figure 3-13 reveals some interesting features of the pressure in this
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Figure 3-14: Contributions to the pressure in units of hc/R4 as a function of p/R,
for fixed a/R = 0.1. Downward or red to blue, we have -Pls+3s, -Pp+5p and P2+2.
Although unnoticeable in this figure, the curve P2+2 changes sign at around p/R - 0.4
(see Figure 3-15 for a similar situation).
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Figure 3-15: Contribution of the two reflection path(s)
hc/R 4 as a function of p/R, for fixed a/R = 0.01. The
showing that the sign of the pressure is not determined
only.
to the pressure in units of
pressure becomes negative,
by the number of reflection
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Figure 3-16: The ratio between the optical force up to the 5p reflection and the most
divergent term in the PFA, as defined by eq. (3.21).
geometry: the total pressure decays very quickly with the distance as P p-: the
exponent a seems to depend upon the distance a/R, but for aiR < 0.1 a good fit
is obtained with a = 6, in accordance with the asymptotic expansion of the 1 + 3
reflection term Eq. (3.19); by decreasing the distance between the sphere and the
plate. the pressure becomes more and more concentrated near the tip, giving us
reasons to trust our approximation and supporting the use of the PFA as a first
approximation in the limit aiR -4 0. Figure 3-14 shows the relative importance of
the contributions due to the different paths. As expected the contribution to the total
pressure decreases quite fast by increasing the number of reflections. In Fig. 3-15 one
can also see that the sign of the pressure is not determined simply by the number
of reflections of the underlying optical path - as for the contribution to the energy
density.
By integrating the pressure over the whole plate we obtain the force F. It is useful
to factor out the most divergent term of the force, as predicted by the PFA, so we
define the quantity f(a/R) as
a7r3RF(a) = 720 f (a/R). (3.21)
Since we include only a finite number of reflections it is convenient to factor out the
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conlstant ((4)/(1 + 1/16) such tha.t f is normalized with f(0) = 1. The funlction
f(l/R). clculated including paths s, 3s. 2, 3p and 5p, is plotted in Figure 3-16.
When a/Rl - () f is fitted by
f(a/R) = 1 - 0.10 a/R + 0 ((a/R)2) . (3.22)
By comparing to the results of [4]
fenergy(a/R) = 1 + 0.05 a/R + 0 ((a/R) 2 ) (3.23)
there is the difference in the sub-leading term.
By neglecting the 5s + 7p reflection paths (which in the parallel plates case con-
tribute 2% of the total force) we can only assert that the functions f in (3.22) and
(3.23) represent the optical approximation with an error of 2%. When plotted on the
whole rang(e of a/R where the optical approximation is to be trusted the pressure and
energy method curves never differ more than 2%. However there is no such a. bound
on the sub-leading term which, on the contary, depends on the higher reflections
contributions which have not been included in this calculations. 3 With the terms
calculated at this point, we cannot make a precise statement about the sub-leading
term. We can however safely say that the subleading term a/R coefficient is quite
small and our method disagrees with the PFA prediction -0.5a/R. The sphere op-
posite plate(- is such an experimentally relevant geometry that further, more accurate
studies need to be performed to compare with experimental data.
In conclusion. the lessons to be learned from this example are two: 1) The cal-
culations with the pressure method are even quicker and simpler than the energy
method and sometimes can give analytic results for non-trivial geometries and 2) the
sub-leading terms must be compared only between calculations performed with the
same accuracy. 14
1 3For example consider that including only Is, 3p, and 2 and reflections would have given a sub-
leading termn -O.16a/R instead of -O.10a/R in Eq. (3.22). The sub-leading term then changes of
50% by adding the 3s + 5p reflection terms which contributes only up to 8% of the total.
14AS would like to thank M. Schaden and S. Fulling for conversations on this point during the
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3.6 Casimir Thermodynamics
As measurements of Ca simir forces increase in accuracy they b}ecome sensitive to
thermal effects. The natural scale for Casimir thermodynamics is a distance, } =
hc/7rT, which at roonl temperature is about 2.5 microns. [To avoid confulsion with the
wave nuniber A,, we set Boltzmann's constant equal to unity and measure temperature
in units of energy. WVe continue to keep h and c explicit.] So, assuming the corrections
are of 0 ((a/)'), depending on the value of or thermal effects might be expected
between the 10% (for a = ) and 0.3% (for a = 4, the standard parallel plates result)
level for Casimir force measurements on the micron scale. In open geometries, like the
sphere and plane, even longer distance scales are probed by Casimir effects, and this
gives rise to interesting changes in the temperature dependence of the Casimir free
energy in comparison with the case of parallel plates[16]. The optical approximation
is well suited for (liscussion of thermodynamics since the thermodynamic observables,
like the Casimir energy, can be expressed in terms of the propagator. Here we consider
again a non-interacting, scalar field outside rigid bodies on which it obeys Dirichlet
boundary conditions.
Before centering into a, technical discussion of temperature effects, it is useful to
anticipate one of our central results which follows from qualitative observations alone.
As T - 0 the temperature effects probe ever longer distances. Even at room temper-
ature the natural thermal scale is an order of magnitude larger than the separation
between the surfaces in present experiments (see Ref. [40]). Since long paths con-
tribute little to the Casimir force, we can be confident that thermal effects vanish
quickly at low temperature. However, the leading T-dependence at small T comes
from regions beyond the range of validity of the optical (or any other) approximation,
so we are unable to say definitively how they vanish for geometries where no exact
solution is possible (i.e. other than infinite parallel plates).
workshop 'Semiclassical Approximations to Vacuum Energy' held at Texas A & M, College Station,
TX, January 2005. The concerns about the errors to be associated with the optical, semiclassical
or proximity force approximation is still open to debate and is strictly connected to one of the most
challenging open problems in spectral theory i.e. how to go beyond the semiclassical approximation
to the density of states of a positive Hernmitian operator.
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This section is organized as follows: First we discuss the free energy and check our
methods on the parallel plates gceometry; then we discuss the temperature dependence
of the pressure, which we apply to the sphere and plate case. Finally we discuss the
difficulties associated with the T -- 0 limit.
3.6.1 Free Energy
The free energy is all one needs to calculate both thermodynamic corrections to
the Casimir force and Casimir contributions to thermodynamic properties like the
specific heat and pressure. However like the Casimir energy, Casimir contributions
to the specific heat, pressure, etc.. are cutoff dependent and cannot be defined (or
measured) independent of the materials which make up the full system. So we confine
ourselves here to the thermal corrections to the Casimir force. The problem of parallel
plates has been addressed before and our results agree with those[16].
Derivation
We start from the expression of the free energy for the scalar field as a sum over
modes
· tot = -1 E Il 1-- -(n--") '
~~~71 ~1
= - Ei7n (1- e( )) E 2 n
- + E, (3.1)
where /u is the chemical potential, and the last term is the Casimir energy, or the free
energy at zero temperature, since YF = 0 for T = 0. The Casimir energy £, being
independent of the temperature, does not contribute to the thermodynamic properties
of the system. It however does contribute to the pressures and forces between two
bodies. The force between two bodies. say a and b, is obtained by taking the gradient
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of the free energy with respect to the relative distance rb
fnb = -Vab . (3.2)
At T = 0 we recover the familiar result f =-V.
Next we turn the sum over modes into a sum over optical paths. Following the
same steps that led from Eq. (3.4) to Eq. (3.15) we obtain
Y = -1 dNX dk p(x, k) In (1 - e-((k)-")) .
where p(x, k) is given by Eq. (3.16). By specializing to a massless field in 3 dimensions
with zero chemical potential (to mimic the photon field), and substituting the optical
approximation for the propagator Eq. (3.13), we obtain the sum over paths
r ( )r 27¼ /
r=--O Tr
d3x A/ 2 dk k sin(kr) n (1 - e-4 k)
.r
Here the term Fo, the direct path, gives the usual free energy for scalar black body
radiation. Using the values for the direct path, we have Ao = 1/t and to = I x' -xl
0 when taking x' -- x. We get the familiar textbook expression
k2dk 0-
2ff 2
_72 VT 4
In (1 -e - Ohk) = 90(hc) 3 '
90 (c)" 
where V is the (possibly infinite) volume outside the bodies.
The general term ~F associated with the path r is calculated by performing the k
integral in Eq. (3.4):
r = (_1)r+1 
27r 2
d3XA1/2 [ 2 +
r
-r (cothr + rcsch2r )]
where 4 = e,rT/hc = fr/, measures the path length relative to the thermal length
scale.
Eq. (3.6;) is the fundamental result of this section and gives a simple, approximate
90
(3.3)
(3.4)
.o = V o
Jo
(3.5)
(3.6)
description of thermal Casimir effects for geometries where diffraction is not too
irlmportallt. There are no divergences in any of the .,., ultraviolet or otherwise, even
for the direct path (as we saw in eq. (3.5)) and the first reflection path. All the
ultraviolet divergences are contained in the Casimir energy £. Indeed, by expanding
the integrand of equation (3.6) at short distances. i.e. f < 1, we obtain
A 1[2 1 4 ]
A 1! 2 [-2 + . (cother + csch2r) 3 4 er - e + .--] . (3.7)
Only the 1-reflection path length can go to zero to generate a divergence. For this
contribution Ar diverges like 1/e2 as , - 0, however this is compensated by the f
term in (3.7) so the expression is finite and then integrable.
To check for infrared divergences notice that at large distances, 4, > 1, the
integrand of (3.6) goes to / A 2/{. For an infinite flat plate the Ar . 1/Z2, where z
is the normal coordinate to the plate, and the integral is hence - dz /z 3 at large z. For
finite plates the domain of integration is finite and for curved plates the enlargement
factor falls even faster than 1/e2, and the integral remains convergent.
Since the integral converges in both the infrared and ultraviolet, it is safe to
estimate the important regions of integration by naive dimensional analysis. This
leads to the conclusion that The paths that dominate the temperature dependence
of the Casimir force have lengths of order the thermal length 3. High temperature
implies short paths. Very low temperatures are sensitive to very long paths. Long
paths involve both paths experiencing many reflections, which are sensitive to the
actual dynamics at and inside the metallic surface, or paths making long excursions
in an open geometry, which are sensitive to diffraction. Either way, low temperatures
will present a challenge.
Parallel Plates
We know that in the limit of infinite, parallel plates the optical approximation to the
propagator becormes exact. Hence our method gives another way to calculate the free
energy of this configuration of conductors. It is convenient to study this example to
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check against known results and to prepare the way for a study of the T - 0 limit.
We recall that for this configuration the expression for the enlargement factor is
A = / 2 and the lengths are given by 2n, = 2.a (where a is the distance between
the plates) and 2n+l1, ±u = 2(a - z) + 2na, 2?1+1, d = 2 + 2Ta, the notation being the
same as in Section 3.5.1, should at this point be familiar to the reader.
As in the zero temperature case it is useful consider even and odd reflection
contributions separately and as for the zero temperature case, the sum over odd
reflections turns into an integral over z from 0 to oo
ZFo d = 2n±1,d + 2n+1, = 2 2 3 S dx [-2 + x(cothx + x csch2x)],
(3.8)
where x = 2z/P and S is the area of the plate. The definite integral can be easily
performed numerically and its value is v = 0.06089...,
hc rT 3
-odd = 2 S = Sv (3.9)47 203 2(hc)2
which is independent of the separation, a, and therefore does not contribute to the
force.
Let us turn now to the even reflection paths. They have constant length 2na, so the
volume integral simply yields the volume between the surfaces 1. = Sa. We already
calculated the zero-reflection term .Fo in Eq. (3.5). The remaining even reflection
contributions (2,4,6,... reflections) Yeven,r>2 can be written as an infinite sum
Fevenr>2 1=-2 2 41 [-2 + n (cothxz + ,,csch2z,)] (3.10)
,,~> 2 = -2r 2 4 : Sa 2 4
n=l n
where x, = 2na//3 - nr (this defines the dimensionless temperature T) and we have
introduced an overall factor of two to take into account the multiplicity of the paths.
Thus the total fiee energy for parallel plates is the sum of F0 (eq. (3.5) and the results
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of eqs. (3.9) and (3.10)),
.- VT"4 rT:3 h Oc 1
11ll -r90 (h): [-2 + x,, (otlh.,, +- rC-- l 22 n)
90 _:)3 + y f~c)2 Sv 7F2 n=1 lz
(3.11)
It is not possible to rewrite Y11 in a closed form, but the sum is easy to com-
pute numerically and the high and low temperature expansions are easy to obtain
analytically. At high temperatures (and fixed a) - o, and the summand g(n) in
eq. (3.11) falls rapidly enough with n
:/ 1g(n) = 4 [-2 + (n) (coth(Tn) + (-rn)csch2(-rn))] 2(T) 4 [-2 + Tn]+0 (e-T")2(Tn)4 2()4.)
(3.12)
that the limit may be taken under the summation, with the result,
even,r>2 - Sa -ST + s. (3.13)IT4 2n3-r3 167ra2 1440a 3
Notice that the second term cancels the even paths contribution to the Casimir energy.
Hence the final expression for the high T expansion of the free energy is particularly
simple,
7r 2 7r 3 '(3)t.ot = -F + £ - 90hVT 4 + v 2(hc)2 ST 1 +a2ST (ea'ra/bc) . (3.14)
The first term is usual black body contribution to the bulk free energy. It does not
contribute to the force. The second term is also independent of a and does not give
rise to any force. The third term instead gives the thermal Casimir force. Notice
that htc has disappeared from this expression. Called the "classical limit", this high
temperature behavior has been noted before and some early results are even due to
Einstein (in [52] pg. 2; see also [45]). In the next section, after the thermal corrections
to the pressure are calculated, we show how to extend this result to other geometries.
Note some interesting features of the T -- oo limit: First, the sum over paths
converges like the sum of (l/n) 3 as indicated by the appearance of ((3). While slower
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than the T' = () convergence, it is still rapid enough to obtain a good approxima-
tion from low refiections. Second, note that the T - oc problern in 3-dimensions
corresponds exactly to a T = 0 problem in 2-dimensions. This is an example of the
familiar dimensional reduction expected as T oo. We can give a. short proof of this
result. Let us first write:
F= log Z (3.15)
where Z is the partition function. We need to evaluate Z to the lowest order in /3
when / - 0. The thermal scalar field theory can be written as a free theory on
the cylinder R3 x [0,,3). For/3 - O0 the dynamics along the thermal coordinate is
frozen in the ground state, with energy Eo = 0, where does not depend on the
thermal coordinate. The partition function Z is now Z = Z3 + 0 (e - pe) where E1
is the first excited state El oc 1/,32 and Z3 is the partition function of the remaining
three-dimensional problem in R3. If the conductors geometry is symmetric along
one spatial coordinate, say x (in the parallel plates problem we have two of these
directions, x and y) this can now be interpreted as an Euclideanized time variable
extending from 0 to Lx/c. So we will write Z 3 = Z2+1 = e h2L/c where 82 is the
Casimir energy of the 2 dimensional problem of two lines of length Ly, distant a. The
free energy F is then:
F logZ - -logZ2+1 = T L2 =-TLxLy (() (3.16)F = -~ _ -~ log Z2+l = T c 167r2a2'
Since S = LxLv This is exactly the a-dependent term in eq. (3.14). If the geometry is
not translational invariant then we can only say from eq. (3.16) that the free energy is
linear in T (since Z2+1 is independent of /3). Later, by using the optical approximation
we will find an explicit analytic expression valid also for non-symmetric, smooth
geometries.
For low temperatures, r - 0, the terms in the n-sum in eq. (3.11) differ very little
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from each other so we can use the Euler-MVIcLaurin formula[51],
CK , 0 .1 1(n) = /0 dx g(x) - g(0) - lg'(0) ... + (9). (3.17)
n= 2 12 T 90
Substituting into eq. (3.11) we find that the first term in eq. (3.17) cancels the sum
over odd reflections (the second term in eq. (3.11)) and that the second term in
eq. (3.17) combines with o0 to give a very simple result,
-tot = t -p (V- Sa)7r2T4 (3.18)90(hc) 3
at low temperatures. This has a simple physical interpretation: the typical thermal
excitations of the field at low temperature have very long wavelengths, it is hence
energetically inconvenient for them to live between the two plates. As a result the
only modification of the T = 0 result is to exclude from the standard black body
free energy the contribution from the volume between the plates. One could imagine
measuring this effect as a diminished heat capacity for a stack of conducting plates
inside a cavity.
The low temperature result, eq. (3.18), is deceptively simple. Its simplicity ob-
scures an underlying problem with the T -- 0 limit. We postpone further discussion
until we have explored the temperature dependence of the pressure. Suffice it to say
for the moment, that eq. (3.18) probably does not apply to realistic conductor with
finite absorption, surface roughness, and other non-ideal characteristics.
3.6.2 Temperature dependence of the pressure
In this section we will obtain the temperature dependence of the pressure within our
approximation and apply it to a preliminary study of the sphere and plate case. To
begin, we calculate the thermal average of an operator 0 quadratic in the real scalar
field 0. The average of a generic operator 0 is given by the trace over a complete set
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of eigenstates I,) of the Hamiltonian weighted byv a Boltzmann factor:
(0 )T = Z e- "' 3 c" I' aIOIJ'). (3.19)
After some algebra we find
(0 )T = Oj (2j + )T
J
E j -i (3.20)j
where ()T denotes the thermal average, j labels the normal modes ?bj (cf. Section II),
nj is the occupation number of the mode j and Ej its energy. The quantities Oj
are read from the decomposition of the diagonal part of the operator 0 written as
Odiag = Ej Oj(ataj + aja}) where aj is the annihilation operator of the mode j.
The Oj for the pressure can be read easily from the analysis in Section 3.4:
1Pj= lim :r4E a j(x')WLj(x) (3.21)
So we can write the pressure on the plate at non-zero temperature as
1 , 1 + e3EjP(x E S) = lim n j(x)j(x) (1 C-Ej' l eP
l= im &jn [c9 dke-k/ E(------- Im G(x', x,k) 1 + e-E(k)
X'-X 27rE(k) 1- e/3E()
k i e-E(k)
= Im j dke-/^2 E(k)- --- G(x,x,k) 1 - E (3.22)27rE(k)2 \ eE(k)
where we have used Eq. (3.30).
Next we introduce the optical approximation for the propagator and limit ourselves
to massless scalars E(k) = ck. The discussion of the divergences parallels that of
Section 3.4 and needs not be repeated here. We remove Po and P1 and leave all the
finite contributions r R. The optical approximation for the pressure exerted by a
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massless scalar field reads
P(x) = Z](- 1)"2 I-' coth I e,/,()I (3.23)
r~l? fl16-r2 3'
where it is understood that the zeroth and first reflection terms, which contribute to
the pressure on each surface individually, but not to the force between surfaces, have
been dropped.
Before applying this to the sphere and plate problem, let us again look at the
limiting behavior as T -- oo and T - 0, and draw some conclusions independent
of the detailed geometry. First consider T -- o. The shortest paths in the sum in
eq. (3.23) are of order a, the intersurface separation. [Remember that the optical
approximation is accurate as long as the important paths are short compared to R,
a typical radius of curvature of the surfaces.] At high T we can take the / -- 0
limit under the sum over reflections since the resulting sum still converges. Therefore
low reflections dominate, and we can see, retrospectively, that the high temperature
approximation applies when p/a -+ 0. So as T oc,
= -16r2 1+ (e - / )] . (3.24)
This limit has been called (it has been previously found for the parallel plates case)
the "classical limit" [52, 45, 16], since the final expression for high temperatures,
reinserting h and c,
A1/2
P - -l)r(-) Ar16T (3.25)
is independent of h and c apart from exponentially small terms. This expression
amounts in neglecting the 1 in the expression (2nj + 1)T, corresponding to normal
ordering or neglecting the contribution of the vacuum state.
At low temperatures,: -+ oo, it is not possible to interchange the limit with the
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sumn. The relevant quantity is coth(fr/!,), which goes like
coth ( · _ + 7 _ (3.26)
,l ct = / r d 332 45 34 + l
as /3 -, oc. The first term yields the familiar T = 0 expression. The others would
give divergent contributions because of the factors of f,. in the numerators (even after
the inclusion of the enlargement factor Ar). Of course the sum over reflections of
the difference, f coth(ftr/0)- , converges to zero as ,3 -- oc, so thermal corrections
definitely vanish for any geometry as T --- 0 as expected. Once again we relegate
more detailed consideration of the T -- 0 limit to a later subsection.
Sphere arid plate
In this section we calculate the pressure and total force for the configuration of a
sphere facing a plane at non-zero temperature within 5p reflections. The optical
approximation should be accurate if the important paths are short compared to R,
the radius of the sphere. On the other hand the thermal corrections to the force are
sensitive to paths with lengths of order 3. So we must have R > 3 and R > a in
order to obtain reliable results from the optical approximation. Fortunately this is
a region of experimental interest: present experiments use, for example, a 0.5mrn,
R 100rrlm, and at room temperature, /3 2.5mrn. In this regime the optical
approximation should give a good description of the thermal corrections to the force
between perfectly reflective, perfectly smooth conductors.
The expression for the pressure is given by Eq. (3.23), the enlargement factors and
lengths are the same as in the T = 0 case. By applying Eq. (3.23) to the ls+3s paths
we find the results in Figure 3-17. Notice that at high temperatures increasing the
temperature essentially scales the whole plot proportionally to T. The force is then
linearly dependent on the temperature (this is the 'classical limit' already discussed
in Section 5.4.2). More details are given in the caption of Figure 3-17.
A dcinlensionless function f(a/R, /3R) can again be defined by rescaling the total
force F to extract the leading term as a --, 0. The limiting behavior a - 0 is not
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Figure 3-17: The p dependence of the Is + 3s contribution to the pressure Pls+3s for
the sphere and the plate in units of he/ R4 for various temperatures. Two effects must
be noticed. The top 3 curves (in blue) show the high-temperature region where the
pressure is proportional to T (notice the logarithmic scale). The two lower curves (in
orange and red) show the low-temperature region when increasing the temperature
changes the asymptotic behavior of P for large p (i.e. p > ~) while for small p the
behavior reduces to the zero-temperature limit.
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affected by temperature effects so we stick to the old definition for f:
F(a, ,, R) = f3 (alR, R) (3.27)720af
In Figure 3-18 we present f (up to 5 reflections) for 5 different values of il/R (we
choose 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/16 recognizing that /P 1 strains the limits of our
approximations) and varying a. Notice that in a neighborhood of a/R = 0, shrinking
as //R increases, the function f is very well approximated by the T = 0 form,
already discussed in Section 3.5.3, f(a/R) 1 - 0.la/R. It is not useful to study the
derivative A(13/R) = f(x, )/&x as x = aR -+ 0 since this will take the constant
value predicted by the zero temperature analysis, or -0.1 in this approximation, for
any value of the temperature we choose.
It is also clear from the previous discussions leading to equation (3.24) that in
the opposite regime, for a//3 >> 1, we must have F oc R/a 2 = RT/a 2 (the 'classical
limit'). In fact, the first term in the high temperature expansion (3.24) integrated
over p converges and gives a finite force linear in T. For this problem, the first term
in the reflection expansion for high temperatures can even be calculated analytically:
Fls+3s =-hC 2 + e R/ - hc T. (3.28)= a c~ Oc) a~ 8(3.28)
Unfortunately there is no such simple closed expression for higher reflection terms
(nor for this first term at arbitrary T). However, if one believes that the rank of
contributions is similar to the parallel plates case one should feel safe to say that this
truncation captures the optical approximation within a ((3) - 1 -- 20%. Hence our
statements are at least qualitatively correct.
This expression for the force gives a prediction for the function f, defined in Eq.
(3.27). At this level of accuracy (ls + 3s reflection) and for a/,l > 1, apart for
exponentially small terms in the temperature expansion we have
fls+3s (3.29)ls ir4 R (3.29)
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Figure 3-18: The function f(a/ R, /3/ R) as a function of a/ R for /3/R (from red to
violet or down up) = 1,1/2,1/4,1/8,1/16. 1(0) ~ 0.98 since we are summing only
up to reflection 5p. The two lowermost curves, red and orange (/3 = 1,1/2) superpose
almost exactly.
which grows linearly in a/Rand is (interestingly enough) independent of R. This
is evident in Fig. 3-18 for the curves with ~ = 1/8, 1/16. For higher ~ the linear
growth starts at higher values of a not shown in Fig. 3-18. Moreover the exponential
accuracy manifests itself in the sudden change of behavior from f ::= 1 - O.la/ R to
1ex a//3.
It is quite easy to extract a universal prediction from this data, whatever the
definitive numbers are, after the sum over optical paths is carried to sufficiently high
order: for any non-zero temperature the function I(a/ R) will deviate from his zero-
temperature behavior at a > ~ rv lic/T. The deviation will be in the upward direction,
increasing the attractive force between the bodies. Eventually, for sufficiently large
distances, the high temperature behavior given byeq. (3.25) (or (3.29) for the sphere-
plane problem) will be recovered.
3.6.3 Thermal corrections at low temperatures
The preceding examples have made it clear that in the language of the optical approx-
imation, thermal corrections at low temperature arise from very long paths, iT rv ~.
This can be seen from the general form of the free energy, eq. (3.6), or in the attempt
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to take the i3 - oc limit under the suimmation ill eq. (3.23), which fails because of the
expansion. eq. (3.26). Here we examine this non-unifornlity more carefilly in general
and in particular for the parallel plate case, where all the expressions are available.
We then attempt to draw some conclusions about the magnitule of corrections at
low temperature and the possibility of calculating them reliably in an model that
idealizes the behavior of materials.
We return to eq. (3.22), which gives the exact expression for the pressure, and
separate out the thermal contribution,
1 2e-/hckP(T) - P(O) 6P = Im f dk2 GI,(x, k)2 (3.30)27 71. 1 - e-fhk' (3
still exact. Expanding the denominator in a geometric series, we find
P- Im E j dka'.', (x' , k)e-m rk' (3.31)
Each term in the sum is a Laplace transform of the Greens function. Clearly, as
- cx the frequencies that dominate this integral are oc 1/3 T.
What are the low frequency contributions to g(x', x, k)? In the ideal case of in-
finite, perfectly conducting, parallel plates, there is a gap in the spectrum at low k:
k > . However in realistic situations the plates are finite and/or curved, the geom-
etry is open, and there is no gap in the spectrum. The low-k part of the spectrum
is sensitive to the global geometry, including edges and curvature, and to the low
frequency properties of the material. If the conditions are close to the ideal, the con-
tributions to 6P from small k may be small. However as T -- 0, they dominate. We
conclude that the T -4 0 behavior of 6P cannot be calculated for realistic situations.
The optical approximation does not take account of diffraction, and cannot accu-
rately describe the T -, 0 limit. Nevertheless it is interesting to see how it fails, since
this sheds light on the problem in general. Substituting the optical expansion for the
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Greens function (replacing 02,, -* 2 and setting h = = 1) we find
,DO
6P = -ESE
m=l r>l
oo
m=l r>l
1 87 a2-o00
1 i 2A1/2
87_2 z-r
dk: ./ 2 sin(kfr)e - 3k
rn 2 32 + e2'
(3.32)
The problems with T -- 0 are quite apparent: as -* oo all paths become important.
Next we specialize to parallel plates where f, = (2ar ± 2z). The derivative can be
carried out explicitly. For simplicity we focus on rn = 1 (P = E'=l aPr),
2 °° 12(ar) 2 - 32
P1 r= (4(ar)2 + p2)3' (3.33)
which canl be rewritten using the variable T = 2wa/f3 introduced earlier,
2 02 E0 3T2r2 _ 21 4 ( 2r2 + -2)3 (3.34)
The sum can be performed, giving
P1= 7r2 1
72 1
-8a3 coth2 
8a 3 0 2a 
csch2 (7 ) (3.35)
The second term in brackets is exponentially small as - oo. If we ignore it, restore
the rm-dependence, and sum over m, we obtain
6P = - "
900 4
(3.36)
which agrees with our earlier calculation, as it must.
However eq. (3.34) allows us to study the convergence of the sum over reflections
as 3 --, oo. Instead of performing the sum analytically, we sum up to some rmax _ X.
Since r -+ II, we can once again use Euler-Maclaurin, to rewrite the sum over r as
[1 X
2 (1 + T2 X 2 /7r 2 ) 2
1 3 2 X 2 / 2 - 1
2 (1 + T 2 X 2 /7r2 ) 3
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2 18 P2 34 (3.37)
where the oinitte(l terms are higher Euler-NMaclaurin contributions that are unimpor-
tant as ;3 --- oc (i.e. r - 0).
If the upper limit on the sum, X, is taken to oc, only the first term. 1/2. survives
and gives the expected result. The question is: How large must X be before the
limiting behavior set in? Dropping the third term in eq. (3.37), which is subdominant,
we can rewrite P1 as
7r,34 2 (1 + X2-2/T2)2] 72 314 2+ f(TX) (3.38)
The function f(z) is negative definite and has a minimum at z = 1/23" - 0.29
where it takes the value -33/2/32 -0.16. So in order the result Eq. (3.36) to be
valicl we must include X >> X, = r/x/3r terms in the sum. For example in a typical
experimental situation we have a = 0.5pm and T = 300K so = 8pm, T = 8/7r and
Xc = 8//3 = 4.6. In this case it is necessary to go to X 20 before the contribution
of If(TX)/TI is smaller than 1/2. This means paths with - 40 reflections and path
lengths of order 20pim. With 40 chances to sample the surface dynamics of the
material and paths of 20/Lm available to wander away from the parallel plate regime,
the idealizations behind the standard parallel plates calculation must be called into
question.
It must be said however that in the modern experiments the temperature correc-
tions are alt most of the order of a few percent at a 1lmr and vanish when a -- 0.
Nonetheless we want to point out that there is a conceptual difference between for-
mulations based on the infinite parallel plates approximation, extended to curved
geometries by means of the PFA, and a derivation (like ours) in which the curvature
is inserted ab initio. The thermal and curvature scales interplay in a way that the
usual derivations [16, 24] could not possibly capture, giving rise to different power
law corrections in a/l. It is worth reminding the reader that the usual numerical
estimates of thermal corrections are based on the infinite parallel plates power law
(a/)'". A smaller power like (a/P) 2 would give a much bigger upper bound.
To suinlniarize: temperature corrections are small a.t small T, but the existing
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methods of calculating them, including both our optical approximlation and the tra-
ditional parallel plates idealization, cannot be trusted to give a reliable estimate of
the T-dependence at small T.
3.7 Preliminary Conclusions
In the first part of the chapter (sections 3.1-3.4) we have proposed a new method
for calculating approximately Casimir energies between conductors in generic geome-
tries. We use a stationary phase approximation imported from studies of wave optics
that we have therefore named the "optical approximation". In this chapter we have
outlined the derivation and applied it to three examples: the canonical example of
parallel plates; the experimentally relevant situation of a sphere facing a plane; and
the "Casimir pendulum", i.e. a conducting plate free to oscillate above an infinite
plate, where the calculations can be performed analytically. In all of the above ex-
amples (except for parallel plates, where our result coincides with Casimir solution)
the agreement with the Proximity Force Approximation is only to the leading order
in the small distances expansion. The first order correction is found to be different.
This is of particular importance in the example of the sphere and the plane because
the first order correction in a/R (a is the distance sphere-plate and R is the radius
of the sphere) will soon be measured by new precision experiments [25]. The optical
approximation turns the Casimir sum over modes into a sum over topologically differ-
ent paths, and from this point of view can be compared with the Poisson summation
formula, which has proved useful to derive semiclassical uniform expansions for very
diverse problems [20. 36]. In the case of the Casimir energy, replacing the usual highly
divergent sum over modes by a sum over topologically distinct optical paths has two,
very significant advantages: first, we have been able to show that the divergences in
the Casimir energy are contained in contributions of very simple, one-reflection paths
and can be easily and unequivocally regulated and discarded; and second, the con-
vergence of the sum over paths is very rapid. Instead of requiring an infinite number
of eigenvalues with exquisite precision one needs but a few path contributions, calcu-
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late(l with little numerical effort, to give a very good approximation to the Casimir
energy for important geometries. "Semiclassical" methods have been used previously
in the study of Casimir effects and the connection between the oscillating part of the
density of states aind the finite part of the Casimir energy has been pointed out before
(see for example [15]). Our analysis shares with those the idea, of shifting attention
to approximations and to properties of the Helmholtz propagator. We have shown
however that in order to obtain a correct low curvature approximation one has to
use a uniform approximation of the kind we proposed here. There is plenty of room
to improve the approximation presented here, especially when the connection with
Balian and Bloch's multiple reflection expansion is made explicit. In particular it is
intriguing that the Casimir energy for the sphere-plane problem is such a well-defined
problem in a single variable, namely x = a/R whose limiting values for x < 1 and
x > 1 are famous [1, 29]. One can hope that an analytic solution or an approxi-
mation good for the entire range of x-values should be relatively easy to find. On
the contrary it is an incredibly difficult problem and nobody has succeeded in finding
such all exact solution or a valid approximation. In this work we have discussed the
case of perfectly reflecting bodies (but for the need of a cutoff in regulating divergent
terms). One can think of making a semiclassical analysis for arbitrary background
fields or boundary conditions mimicking real dielectrics[39]. Such an analysis, not
so relevant for the case of a scalar field, follows naturally after the discussion of the
electromagnetic field and hence will be presented elsewhere.
In the second part of this chapter (sections 3.5 and following) we have shown
how to adapt the optical approximation to the study of local observables. We have
illustrated the method by studying the pressure, but the method applies as well to
other components of the stress tensor, to charge densities, or any quantity that can be
written in terms of the single particle Greens function. The advantage of the optical
approximation is to extend the study of these local observables to novel geometries.
In particular we developed an expression for the Casimir pressure on the bodies and
applied our main result Eq. (3.31) to the study of three important examples: parallel
plates, the Casimir pendulum and a sphere opposite a plate.
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W'e have also shown how to calculate within this approximation scheme, thermo-
dynamic quantities and thermal corrections to the pressure in the general case and
applied our results to the example of parallel plates (retrieving the known results) and
to the case of a, sphere opposite a plate. Along the way we have given a proof of the
"classical limit" of Casimir force for any geometry (within our approximation), i.e.
the fact that Casimir forces at high temperatures are proportional to the temperature
and independent of h, a fact that previously was known only for parallel plates.
Finally, we argued that all known methods of computing the temperature depen-
dence of the Casimir effect are suspect as T -* 0.
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Chapter 4
Casimir Effect for small scatterers
In this chapter I will show how to calculate Casimir forces between perfectly reflecting
small bodies. The result is obtained by a proper mathematical definition of what a
infinitely small scatterer is. This turns out to coincide with retaining only the only
the lowest order term in the expansion of the scattering matrix in partial waves.
Since in this work we will be concerned only with scalar fields the problem is in
some respects different from the electromagnetic field one. An electromagnetic field
irnpinging on a metallic body can induce only dipole (or p-wave) scattering while the
scalar field does induce monopole (or s-wave) scattering as well, since the coupling
to matter is quite different. This affects the force sensibly and our results cannot be
applied straightforwardly to the case of real atoms.
However the problem is interesting in itself and worth studying, despite the absence
of rrmassless scalar fields in nature. One of the surprises that spun from this analysis
is that the theory has a tachionic mode when the scatterers are placed at a sufficiently
short distance from each other. This feature is not present in the electromagnetic
theory.
4.1 Introduction
Point-like interactions have provided a remarkably useful idealization for many sit-
ua.tions in p]hysics. In the context of scattering theory the concept of a point-like
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sca.tterer was introduced in 1934 by Bethe and Peierls [54]. Fermli [55] used and
refiled their results to describe the motion of neutrons in hydrogenated su)stances
(such as pl)I.raffin) by introducing what is now known as the 'Fermnli pseudopotential'.
The idea is that when the scattering potential is concentrated on a very small scale ro
(in the ca.se studied by Fermi the range was that of nuclear interactions compared to
the (listances between the atoms) but nonetheless its influence on the motion cannot
be neglected, one can characterize the scattering in a simple and efficient way by
means of a few quantities like the scattering length, finite in the ro - 0 limit. The
problem of 'how to separate the scales' in the Schr6dinger equation triggered by those
1930's papers was addressed and elegantly solved over the years at different levels of
formalism 58, 59, 57, 60, 56]. The key to the solution relies in a proper definition of
a 'delta-function interaction' in dimensions greater than 1.
Of course this chapter will not be dealing with quantum mechanical scattering
within matter, which is from many points of view a solved problem. The problem of
'sepa-ration of scales' however arises urgently in modern quantum field theory if stated
as: "What is the quantum field theory response on length-scales L to a disturbance
concentrated on a length scale ro < L?" How does quantum field theory respond to
topological defects and singularities, in particular of the metric'? Once formalized in
proper mathematical terms the two problems look much closer than one would think.
The Casimir effect falls in this class of problems. The penetration length (ro)
of the electromagnetic field inside conductors is much smaller than the distance (L)
between the conductors, which sets the scale of the experimentally measured force.
We ae interested in studying the dynamics of the conductors on the larger scale L by
integrating out the electromagnetic field. This motivates the nomenclature 'Casimir
effect' for a much wider set of problems than Casimir's original one.
Another examnple: in any candidate theory of the quantum geometry of space-time
the problem of dealing with point-like singularities will inevitably arise. Remember for
example that the Ricci scalar for a point-like particle (like Schwartzschild's solution)
is a delta-function centered on the position of the particle. Quadratic fluctuations of
a, non minimially-coupled scalar (or of the metric) have hence a ldelta-finction term
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in their Lagrangiain. The effect of such a term must be considered together with the
other known effects of the black hole metric. It is then of paramount importance
to analvyze the problem of how one or more concentrated singularities influence the
spectrumn and low-energy behavior of the fluctuations of the field.
Analogous problems arise in condensed matter, quantum field theory and string
theory since localized disturbances appear in all these theories, essentially only the
names given to them being different (defects, domain walls, concentrated Aharonov-
Bohm fluxes and branes to name some). With this in mind we will set-up the problem
in very general terms and even though not all the details map one-to-one on specific
examples the main results will apply to a wide class of examples.
The main results of this chapter are two. First, I will show that quantum fluc-
tuations of a scalar field 0 generate attractive forces between localized defects in the
very same way Casimir forces act between metallic bodies. I calculate this force for
an arbitrary number of defects with co-dimension 1 1, 2 and 3 (see Table I). Note that
previously the Casimir effect has been analyzed only for co-dimension 1. The main
result of this chapter is Eq. (4.22), which gives the interaction energy as a fimunction of
the scattering lengths of the defects and their relative separations. For co-dimension
d > 4 the force disappears, as required by the properties of the self-adjoint extensions
of the Laplace operator on the punctured Rd (see [61], Chap. X).
Second, in the presence of two or more of these defects (of co-dimension > 1)
the vacuum b = 0 is hopelessly unstable and a localized tachyon mode is formed
when the defects approach closer than a critical distance. At this critical distance the
attractive force diverges. I calculate the wave function of the tachyon and show that
it leads to condensation of the bulk field X to a vacuum expectation value 4(x) 0
---but only in a limited region of space.
The consequences of these observations for some models will be discussed in Sec-
tion 4.6.
'Co-dimension is the number of dimensions transverse to a manifold. For example a point in 2
dimensions, a line in 3 dimensions and a surface in 4 dimensions all have co-dimension 2.
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~ rl 12 r3 r4
Casimir: 1 point line plane hyperplane
2 point line plane
3 point line
• Trivial: 4 point
Table 4.1: Flat manifolds divided according to dimension and co-dimension. The first
line is the well-known Casimir problem, from the fourth line down the perturbation
is 'invisible'to fluctuations. In this chapter we will be dealing with manifolds in lines
2 and 3.
4.2 The interactionenergy
In this Section we will calculate the effective action [47] of a scalar field coupled
quadratically to a staticconfiguration of defects. The effectiveaction Seff and Casimir
energy E are proportional to each other
Seff = -TE, (4.1)
where T is the interaction time. In the following we will be interested in the Casimir
energy of the problem.
We will see that the part of the Casimir energy responsible for the interaction
between the defects is a cutoff-independent quantity, meaning that the separation of
scales can be performed effectively in this quantum field theory.
We will consider the following action for the scalar field in d + 1 dimensions
(1i=c= 1):
(4.2)
Here 8 is the d-dimensional Dirac's delta-function, mimicking the concentrated
disturbance on the field,J-ti are constants, meaning that they do not depend on the
field </>, but in general they can depend functionally on other fields living on the
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defect. 2 The methods of [57] will be used in order to define these 's correctly. In
this section. in order to keep things simple we restrict our attention to points in 1. 2
alnd 3 dimensions. We will add an arbitrary number of flat directions in Section 4.5,
hence fulfilling our promise of studying co-dirnensions 1, 2 and 3.
Actions like Eq. (4.2) arise in different contexts. For example consider the case of
a. scalar bulk field X coupled with N branes in curved or flat space (curvature can be
easily included in Eq. (4.2)); or the case of a. cosmic string (again the curvature outside
the string must be considered); or the case of electrons coupled with Aharonov-Bohrm
fluxes (in this case one has fermions rather than bosons but, after squaring the Dirac
equation, the analysis is analogous [60]). All these examples can be studied with the
formalism introduced in this chapter, so in full generality we will study the quantum
fluctuations of the action Eq. (4.2).
Some features of the Eq. (4.2) with only one delta function and constant m have
been studied before, for example in connection with cosmic strings scenarios [56, 62,
63]. The action (4.2) in one dimension with a single delta and a space-dependent
mass term m2 = m 2 (x) has been studied in [50].3 In this chapter we will consider the
situation where a generic number of defects are present in d > 1 and mn2 is a constant.
We will see that the situation will be different from that depicted in Ref.s [56, 62, 50]
and unexpected physics is found. Moreover the generalization to x-dependent m2 can
be easily achieved by means of the techniques of Ref. [50] and we will not comment
on it in this chapter. The inclusion of any other term in the action (4.2) describing
the dynamics of the surface itself would not affect our calculations. We consider the
positions of the defects ai fixed and obtain an effective action. In the usual way
this action can be used to describe adiabatically moving ai(t) (i.e. if the velocities
aij| < c).
The forces between the defects can be calculated by taking the derivatives of the
Casimir energy £ with respect to its arguments {ai}. It will turn out that in general
2 The i's are also called 'brane tensions'.
3The scale of variation of mn2 should be of the order of the 'long scale' L. The purpose of this
chapter is to integrate out the physics at momenta > l/ro which is symbolized by the delta functions
in Eq. (4.2).
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the forces are not additive, i.e. £ is not a superposition of terms depending only on
the relative distances aj ai - ajI.
We use the following integral representation of the zero-point energy of the scalar
field p,
= , dEp(E)/.
2 Jo (4.3)
where A is a cutoff and p is the spectral density of the Hamiltonian operator H
N
H = -V 2 + m2 + -1i6t(x - ai).
i=1
(4.4)
Define also the unperturbed hamiltonian Ho as
H0 = -V 2 + rn2 (4.5)
Equation (4.3) will look more familiar if the replacement E -- w2 is done, and h's are
restored. One can obtain the spectral density p(E) as a functional of the propagator
G(E) = 1/(H - E) as
p(E) = 1 lim Im TrG(E + iE)
7r E-*O+
(4.6)
In the following we will often write E + i0 + for E + i when e - 0+ .
The propagator, (x', x; E) _ (x'IG(E)lx) satisfies the Schr6dinger equation
N
(-V'2 + u6(x'- a)- E)g(x', x; E) = 6(x' -),
i=1
(4.7)
and go 0 (x'lGo(E)lx) satisfies the analogous equation without 6's on the left-hand
side. For mn constant (which we will assume unless explicitly stated) and ImE > 0
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we lhave"
4 2eilt- l if d = 1
0(x',x;E)= 2H)(vl E -X) if d = 2 (4.8)
if d = 3.47rlx'-xl
where H l) is Hankel's function of first kind of order 0.
For d = the problem is that of a scalar field on the line IR in the background
of a stack of 6-functions centered on x = {ai} [64]. If we assume li > 0 they will
attract each other, like metallic plates do via the Casimir effect. These forces are not
confining and no new physics is obtained with the generalization obtained by adding
rn transverse directions. This is the usual Casimir problem. We will see how the
situation changes dramatically when d > 1.
To see how the solution for 5 is obtained, consider first the case with a single delta
function with strength /l = /i, placed at x = a. By solving the Lippman-Schwinger
equation [58, 50, 57] one finds
(x', x; E) = o(x', x; E)+ o(x', a; E)go(a, x; E), (4.9);' )= (' cB)+a - go(a, a; E)
where a = -1/. This solution is perfectly good in d = 1 and was the basis of the
analysis in [50] for non-constant m2. For d > 1 it however suffers from a serious
problem since (a, a + r; E) - o when the point splitting regulator r - Irl - 0.
One can reabsorb this divergence [58] in a redefinition of ca to obtain a finite result
('x; E) (x', ; E) + ( a; E) o(a, x; E),
e, - B(d)(E)
where
if d= 1
B(d)- r = 1 In (d/Em2) if d = 2 (4.11)
t t4=T ~if d = 3,
4In the following we will not use any special notation for vectors and we will indicate with x[
the norm of a vector in 1.2 and 3 dimensions.
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where for d= 2 it has been necessary to introduce an arbitrary mass scale AI which
stays finite when the point splitting regulator r -- 0. So a nmust be redefined such
that when r -- 0
|e ofif d = 1
ar= a+1 InMr if d=2 (4.12)
- 14r if d = 3.
so the 'renormlalized' a, stays finite. It is clear from this equation that one needs a
positive divergent ac to reabsorb the negative divergencies when r - 0. Large positive
ca mean negative very small (since a = -1//). A small negative corresponds to
a weakly attractive potential. Hence the point-like scatterer limit can be thought of
as the limit of a. concentrated attractive potential, zero outside a. sphere of radius ro,
with at most one bound state whose energy stays finite when ro - 0 [58, 59]. For
d = 2 any attractive potential has at least a bound state and so we always find a
bound state also for ro - 0 (for d = 2 the dependence of a on MA is reminiscent of
a renorma.lization group flow [60, 62, 65]); for d = 3 the bound state can be real or
'virtual' (i.e. a pole of the propagator G(E) located on the second Riemann sheet)
its energy being finite in the limit ro --, 0. The scattering length is (both for d = 2
and 3) a. function of a and is hence finite in the ro - 0 limit.
Another interpretation of this results comes from the theory of self-adjoint exten-
sions of symmetric operators [59, 57]. Here the 'renormalized' oar corresponds to a
choice of self-adjoint extension for the Laplacian operator -A on the punctured 1Rd
[59]. In IR2 the self-adjoint extensions are not positive definite, meaning that they all
have at least one (but it turns out there is only one) negative eigenvalue. This cor-
responds to the bound state described in the paragraph above. In the punctured 1R3
the self-adjoint extensions of -A can be either positive semi-definite (with a virtual
state on the second Riemann sheet) or not (due to the existence of a single real and
negative eigenvalue).
The propagator with N deltas at positions {ai}, i = 1,..., N, and 1 < d < 3 can
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b)e found [.57j:
N
(.r', x; E) = g0(x'. x; E) + (Fr-)ijgo(z', ai; E)g0 (aj, ; E). (4.13)
i,j=l
The matrix F is defined as (from now on we drop the subscript r on the (r 's)
ij = (ai - B(d)(E)) ij - 0o(ai, aj; E), (4.14)
where
0 (O if ij
o(ai, aj; E) = o (4.15)
0o(ai, aj; E) if i j.
It is now possible to explain why we limited our discussion to d < 3. The reason is
that looking at the Laplacian A on the punctured R4 one realizes that this operator
is essentially self-adjoint [57, 61], meaning that it has a unique self-adjoint extension:
the trivial one. The 4-dimensional delta function is 'too small' a perturbation to be
seen by the Laplacian. What does go wrong in the renormalization procedure? The
propagator in d = 4 is (Ix' - xjl r)
o0(x', ; E) = i 8 H(E- 2 r) (4.16)
8(I± Em lnr + ()) if r 0 (4.17)
so we cannot choose cz in an E-independent way (because of the E - m2 In r term)
to remove completely the divergences as we did before. The low-energy limit of a
4-dimensional concentrated potential is hence trivial and we will not discuss this
problem anymore.
Having solved for the propagator we can find the density of states p simply by
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taking the trace anld the imaginary part. The result5 is [50]
p(E) = po(E) - Ir a In det F(E + i0 +, a}). (4.19)
wF OF
where po =- r- 1lInlTlrG and the determinant of F is simply the determinant over the
matrix indices ij.
The term po in (4.19) is independent of the presence, strengths aci and relative
positions of the delta functions and we will neglect it in the following. The second
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.19), can be used to calculate the Casimir energy
as a function of the positions and strengths ac of the scatterers:
-Im dEVE In det (E + i0+ , al). (4.20)
The interaction part of this energy is obtained by subtracting from Eq. (4.20)
the same quantity calculated with all the Lij = lai - ajl - oco. In this limit 
becomes diagonal (considering that ImE > 0) and the energy (4.20) becomes a sum
of self-energies of isolated objects.
After performing the subtraction of the self-energies, the interaction energy can
be written as
I I dEE- n det P(E + iO+, {a})
=- Im idE/E In d (E 0 (4.21)2r J9O det (E + iO+, oo)
We keep using £ to indicate the interaction energy, confident that this will not gen-
erate any confusion, since we will no longer be interested in the total energy.
The integrand in Eq. (4.21) falls exponentially fast on the semicircle E - 0
of the complex E plane6 which allows us to integrate by parts, Wick-rotate to the
5 The only algebraic identity worth of notice is the fact that
19 a()7 g5(ai, aj; E) = -- Tr In r. (4.18)2 3 0E E
6In particular it goes to zero like e-2si"(°)VjvL on the ray E = IElei, 7r > 0 > O, where
L = min ai - aj for any d.
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negative E, axis7 and send the cutoff A -- oc. We can moreover remove the Im
because all the quantities are real and positive on the negative real E axis (since
the propagator Go is real and positive for E real and below the spectrum) except for
¥-E + iOT = iv-.
This leads us to a final, compact expression for £
£= 4, o° dE 1 detF(-E, a}) (4.22)
E det F(-E, oo)
This is the main result of this chapter and together with the definition of r, Eq. (4.14),
can be used to calculate the interaction energy of point-like scatterers due to fluctu-
ations of the field 0. In the rest of this chapter we present several examples of the
applications of this formula.
4.3 Examples
As a first example and a check for our result, Eq. (4.22), let us calculate the well-
known interaction energy between two delta functions at distance L, in 1 dimension
(we assume cl = aO2 - C < 0):
1 f dE e2L/EFm 2
E = 4i _ dE I1 -(1 - 2avE+ 2 ) (4.23)
This formula reproduces the usual results for the Casimir energy of two penetrable
plates in 1 dimension [66].
As another example in d = 1 consider the case of three repulsive delta functions
(ai = -1 for i = 1, 2, 3). The interaction energy can be calculated with the ease with
which one can take a determinant of a 3x3 matrix. The result is plotted in Fig. 4-1
as a function of the position x of one of the three deltas while the other two are held
fixed at x = 0 and x = 5. The interaction energy is not additive: the interaction
energy of N semi-penetrable plates does not split into a sum of N(N - 1)/2 terms due
7I)uring the Wick rotation we do not pick any pole contribution on the positive imaginary semi-
plane of the first Riemann sheet because the total Hamiltonian Eq. (4.4) is self-adjoint.
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Figure 4-1: Interaction energy, in arbitrary units, for three delta functions on the line
as a function of the position x of one of them and m = 0. a = -1 for all three deltas,
one delta is held fixed at x = 0, another at x = 5.
to pairwise interactions. Rather, by expanding the logarithm a reflection expansion
is obtained in the spirit of Ref. [4].
Before calculating the interaction energy for 2 or more deltas in d > 1 it is in-
structive to look at the case of a single delta, function centered in x = 0, to introduce
some properties of the bound state of a single delta..
Consider d = 3. The propagator is (for Im E > 0)
ei lx '- xl V -E- 2 1 ei( l '±l+ lx l) V )--
g(x',x;E)= 47r x'x -+ E - 2 167r2 x'I Ix (4.24)
47
There is evidently a pole at E = Eo such that 0/Eo - m2 = -i47ra. For oa < 0 this
is a real bound state at Eo = m2 - 16ir2a 2 and the wave function 0o of this bound
state is obtained by noticing that
1 - EV(x ' ) o(x), (4.25)Eo-E 
for E near the pole Eo. We hence expand (4.24) about Eo to find
0o() = 2(-4(-a) (4.26)
For (r > 0, on the contrary, the pole is on the 2 d Riernann sheet and hence is a
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Figure 4-2: Interaction energy £ (the continuous line is RE and the dashed line is
-In£) in units of 1/L, for two delta functions as a function of their distance L. a)
The IR' case with m. = 0. b) The RI2 case with m/MI = 2.
virtual state and does not belong to the spectrum of H. Whether this pole is real or
virtual, physically it represents the s-wave scattering over a concentrated attractive
potential. 1/ac is indeed proportional to the scattering length in the s-wave channel
[58]. The s-wave is the only contribution surviving in the limit when the scatterer is
small compared to the wavelength 1/v/E- n2.
We have to require the spectrum of H to be contained in the positive real axis for
the vacuum, = 0, of our field theory to be stable. So if a < 0 we have to choose
m > 47r(-a). If a > 0 any choice of m, in particular m = 0, is enough to ensure the
stability of the 0 = 0 vacuum.8
considering d = 3 further, let us now calculate the interaction energy between
two identical delta functions with a = 2 = a! > 0 (so, according to the previous
paragraph no bound state exists for isolated scatterers) at a distance al - a2 = L.
After the Wick rotation and defining k we obtain
1 00 e-2L v'-k 2
= - i dkln 1 - 2 . (4.27)27r J2 (47ra + ,/k + I)
It is not difficult to see that it exists a critical distance L, being the positive
8It is worth noting that the opposite choice for the sign of a is needed to avoid a bound state in
the d = 1 case.
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solution of the equation
LeL 4ra + ' (4.28)
such that it L < Lc the argument of the logarithm in Eq. (4.27) becomes negative for
sufficiently small k and we get a negative imaginary part in the Casimir energy. A
negative iaginary part of £ means, as usual, an instability of the 6 = 0 vacuum in
the presence of the two 6's. In fact, by studying the eigenvalues of the matrix F one
can see that for L < Lc the spectrum of H has a bound state with negative E, and
since E = ,j2 this is a clear indication for the existence of a tachyon. We will return
on the implications of this instability for the low-energy physics.
The force F --O£/OL, always attractive and central, diverges logarithmically
at the critical length L,. For m = 0 and (L - L)/L, < 1 one finds:
T -r 4 L2 ln (L -L,). (4.29)
The long-distance behavior, L > L, of the force depends on the mass of the
boson 6. For m > 0 the potential between the two 's decreases exponentially. For
nm. = (0, insteadl, a power-law tail is obtained:
L4
- rL (4.30)45rL 5
This 1/.L5 law is stronger than the Casimir-Polder law (induced polarization in-
teraction [1]) which falls like 1/L7 . This means that we should not think of these
delta functions as mimicking polarizable molecules' or metallic particles. Indeed, to
correctly describe a metallic sphere of radius R, surface E and penetration depth ro
one should rather assume that ro << R adding hence to Ho in Eq. (4.5) a potential
V(x) = f d2yl,6(3)(x - y) = jL6(r - R) and send p - oc before sending R 0. This
clearly is a different limit than the one we are describing here.
Now that we have discussed the divergences associated with F, its renormalization
and we know about the existence of vacuum instabilities related to negative E bound
states of the harniltonian H we are ready to tackle the two dimensional case where
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all these complications arise a.t the same time.
The free prop)agator is go(.c', x; E)= 4Ho1)(/ F- m 21x' - xj) if ImE > 0. Notice
that even for a. single delta no choice of a eliminates the bound state. There will
alwavs be at least one bound state with energy E = m .2- ' 2 e - 4 . This is clue to
the fact that any attractive potential in 2 dimensions has a bound state. We¥ must
choose our mass such that Eo > 0 and the instability is not present (it suffices that
n. > Ale- 2). However we will see that in d = 2, exactly as in the d = 3 case
discussed above, in the presence of two or more 's there exists a critical distance
such that for closer approach a bound state has E < 0, generating a tachyon again.
Take N point-like scatterers, each with renormalized strength ai and a renormal-
ization mass Ai. It is convenient to define Mi Me- 2 7i so F in (4.13) is
,j = ( I In 6ij - o(ai, aj; E). (4.31)
The interaction energy for two identical deltas (Ml = 1l2 = M, and m, > M as
required for the stability of isolated scatterers) separated by a, distance L is (k - v-)
i = 2-- din I - K(Lvk2 +m ) ) (4.32)
where Ko is a Bessel function K of order 0, and the critical length is the solution
of the equation o(rnmL) = In m/M. The force diverges as L - L in d = 2 as
well but the explicit expression is more difficult to recover. For L >> L, the force is
exponentially small, since we had to assume a mass m > 0 for the field ¢.
4.4 Localized Vacuum Instability
Let us calculate the shape of the tachyon in 3 dimension found in the discussion after
Eq. (4.27) (take m. = 0). Let us first notice that (for any number of scatterers) the
Wick-rotated matrix F(-E) is real and symmetric and can hence be put in diagonal
form. In the case at hand we have only two delta functions with equal strength a
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,and one can show that the spectral decomposition of F- is
(F-)ij(-E, {aI, a2}) =-- )V51)
'1
1 (2) ,(2)
12
e-L ;+,
47rL 4 
'/2 = 4rL + a,47wL 4w
v(1)
I 1
= -- (4.36)
(4.37)v(2) = { ,-}'V I 72=, v/2 I
The bound state pole is generated by a zero E* in the yl eigenvalue. For L < L =
1/4oa we have E* as the real positive solution of the equation ?y (E) = 0 (remember:
the integration variable E appears as -E in F so positive E here are real, negative
eigenvalues of H)
1 e - L V
dVE+ LL, L
Comparing the behavior of the propagator for E close to a pole E*
(x', x; E) (x)E*-E
1, x; E) - E ()Vjl )g(x, ai; E)o(aj, x; E)
2,3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
we find the wave function of the (not normalized) bound state as
'J'0 =o - - I + I__ _ IIx - (all (4.41)Ix - a2l
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where
(4.33)
and
(4.34)
(4.35)
with
-VIlx-a11 ,- IZx-21
Something can be said also in the case in which we have many identical defects
(and assume all the aj's are of the same order of magnitude),. without necessarily
having to solve the equations explicitly. Instructed by the previous analysis we can
state that the ground state will be a highly symmetric state v - {1/,..., 1/ }
which will then give a symmetric wave fuInction ',o(x) cx Ai vi!(z, ai; E*) delocalized
over the entire array of defects. The positivity of the vi's coincide with the constraint
that the ground state must not have any node.
Hence for L < Lc a free field theory coupled to these defects does not make any
sense. Its vacuum state 0 = 0 is unstable. The imaginary part of the energy (as an
analytic continuation to L < Lc) is related to the 'decay time' of the vacuum state,
due to particle creation.
Let us for a moment speculate on the consequences of this instability. Adding
higher order terms in to the Lagrangian -one can for example think of adding
a 4 term-- should eventually stabilize the field with a vacuum expectation value
(vev) (x) f 0 in a somewhat large region around the two scatterers. However the
actual value of the vev ~(x) and the size and shape of the condensation region cannot
be easily constructed and will be subject of future work.
This scenario of a local condensation and creation of localized vacuum instabilities
due to defects could be interesting in inflation cosmology as well (the field 0 being the
inflaton). It, must be also remarked that a similar scenario occurs in brane cosmology
when an open string has its ends attached to two D-branes [67, 68]. When the branes
are pushed closer than a critical length one of the modes of the string becomes a
tachyon.
4.5 Extension to n- 1 transverse dimensions
Now that we know the density of states p(E) for the 'basic' problem of points in 1,
2 and 3 dimensions, we can move along the lines of Table I to generate solutions for
manifolds with co-dimensions 1, 2 and 3. We shall then add n - 1 transverse, flat
dimensions. The total dimension of the space is now d + n - 1. The calculations
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in the preceding part of this chapter can be recovered by putting n = 1 in all the
formulas. We will use the methods of [69] and [50] where one solves for the density
of states p(E) of the basic problem on a d-dimensional section and insert the result
in the equation for the energy per unit n - 1-dimensional 'area' S [69]
8(") = j d7p j tdEl (p±E - p) p(E). (4.42)
The subtraction - p2 removes a divergent but C-independent term, since the inte-
gral J dEp(E) is a-independent. We will also remove the a-independent 'self-energy'
terms by subtracting from p(E) the density p(E, oo) with all aij - oo. We can then
perform the (dimensionally regularized) integral over p, Wick-rotate and perform an
integration by parts on E to obtain
£(,t) = 1 r(1 - ) sin , det r(-E; {a}) (4.43)2w (4)"dE/2 0 det r(-E; oo)
For example the interaction energy (per unit length) of two straight, infinite strings
in 3 dimensions (d = 2, n = 2 so d + n - I = 3) put at a distance L is
8(2) = j1 i dEl In 1 - (L\E/ ' TW) (444)
One can hence calculate the interaction energy of any two flat manifolds due to the
quantum fluctuations of a bulk field . As an example in co-dimension 1 consider
the Randall-Sundrum scenario [70] with two branes at a distance r from each other.
The fluctuations of a given component of the metric G or of a bulk field X (see
[71] and references therein), have a space-dependent mass with two delta functions
singularities on the two branes. The attractive force due to the quantum fluctuations
of this field has a Casimir-like behavior. The curvature in the 5th direction does not
change the physics.9 If however the branes have co-dimension 2 or 3 (and are defined
as the limit of an attractive potential) is in the class of problems that we have studied
91f the brane is inside an horizon for the 5d metric most l)robably this assertion is not true,
however. But this is not the case for the Randall-Sundruin Inodel.
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in this chapter and a perturbation would eventually condense. if r < L. Following
the samle argulments above we can also say that if the branes have co-dimension > 4
the fluctuations in the bulk will not see the brane. The cosmological implications of
such a scenario will be subject of future work.
4.6 Omissions and Applications
The propagator, Eq. (4.13), comes directly from scattering theory. In that context
it was natural to assume that the interaction between the particle and the scatterer
(consider Fermi [55] and Zel'dovich [58] examples) is attractive. One considers an
attractive center whose attraction grows when ro - 0 such that at most one bound
state is present and its energy remains finite (i.e. of 0 (1)). Even thought we assumed
that only one bound state is present at energies of 0(9 (1) this is the most generic
situation that can occur in scattering theory. In fact if a second bound state is
present, it will be an energy 0 (1/r 2) below our bound state. In the limit r - 0
its influence on low-energy scattering disappears. It goes out of the spectrum. In
scattering theory however such a negative energy state is harmless. This is not the
case for a bosonic field, for which it represents a tachyon. However for fermions this
objection is irrelevant since we just have to fill this state and pretend that it belongs
to the Dirac sea. It is then possible to see that this state with energy - -1/rd -- -00
does not influence the scattering matrix, nor the Casimir energy, at low energies. For
o - 0() then the Casimir energy for bulk fermions is influenced only by lightly bound
states.
One may wonder: what happens if the potential is repulsive and concentrated?
The answer is that for d > 1 its influence on the scattering matrix (and hence on
the spectrum) disappears when ro - 0. Obviously this is not true in 1 dimension
because we cannot 'go around' the scatterer. For a repulsive potential in d > 1
the renormalization procedure leading to (4.13) cannot be performed since u has the
wrong sign and sending r -+ 0 just kills the correction to go in (4.13).
Mhore precisely, if in the Lagrangian we include a term Vo0(r(o- Ix[I) 2 (x) with
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V0 > 0 and then we take the limit Vo - oo and ro -t 0) with Vorl finite, the spectrum
we obtain is just the free one: the scatterer disappears. In a sense, the only smile the
Cheshire tcat can leave behind is the lightly (i.e. 0 (1) instead of O (1/r')) bound (or
virtual) state. If this is not present then the scatterer is invisible to the fluctuations. l °0
If the purpose of calculating the effective action was to calculate quantumn corrections
to a classical solution (as often occurs) then we deduce that for a repulsive potential
or for d > the classical solutions are unchanged by quantum fluctuations.
Let us now comment on two possible applications of the formalism we have de-
veloped: cosinic strings and concentrated Aharonov-Bohm fluxes. We anticipate that
further work is required in both cases. In the literature on cosmic strings the difficulty
generated by a bound state tied to a single cosmic string has been recognized a long
time ago [62, 63]. In that context the bound state arising from Eq. (4.10) is rightly
considered fictitious, because the smoothed potential is always positive ( > 0).
Nonetheless, in [62] after projecting out this bound state at Eo < 0, the propagator
(4.13) is trusted and shown to be in good agreement with the numerical solution of
the sinoothed problem. It is not clear if projecting out a state from the propagator by
hand has non-trivial (wrong) consequences on the density of states and the CasiInir
energy so we preferred not to follow this path even if it gives correct results for other
quantities. We hence required the field to have a non-zero mass so that this bound
state is stal:ble. In the end it is not clear if the Casimir attraction and the birth of the
tachiyon couldl arise in cosmic strings coupled with bulk fields.
Another example to which the above techniques and results should be relevant is
the case of a. fermion around a concentrated tube of flux (Aharonov-Bohm ca.sell).
The spectrum of Dirac's equation can be inferred from that of a Klein-Gordon equa-
tion after squaring the former. The fact that we are dealing with fermions rather
than bosons, is not a difficulty. Another difficulty however arises: for Aharonov-
10We have already remarked on the impossibility to consider the Casimir-Polder interaction be-
tween small metallic spheres as the interaction of point-like scatterers the way we construct them
here. Small metallic particles of radius r still have a penetration depth ro < r so effectively are
co-dimension 1 surfaces.
1lThe one loop energy of QED flux tubes has been calculated in [64] using a combination of
analytical and numerical methods. Our method could be used to calculate the interaction energy of
two such tubes in the limit where their radius is small compared to their relative distance.
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Bohmn fluxes and the more general case of cosmic strings charged under some U(1)
symmetry. it has been shown [72] that the contribution to the scattering cross section
given by the non-zero external vector potential is asymptotically larger in the low
energy regime than the contribution of the singularity in the core. Since we believe
that cross sections and Casimir forces are tightly bounded quantities we would not
apply any of the above arguments without treating the propagation in the external
space properly. This will be done elsewhere.
Renormalization of branes coupling for a single brane (or 6-function in our case)
with co-dimension 2 (and dimension 5) in a conical space has been studied in [65].
Arising from local divergences, the renormalization flow is not affected by the presence
of other branes and the results in [65] apply also to our situation. Their renormnaliza-
tion of the brane coupling is (A2 in their notation) corresponds to our renorralization
c -(- kY,.. Their renormalization of the effective action corresponds to our subtraction
of the a-independent terms in the Casimir energy. These two are the only subtrac-
tions needed (if 04 terms are not present) and it is heartening to see that our results
coincide with those of [65]. Moreover one can make an amusing observation if one
compares the two approaches to the delta function, the one in terms of scattering
(that we used here) and the one in [65] in terms of renormalization group. Notice
that the renormalization group flow for pL is IR free and has a Landau pole: the
location of the Landau pole coincides with the location of the bound state in our
approach.
4.7 Conclusions
We have calculated the force between an arbitrary number of surfaces (branes) with
co-dimension > 1 due to the quadratic fluctuations of a boson b living in the bulk. The
force turns out to be attractive and it diverges when the distance between the branes
approaches a critical value Lc, is approached. This phenomenon has no analogues in
the widely studied co-dimension 1 case.
The divergence of the force is accompanied by the birth of a vacuum instability,
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a mo(le with negative mass squared localized around the scatterer. In 3 dimensions.
the long-range properties of this force (decreasing like 1/L 6) are shown to be different
from the Casirnir-Polder 1/Ls law, the explanation relying in the proper mathematical
definition of the point-like limit.
Some implications of these effects have been pointed out.
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Chapter 5
Casimir Force on a Single Plate or
Casimir Buoyancy
In this chapter I will study the force on a single plate due to inhomogeneities of the
background. An example could be the case of a plate in the vacuum of the electromag-
netic field near a gravitating body. The shift of the proper frequencies of the virtual
photons from point to point induces a force on the plate.
We will be able to prove that if the background is sufficiently smooth then the force
is always a 'buoyancy force' in the sense that it pushes the plate toward regions of
higher potential. This rather surprising result (which is robust to the introduction of
a temperature) can be thought of as an Archimedes effect in the sea of virtual photons.
However the quantum nature of the problem manifests itself as soon as the background
is made less smooth. The interference between the photons scattered from the blimps
in the background invalidates the general result.
5.1 Introduction
The interaction of a quantum field with a material medium sometimes can be ideal-
ized by placing a boundary condition on the field at the interface with the medium.
Then the effects of the medium can be interpreted as modifications of the zero point
energy of the field due to the boundary condition on the surface. The classic example
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is the force, between two parallel, grounded con(lucting plates due to zero point fluc-
tua-tions of the electromagnetic field first discovered by Casimir[1]. Hence problems of
this nature are known ill general as Casirnir problems. If the surface S is embedded
in an inhorrlogeneous medium, then the quantum fluctuations of <6 sense the inhomo-
geneities and give rise to a force per unit area. on the surface even in the absence of
a second surface. We will refer to this force as Casirnmir buoyancy. As "buoyancy"
implies, the force is opposite to the force that acts on the quanta of the fluctuating
field, at least in the cases we have been able to study.
In this paper we examine the problem of Casimir buoyancy. We formulate and
study the problem for the simplest possible cases. We consider a scalar quantum
field, , obeying the boundary conditions imposed by a sharply peaked background
on an n- 1 dimensional hyperplane embedded in n-dimensional Euclidean space. We
assume that the mass of the scalar field varies in the direction normal to the surface,
i.e. we introduce an interaction V(x) 2 into the Lagrangian,
2 V(X 1) -
= 1c0 1m22 _ v(z2 (x, -a) 2 (5.1)2 2 2 2
The function A, normalized to fdxA(x) = 1, is assumed to be sharply peaked
at x:c = a. Usually a Dirac 6-function will do. We are particularly interested in
the "Dirichlet limit", where the coupling A goes to infinity and the field obeys the
Dirichlet condition, Q = 0, on the hyperplane. It is easy to imagine problems to which
such a formulation applies, where a quantum field is subject to forces on two different
scales, forces at a high energy scale that can be idealized as a boundary condition, and
forces of order the mass of 0 that can be regarded as a smoothly varying background. 1
We believe that similar considerations apply to a gauge vector (e.g. electromagnetic)
field in an inhomogeneous medium and to fermion fields. The generic problem of a
quantum field constrained on a surface and modulated by other forces in the bulk
also arises in brane world scenarios, where similar effects should also be expected.
'In the real Casimir effect the idealization of the influence of the metal or dielectric on the
electromagnetic field as a static background must be taken with some care. In particular some
divergencies arising from this idealization could be absent if a dynamic description of the material
is adopted [73].
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We have not considered buoyancy in a. curved space-time where the effect could arise
from an inhomogeneous curvature [74].
As usual in Casimir physics, there is little intuition to guide us a priori. For
example. there is no reason to expect the buoyancy force at a point x to depend only
on V at the point x. In general we find that the buoyancy depends non-locally on V.
However when the background field is smooth enough to admit a, WKB approximation
we find that the buoyancy reduces to a local function of the background field. Likewise
we know of no argument to give the sign of the Casimir buoyancy. Should it be parallel
to the force on the quanta of , or antiparallel? In all the examples we have been
able to study we find that the force is opposite to the force on the quanta, hence a
buoyancy.
Casimir problems can suffer from divergences of two different kinds[75]. The first
are the familiar divergences that afflict any quantum field theory. The Casimir energy
for a fluctuating field 0 in a time-independent background 2 a(x) is the full one-loop
effective energy, E[a], the sum over all one loop Feynman diagrams with arbitrary
insertions of a, as shown in the first line of Fig. 5-1[76]. The low order Feynman
diagrams diverge: the 1-point function diverges for n > 1, the two point function
for n > 3, etc. As usual, these divergences are cancelled by counterterms that are
polynomials in a, CCT = C1U+ 1C2 2 +. . (some are shown in Fig. 5-1). The Casimir
energy becomes dependent on the renormalized parameters of the a-field dynamics.
For example the need for the counterterrn c 2u2 in three dimensions generates a
dependlence on the renormalized a-mass.
The second type of divergence is more interesting and more challenging. A realis-
tic material medium cannot be idealized by a boundary condition at all energy scales.
When the frequency of the fluctuating field is high compared to the natural scale of
the interactions that characterize the material, its effects fade away. A background
that constrains all modes of a fluctuating field is unphysical, and can introduce diver-
gences into physical observables that cannot be removed by standard renormalization
methods[77. The origin of these divergences is quite clear from the Feynman dia-
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2For uS (.:r) = A6(x - ) + V(x).
grams. Each diagram involves integrals over the momenta carried by the external
lines. (T(.x) = dpe-iP'X(p). If the background has a discontinuity in some derivative,
say the k-th, then at large p, v(p) p-k and the integrals diverge for sufficiently
large number of dimensions. There are no renormalization counter terms available to
cancel these divergences. They signify that the quantity under consideration, even a
directly measurable one like the Casimir force, is sensitive to the high energy cutoffs,
Q, above which the material no longer affects the field (say &(p) = 0 for p > Q).
In a given model there may be some quantities which admit a Casimir (i.e. bound-
ary condition) description and others that do not. The boundary condition idea.liza.-
tion shares with the effective field theory the notion of a separation of scales. The
material structure is characterized by a high energy scale, the cutoff Q. Modes with
energies below this scale obey a boundary condition, modes with energies at or above
Q do not. If the boundary condition method is applicable, then physics at energies
much lower than Q can be described by the boundary condition without reference
to Q at all. For Casimir's original problem, parallel conducting plates, the plasma
frequency 0wplasma sets the high energy scale Q h pilasina, and the plate separation, d,
or rather hc/d, is the energy scale of physical interest. When Wplasmna > c/d the force
between parallel plates is well described by the boundary condition calculation. It can
be shown that the Casimir idealization works for Casimir forces between rigid bodies
in vacuum and for local observables like the energy density outside the material (at
distances greater than hc/Q), two examples of immense practical importance. Other
observables are not so fortunate. It was shown in Ref. [77] that the Casimrnir pressure
on a sphere of radius R, for example, depends on the cutoff, so it is not possible
to study the pressure, even when hc/R < Q, without characterizing the material in
detail.
It is important to learn the circumstances under which there is an effective low
energy description of buoyancy independent of the material cutoffs. We find that the
answer to this question depends on the number of dimensions, n. In one dimension,
where the surface is a. point, there are no divergences of any kind and the Casimir
buoyancy is independent of the cutoffs. Thus, for example, it goes to a finite limit
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Figure 5-1: The Casimir energy of a fluctuating field, q, coupled to a time independent
background field, a, via LI = ½o(x)02 is proportional to the sum of all one loop
diagrams. The sum must include the contributions of counter terms, polynomials
in , required to cancel the loop divergences. The structure of the counter terms
depends on the number of dimensions, n. The second line in the figure shows the
counter terms required in three dimensions where the 1- and 2- point functions are
primitively divergent.
as A -- o. Higher dimensions can be studied relatively easily using the formalism
developed in Refs. [78]. For n < 2 the situation is the same as for n = 1. For
2 < n < 3, the Casimir buoyancy remains independent of the details of the surface,
but the limit A - o cannot be taken (it diverges like A- 2). For n > 3 there is
no separation of scales. The buoyancy depends on the details of the structure of the
material.
In the next section we describe the formulation of the Casimir buoyancy problem
in one dimension. We recast it in terms of the Schr6dinger equation Greens function
with potential V(x), and express the buoyancy in terms of the bound and scattering
states of V. VWe study both fixed A and the limit A --4 oo. In Section III we describe
some important approximations and special cases: For deep and smooth V(x) we
derive a WKIB approximation; we study the case where V(x) + mn2 = 0 (a turning
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point) which cannot be analyzed by means of WKB, proving buoyancy in this case as
well. Wee study the Casimir buoyancy force in a thermal state finding the buoyancy is
qualitatively not affected by a. non-zero temperature. For a reflectionless potential we
show that only the bound states matter. We study the buoyancy outside the range
of V(x) and construct the first Born approximation as an example of non-local but
simple result. In Section IV we go through some explicit, solvable examples. Then in
Section V we generalize from n = 1 to higher dimensions.
5.2 Formulation of the problem
The situation of interest is summarized by eq. (5.1). It might arise if a quantum field
is coupled to one field characterized by a high mass scale that lives on the hyperplane
':± = 0, and to another field V characterized by a lower energy scale. As usual we take
V to be time independent and externally determined; we ignore the back reaction of
¢ on V. The principal dynamical effects occur in the one non-trivial direction along
which V varies, so we begin by studying the one-dimensional problem.
5.2.1 General considerations
In one dimension the Lagrangian for b reads
L = 02 _ 2 _ 1 (r2 + Ax( - a) + V(z)) 02 (5.2)
2 2 ±
We are interested in the vacuum energy of the 0-field as a functional of A and V,
= h !h jdEE -, (5.3)
2 2 dE
a sum over the discrete spectrum, if any, and integral over the continuum, where the
{w 2} are the eigenfrequencies of the Schr6dinger Hamiltonian,
= -d2 /d., 2 + 7112 + AA(x - a) + V(x), (5.4)
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which will. in general, range over both discrete and continues va.lues.:3 So the problem
can be reca,-.st in the form of a Schr6dinger equation, 7 6 = E0, with E = k+m 2 .
If we define g(x, x', E) = (x'- 1x) to be the equivalent Schr6dinger Greens function,
then we ca.n write the density of states, dN/dE, as
dN _=1-Im a d "x (.:c, x, E + ie)M im ~d·.~(:.;~:.E+~~) (5.5)
where n is the number of spatial dimensions. The i displaces the poles in 9 into the
lower half E-plane, and insures that the propagator, g(z, x', t) = f dEe-iEtG(x, x', E+
ic), is causal. Substituting for the density of states into eq. (5.3), the Casimir energy
can e written
= Im j dEE d "x(x, x, E + i), (5.6)
where we have assumed that the spectrum is positive definite4 and we have introduced
a cutoff Q above which the boundary must be characterized in greater detail. We
already discussed in the Introduction the conditions (on n and a = A + V) under
which we can take Q - o without affecting the low energy physics. We will go
over some these arguments again in Section 5.5. At the moment we assume all these
conditions to be fulfilled so we can take the limit Q - o without placing further
restrictions on a(x).
5.2.2 Force on a sharp surface
We are interested in the case where A(x - a) is a Dirac 6-function, A(x) = 6(x),
and A > 0 since this repels the field from the "surface" x = a. If we restrict the
analysis to 1 spatial dimension (the extension to n > 1 with translational symmetry in
n - 1 dimensions will be performed in Section 5.5) it is possible to express the Greens
function in terms of the (simpler) Greens function, go(x', x, E) (x'l l 1 E x) in
3We set h - c = 1 until further notice.
4Negative energy single particle states in an external field correspond to vacuum instabilities that
we do not consider here.
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the l)lesence of V(x) alone,
o=- d 2 + m 2 + V(x). (5.7)
First. we write the Lippmann-Schwinger equation 5 for G in terms of go and A(x),
g(x, x', E) = go(x, x', E) - A dygo(, y, E)A(y - a)g(y, x', E) (5.8)
WheIn A(x - a) --, (x - a) it is easy to solve for g,6
g(x, x', E) = g0(x, x', E) - A(x a E)g(a, x', E )1 + AGo(a, a, E) (5.9)
For the density of states, we require the integral over x of G(x, x, E). Using the
identity
dxgo(x, a, E)go(a, x, E) = Jdx(xl 7 Ela)
= (al( - ) -a)
a
= -g 0 (a, a,E)ME
1
(al 1 Ix)
(5.10)
dx (x, x, E) = dxgo(x,x,E)- -1+ ao(a, a,) E)1+ ±Ago(a, a, E) 
(5.11)-= Jdxo(x, xE) - -In (1 + Ago(a, a, E))
Substituting into eq. (5.6), we find
£ =1 Im f dEx/-E In (1 + AGo(a, a, E + i))27 OF
2ir 
(5.12)
5Here we are considering a fully renormalized Hamiltonian 7-, a function of renormalized masses
and couplings.
6 After this paper was completed Brian Winn, in a conversation with one of us (AS), pointed out
that singularly perturbed Hamiltonians like (5.4) have been studied in chaotic billiards theory where
they are called Seba billiards and generalizations of Eq. (5.9) can be found in the literature on this
subject [79].
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we obtain
where we have dropped a term of the form So = Im J dE .'dxgo(x., r  E + iE),
which does not depend on a and therefore does not contribute to the Casimir force,
-dE/da. Since we are only interested in the force, not the energy we differentiate
with respec t to a, F = -0£/0a,
.F=9 Im dEVE a ln(l + Ao(a,a,E + ie)) (5.13)
where we have taken Q - o since according to our previous discussions the limit
exists and is finite.
The analytic structure of the integrand of eq. (5.13) is important for our analysis
(see Figure 5-2) because only the imaginary part contributes to F, and the integrand
is real for real E except at its singularities. The i gives a branch cut running from
E = 0 to oo, which we place along the negative real axis. For real, positive E there
are two regions of interest. Above threshold for scattering, E > mn2, g0 is complex, so
the integrand has a cut with branch point at E = rn.2. For E real and below threshold
go(a, a, E) is real, so the only singularities occur when the argument of the logarithm,
1 + AO0(a, a, E + i), vanishes, where the integrand has poles. When E is below the
spectrum of Ho, 0o(a, a, E) is positive and 1 + AGO(a, a, E) cannot vanish. So there
are no singularities in the domain 0 < E < m2 unless 7-o has bound states. Suppose,
then, that 'Ho has bound states at El, E2, E3, ... Ea. Because Go 1/(Ej - E) near
the jth bound state, is easy to see that 1 + Ag0(a, a, E) must vanish at a value of E
between the jth and j + 1th bound states of 7-0. At each of these energies there is a
contribution to the imaginary part from the ie in the argument of g0 . Therefore at
least Al- 1 poles contribute to F. If the pole just above EMn occurs at an energy below
m2 then there is one more. These contributions have a simple physical interpretation:
They are the contributions to the Casimir force from the bound states in V(x) subject
to the boundary condition A4'(a) = AX(a). The analytic structure of the integrand
of eq. (5.13) in the complex E-plane is summarized in Fig. (5-2).
From these considerations it is clear that the problem is simplified if we rotate
the integration contour to the negative imaginary axis. Making the obvious analogy
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~E
Figure 5-2: Analytic structure of the integrand of eq. (5.13) in the complex E-plane.
The left hand cut comes from the VE, the right hand cut beginning at E = m2 comes
from scattering states. The pole contributions are marked by solid circles. Tiley lie
just above the bound states of V(x), marked with 0.
to Feynman diagram methods, we refer to this as "Wick rotation" to the "Euclidean
form" of the Casimir buoyancy. There is no contribution to the force from the semi-
circle at large lEI, because for E » V we have 9o(a, a, E) rv 2./e. Although this yields
a contribution to £ (logarithmically divergent in the cutoff 0), it is independent of a,
and therefore does not affect the force.
The result,
(5.14)
is particularly useful because the argument of the logarithm is positive definite.
Eq. (5.14) can be integrated by parts without contributions at the limits because
the surface term at E ---+ 00 is independent of a and the surface term at E = 0
vanishes:
1 roo 1 8
F(a, A, V) = - 47r Jo dE VE 8a In (1 + A9o(a, a, -E)). (5.15)
Here we have restored some of the arguments on the function F as a reminder of its
important variation with position, A, and background field, V. It will be sometimes
convenient to introduce the imaginary momentum", = VE +m2 (here E is the
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dummy variable ill (5.15)) in the Eucliclean domain,
.F(a. A. V) =- dK a In (1 + Ag0 (a, a, -K 2 - ni2)) (5.16)
This result caIn be rewritten usefully by introducing the ost solutions to the
Sclhr6dinger equation, 7- = -Ed (notice the minus sign in fiont of E, due to the
Wick rotation), which are defined by their behavior as x --- ±0[80],
lim ?/+(cx)e 'X = 1
,--oo
lim I-( ,x)e- x = 1 (5.17)
X-00
The boundary conditions of eqs. (5.17) render the functions A0+ analytic for Re K > 0.
On the contour -oc < E < 0 needed in eq. (5.16) the Jost solutions are real and fall
exponentially in the limits given in eq. (5.17). The Greens function can be written in
terms of the Jost solutions,
go(x, y, - 2 i 2)) - T(K) +(, x>)W-(K, x<) (5.18)
where x> (x<) is the greater (lesser) of x or y, and T(K) is the transmission coefficient.
Upon substituting for g0 in eq. (5.16), we obtain
hc P'0 1 TY(a, A, V) hc- dn I in 1 + (K, a)V-(K,a)
27r /NJ2 - m. Oa 2
In the last equation we have restored the factors of h and c (E = 2 _ nm2 has units
of 1/length2 in these units).
5.2.3 A -- o: the Dirichlet case
When the strength, A, of the sharp background field becomes large compared to the
eigenvalue, w, the mode of the field with frequency w vanishes at x = a. If all the
modes that contribute to the buoyancy have eigenvalues below , then effectively
the field itself obeys the boundary condition (a, t) = 0. As discussed in Ref. [77],
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this description is acceptable if the physical observable of interest remains becomes
independent of A in the limit. In the case of buoyancy force in one dimension the
limit A - co exists,
1 0 0 dE&dlim F(a,A, V) F(a, V) = -2 j -dg_ lnG0 (a,a, -E) (5.19)
which can be also written as
I 1 d 1 1 O9+(, a) 1
4(amV = 2-m .v / v(', a) Da ~,+( a) a -(,a)
It is instructive to study the contribution to the Casimir force of the bound states
in the A -- o limit.7 Returning to the non-rotated formula eq. (5.13), taking A - oo
and substituting the Jost solutions representation for the Greens function, we have
Fo (a, V) 2 Imn dE +ln (+ (E, a) -(E, a)). (5.21)
Remembering that Jost solutions are real for E < m2, it is clear that the only
contributions in this range come from possible zeros in (E, a), where the integrand
picks up an imaginary part because the integration contour goes above the pole on
the Re E axis. The locations of these zeros depends on a, so we label them as Ej± (a).
Near the jth zero in +,
0(E, a) = (E - Ej± (a) + i) oVi (Ea) + (5.22)
aE E=Ej± (a)
where we have restored the i to make the nature of the singularity clear. Substituting
into eq. (5.21) and extracting the imaginary part, we obtain a very simple expression
7The analysis for finite A is similar, but technically more complicated. In practice, following the
discussion in the previous section, one has to find the poles of 1 + A G0 (a, a, E) say E(a), which are
also eigenvalues of 7-, and proceed as before.
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for the bound state contribution to Yo,,
zc 1 &Ej± (a) a [c
f~c(a, V)tounld states = 4 VEJ±(a) &a a 2 ]
(5.23)
Here we have used the fact that the various partial derivatives are related by
d = -dE + -da = 0 (5.24)
along the contour +(Ej+(a), a) = 0 in the E, a plane.
The simple form of eq. (5.23) has a simple origin: the { V /Ej (a) are the eigenen-
ergies of ¢ in V(x) constrained to vanish at x = a, so the quantity in brackets is the
bound state contribution to the Casimir energy for a scalar field in the potential V(x)
forced to vanish at x = a. This is an equivalent formulation of the Casimir buoyancy
in the Dirichlet (A - o) limit. From this interpretation it is clear that the number
of terms in the sum in eq. (5.23) lies between N - 1 and N, where N is the number
of bound states in V(x).
To complete this parametrization of the Casimir buoyancy we write the continuum
contribution as an integral over the scattering momentum k, so another expression
for the total buoyancy in the A -- oc limit, equivalent to eq. (5.20) is
o (a, ) a k[ E (a) _ 2 Im[ Ak k In (+(E, a))( 25)
oa 2 j+ 2md
If the k-integration were rotated to the positive imaginary axis, k - i, two kinds of
contributions would arise: a) from the cut from 1 and b) from poles in 0+0-
corresponding to the same states counted in the sum over j. The pole contribution
would exactly cancel the sum and the integral over K would yield eq. (5.20) as it must.
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5.3 Approximations and Special Cases
Casimir buoyancy is an unfamiliar phenomenon. Its properties are not readily ap-
parent fromr the general expressions, eqs. (5.20) and (5.25). In this section we study
the buoyancy in special situations where it simplifies. First we look at smooth, deep
potentials where the WKB approximation applies. Next we look at reflectionless
potentials, where we show that only the bound states contribute to the buoyancy.
Third,-l we look at the buoyancy in the domain beyond the range of V(x), and finally
we study the first Born approximation, where the buoyancy is simple, but not local.
5.3.1 WKB approximation
If the potential is smooth and strong, a WKB expansion can be made for the Casimir
buoyancy. We work with the Wick rotated form, eq. (5.20). To apply WKB [81] we
introduce a fictitious "" into the Hamiltonian, -~ -_h2d2 + W(x) (henceforth we
will write IV(x) for m2 + V(x)) and write
i/(E,x) = exp (-so(x, E) + s(x,E)+.... (5.26)
and find
so(x, E) = J dyV-E + W(y)
sl(x,E) = -4ln(-E + W(x)) (5.27)
4
so the domain E < 0 corresponds to the WKB forbidden region (since W(x) > 0,
which we have assumed from the outset) and gives real so,i,..., b± and go.
The criterion for the validity of the WKB expansion (with h set to unity), s < s,
reduces to
d 1
< 1. (5.28)
dx ()should in particular where
from which we conclude that W'(x)/W 3 / 2 should be small and in particular where
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W' = rn2 + V(x) should not vanish8 (i.e. at turning points). Hence the WKB
aIplroxinlation applies to potentials which are "deep" in the sense that ' (dy (y) >>
1 and far from turning points where W(x) = 0.
It is straightforward to construct the Greens function, in the WKB approximation,
o0 WKB(a, a,-E) =W() (5.29)2/ -E + w )
and, upon substituting into eq. (5.15), and performing the integral over E, we find
0 hc( A- T -4W(a)
.F(A, )wK3 = - rvW(a) + Aln(W(a)) - / 2 -_ 4(a) in -2-4W(a)
+ VA2 -4W(a)
Oa-- (.Q(a,)wKB
is a local function of the potential, V(a). We call this function the quantum potential
Q(a, A).
Equation (5.30) simplifies considerably in the Dirichlet limit,
0 hc a
Y. KB(a) = --a 4 / 2 + V(a) _ 0Q(a)wKB (5.31)
A remarkably simple result for such a complex phenomenon. One general feature can
be easily deduced from this form of the quantum potential ?Q: it decreases when the
potential V'(x) increases and hence the force felt by the plate is a buoyancy force.
We will encounter this phenomenon throughout the rest of this paper in extensions
(to regions where the simple WKB form is not valid, to non-zero temperature and to
higher number of dimensions) and several examples.
5.3.2 Points at which V(x) + m2 = 0
When the potential is smooth (with a definite length-scale b [wi  -) but there
exists an x0 such that V(xo)+m 2 = 0 (or in general an interval where (V(x)+m 2 )b2 <<
1) then WKB cannot be applied. The simple formula eq. (5.31) breaks down. For
81f W, - x2" then W'/W 3/ 2 x - n -1 becomes arbitrarily large as x -O 0.
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example in the case of symmetric potential m2 + V(x) = ax the force must vanish at
= 0 for syninletry, while eq. (5.31) predicts .F - constant.
To understand what really happens when the delta function reaches the point x0
one needs ar more clever guess than WKB. Moreover, adding more terms of the WKB
series cannot help since the asymptotic nature of WKB means that adding terms
improves the result for larger values of b2(V + m2), so certainly not close to xo. The
formally correct procedure would be to find a differential equation 'similar' to the one
we are studlying but solvable and a smooth map from one to the other [82]. In this
way we would obtain a uniform approximation near the turning point xo. However
such an analysis goes beyond the goal of this paper, so to clarify the situation we will
assume that close to x0 = 0 we have (remember that W(x) > 0)
W(x) = V(x) + m2 W22 + () (5.32)
If we have () Z W(O) W << 1/b2, this constant could be reabsorbed by a shift of
E and the range of integration in eq. (5.24), we will consider this case at the end of
this section.
We then study the propagator in the neighborhood of x0 = 0 i.e. the propagator
g0 of the equation
-¢"(x) + 2 x2 (x) = Eo(x) (5.33)
which is the usual harmonic oscillator problem. We now set w = and we will
reintroduce it only at the end of the calculation to have dimensionally correct results.
From the two independent Jost solutions of this equation it is straightforward to
write the the propagator for the harmonic oscillator as
o(a,aE)= 21)/r (1 E) e-a2HE-1 (a)HE--a) (5.34)
where H is the Hermite function, a generalization of the Hermite polynomials related
to the parabolic cylinder function [83]. Notice that the poles of the gamma function
give the correct spectrum of the bound states.
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One can then calculate the buoyancy force for any A. by inserting eq. (5.34) into
eq. (5.15) and performing the integral numerically. In the Dirichlet case A oc
however the results simplifies using eq. (5.19) to
11.0. - I / XE (1 + E)(H(3+E)/2(-a) H-( :+E)/2(a)) _ 2). (5.35)
)47.ro --4- VH_(1+E)/2(-a) H-(+E)/2(a)
In this case the expression for small a can be recovered by expanding the integrand
in powers of a and integrating term by term (the expansion can be carried on to any
order of a because the integrals over E converge):
-iw3/2a(3.24...) + ( 5/2a3) (5.36)
4ir
which again exhibits the buoyancy phenomenon, ie. the Casimir force pushes the
plate toward points at higher potential. Notice that the force vanishes as a -- xo = 0
as it should from symmetry arguments. 9
If V(xo) + mn2 = W0o and /4o << 1/b2 (b2 = 1/w in this case) one can repeat the
preceding derivation, change the lower limit of integration over E from 0 to Wob2
(Wo/w in the case at hand) and write
.T0. ho 3 (w3/2 Wo/w), (5.37)
4i
where we have defined
f(x) = dy F (Ir(3+y)2 2y (5.38)
and f(0) = 3.24... . Although we do not have an analytic expression for f it can
9If we want to compare this result with an exact one we can choose n = 4 Poschl-Teller (see Section
5.4.2) with m = / for which V(x) + mn2  20x2 near x = 0. In this case cxact/approx = 0.94 as
a << 1. Such an agreement must be considered impressive, since the propagator is not a local function
of the potential V and a local approximation to V does not guarantee at all a local approxilmation
to G. Evidently, for sufficiently smooth potentials this turns out to be the case.
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be studlied numerically with ease and to a great accuracy. In the opposite limit
W4/w >> 1 one can still shift the range of integration and then, by working out tile
asymptotic:' limit of the propagator eq. (5.34) as E/w > 1, one finds the now familiar
WKB result eq. (5.31). We will apply eq. (5.37) to the case of P6schl-Teller potential
in Section 5.4.2.
One can also study higher order zeros (or minima) of W, i.e. points where V(x) ~
2" in a, similar fashion. The Jost solutions of such a, problem should be found, possibly
in a series for small x, and by means of them the propagator can be written explicitly
in the neighborhood of the minimum x = 0. Here we will not extend our analysis to
those cases since no qualitatively new phenomenon arises.
5.3.3 Temperature dependence in the WKB approximation
One can also study the case where the field is in a non-zero temperature thermal state
rather than a vacuum state. The Casimir energy is then the integral of the energy
momentum tensor component Too evaluated on the thermal state. The result is [4]
A =- Im f dEv/'coth J aElog(1 + Ao(a,a,E)) (5.39)
One can Wick-rotate this expression as well, since the Matsubara poles are on the
negative real E axis. After the rotation the Greens function becomes real (the i from
-v' cancels with an i from coth) and one has an imaginary part from the cot function.
Dropping a term c A log Q arising from the semicircle at IE! = Q one has
£ -2 dEv/dIm cot E } log(1+Ago(a,a,-E)). (5.40)
In the limit e - 0 one has Im cot(x - i) = r jn (x - n7r). The final expression is
then a sum over Matsubara frequencies.
£E2 Z; ( dEE n7r)E log(1 + Ago(a,a, -E)) (5.41)2 2 E 5148
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The study of this expression would require a paper on its own. Here we will limit
our analysis of the WKB case. since a closed exact expression can b}e easily obtained in
this case. 'To obtain it however, we have to go back to the original, non Wick-rotated
WKB expression eq. (5.39) (we again use the notation W(x) = V(x) + m2 > 0)
(5.42)£ -- [: Im] dEV4coth 3 ) log 1 + W(a)
The force in the Dirichlet limit (the cutoff Q can again be sent to oo without
problems) is
1 d Im dEE l (E (-W(a)+i) (5.43)
.Too 2 4rE 5.43)47 d 2 O-E E - W(a) + ie 
and by trading the E derivative with a W(a) derivative inside the integral, taking
the imaginary part and the limit e -+ 0 we find
41r da awj dEcoth 2 ) (-ira(E- W))
= d (/-Wcoth(,/W/2))= -da(a,/), (5.44)
where the last expression defines again a local thermal quantum potential
1Q(a, ) = -- coth(v/W/2). (5.45)4
In the low temperature limit T -- 0 we have - -W/4 as it should (compare
with eq. (5.31)). In the high temperature limit T --4 oc, - 0 one finds F, oc
T-ldW/da. Contrary to what one could expect from the known 'classical limit'
F oc T/a of Casimir force between rigid bodies [84, 4], the force goes to zero when
the temperature grows indefinitely. However here we are in a totally different limit,
where the background potential is slowly varying and we are considering only the
zero reflection term for g0 . The rigid bodies expansion of that gives rise to the
well-known Casimir force actually is made up of non-local reflection contributions [4].
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Figure 5-3: Turning on the temperature does not affect the Casimir buoyancy qual-
itatively. Here we plot n for the potential W(x) = 10 + x2 and (3 = 1,0.6,0.4 from
up down respectively. The minimum ofW at x = 0 is always a maximum ofnwKB .
This expression is valid whenever WKB is valid, hence when the length-scale of
the potential b is such that Wb2 » 1. We have already discussed the buoyancy effect,
i. e. the quantum potential has a maximum where V has a minimum. A non-zero
temperature does not modify this prediction qualitatively as can be seen from Figure
5-3.
5.3.4 Reflectionless potentials
The continuum contribution to the Casimir buoyancy vanishes in the Dirichlet limit if
a potential is reflectionless. For a reflectionless potential, 1/J+(k, x) -t T(k)eikx as x -t
-00, so 1/J-(k, x) = T}(k) 1/J+*(k, x). In this case 1/J+(k, a)1/J-(k, a) = 11/J+(k, a)1 2 /T*(k).
Looking back to eq. (5.25), we see that the imaginary part of the logarithm is in-
dependent of a so the force vanishes. Thus the Casimir buoyancy in a reflectionless
potential is entirely determined by the bound states.
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5.3.5 Beyond the range of the potential
Here we consider a background potential which vanishes identically for xl > b. The
same results apply to a short range potential (V(.x) oc e-JlI) in the limit x --, oo.
For x < - in the Euclidean domain,
1 I R() (5.46)
-(*, ) e= e80(n x) = T(e-'' + T--~e' x (5.46)T(r,) T()
The Greens function becomes
(a, a, -~ =21 (1 + R(n)e2 a) (547)
so the buoyancy can be written,
.F(A,a) = c - d - In (1 + (1 + R()ea)) for a < -b. (5.48)
For x > b a similar expression holds with R -+ R, the reflection coefficient on the
right. If the potential is symmetric, then R = R. If the mass, m. of the fluctuating
field is non-zero, then F falls like e- 2 ma when a > b. The explicit form depends on
the reflection coefficient in the Euclidean domain. In Section IV the explicit example
of a b-function background is studied.
5.3.6 First Born approximation
When the background potential is weak the Casimir buoyancy can be expanded in
powers of V. The first term is simple when m = 0 and A -- oc. A straightforward
calculation gives the Greens function to O(V),
go(a. a, E) = + 2 (e2ika j dye- 2ikyV(y) + e-2 ika dye2ikYV(y) + O(V2).
(5.49)
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go has no bound states at this order, so only the continuum contribution in eq. (5.25)
need(tl be calculate(l. Straightforward evaluation leads to
0 dz ic(5.50)
T v Vo(Z + a) = -- H[V, a] (5.50)2 -- 2 z 4
(where the integral is intended as the Cauchy principal value) which is a non-local
functional of V known to mathematicians as the Hilbert transform H of V [85] at the
point a.
5.4 Examples
In this section we report the Casimir buoyancy in three explicit sample background
potentials and use them to study the domains of application of the approximations in
the previous section. First we treat the potential (f + 1)/x2 on the half-line x > 0.
Second we explore the family of Pbschl-Teller potentials, -n(n + 1)sech2x. Finally
we study the 6-function, 36(x), which has been studied in other contexts[64].
5.4.1 V(x) = (e + 1)/x 2
The potential Vo/.:2 leads to a well defined problem on the half-line x > 0 when Vo
is positive. It is convenient to parameterize V by e(e + 1), so we can use results
familiar from the study of three dimensional central potentials. Note, however, that
f need not be integer. Since V(x) is positive definite there is no obstruction to taking
nm = 0, which we adopt to simplify the calculation. The formalism of Section II has
to be modified slightly on account of the boundary at x = 0. In particular, the Jost
solution -- (x, E) has to be replaced by the solution, (x, E) cX j(kx), regular at
x = 0. The other Jost solution is given by hl ) (kr). With this adaptation, and noting
that the potential has no bound states, we can compute the Casirmir buoyancy as an
integral over scattering states, rotated to imaginary momentum,
2 c2 X df (-ln(1 +'ai e(()Ke() + ) (5 51)
-hcqra2] dy2 -In (1 + AaI1 (~)Ki(()) + 1 AaI) (551)
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Figure 5-4: Casimir buoyancy, -a2y/hc, for V(x) = fe( + 1)/x2 in the Dirichlet
limit. The dashed curve is the exact result of eq. (5.52). The solid curve is the WKB
approximation, eq. (5.53).
where f = ;+1/2. and I and KM are modified Bessel functions. It is easy to verify that
the ( integral is convergent. In the Dirichlet limit the buoyancy is simply proportional
to 1/a2 (for dimensional reasons it could not be different),
lirn F(A, a) a)= j(td, a) ( )) (5.52)
The potential F(F + 1)/x2 is neither weak nor reflectionless. It is however smooth
and deep, so the WKB approximation should be accurate. .FWKB(A,f, a) can be
calculated easily from eq. (5.31), and the limit A -- oo is particularly simple,
.FWKB oo(f,a) = V (5.53)4a 2
The exact result and the WKB approximation are compared in the A - oc limit in
Fig.5-4. The difference is very small once > 1. In fact WKB does even better: if we
make the standard Langer replacement, ( + 1) - ( + 1)[81, 82], then the WKB
and exact results coincide within the widths of the lines in Fig. 5-4.
In Fig. 5-5 we compare the exact result with the WKB approximation for finite
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Figure 5-5: (a) Ratio of Casimir buoyancy to the WKB approximation for V(x) =
e(e+l)jx2. Up to down (red to blue) e = 1,3,5; (b) Same as (a) with the "correction",
e(e + 1) -t (e + ~)2.
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A. Clearly WKB is an excellent approximation in this case.
5.4.2 Pschl-Teller potentials
The potentials VnP'(x) = -n(n + 1)sech2(x), n = 1, 2,3, ..., are reflectionless and
the associated solutions to the Schr6dinger equation can be expressed in terms of
elementary functions.1 0 The Casimir buoyancy can be computed from the bound
states alone. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the A --, oo limit in this case. In
practice, it is easier to compute the integrals in the Euclidean region using eq. (5.20)
since the scattering wavefunctions, 'iO(E, a) are easy to construct but the roots of
/,,(Ej±(a),a) = 0 are hard to find for n > 2. The necessary Jost solutions for
imaginary momentum are given by
', (,x) = ( tanhx ) - 2 tanh tanhxeikx (5.54)dx dx k=+iK
up to an inessential normalization. The necessary product of Jost solutions is given
by
.+(Ka)lO-(i,,a) = tanh 2 a- 2
(K, a),-(K, a) = (1 - 2 _ 3Ktanh a-3 tanh2 a) (1 - 2 + 3tanh a-3 taktba)
for example for n = 1 and n = 2. The required integrals can be performed explicitly
for n = 1 and numerically for larger n.
The case n = 1 is particularly simple and instructive:
FPFT(m a) = hic tanh a sech2a
2 /m2 - tanh 2 a
As usual the Casimir force is in the direction opposite to the gradient of V(x). The
10 The apparent dimensional inconsistency in V P T needs a word of explanation. If we begin with a
dimensionally correct Hamiltonian, -d 2 /dx 2 + m2 - Vosech2 (x/b) and define a dimensionless unit of
distance, z = x/b, then Vob2 is the dimensionless potential which equals n(n+ 1) in the P6schl-Teller
problem.
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KI(B approximation to the P6schl-Teller potentials is
.F KB(n, a) = hCn(n + 1) t a sech2 (557)
4 m2 - n(n + 1)sech2a
In order to understand how well the WKB result approximates the exact results we
have plotted the force F divided by n(n + 1) for fixed it = m / n(n ± 1) = vI.
In these variables, the WKB result eq. (5.57) is independent of n and the the exact
curves tend to the WKB curve as n is increased. This is no surprise since for large n
the Poschl-Teller potential becomes more and more semiclassical.
Even for large n, however, if , - 1 we cannot use WKB since the minimum of the
potential at x = 0 is almost a turning point, i. e. (V(O) + m.2)b2 < 1 (remember we set
b = 1). In this case however we can resort to the harmonic oscillator approximation
of Section 5.3.2 which, for a -- 0 and specializing to the Poschl-Teller potential, takes
the form (the notation is the same as in Section 5.3.2)
PT (n( + ))3 4af (m + 1) (5.58)
?7Pn·+ 1)
The results are plotted in Figure 5-7. As in the comparison with WKB the agreement
is better the higher n, i.e. the more 'semiclassical' is the potential.
5.4.3 6-function background
The case of a localized background potential reaches the extreme limit when V(x) 
(36(x). The Casimir force here is a non-local effect, as can be understood from the
fact that the potential vanishes (almost) everywhere, and the overall sign of the force
cannot be predicted a priori. The WKB approximation as developed in the previous
section includes only the local semiclassical modification of the Green's function,
which vanishes in this case. There is a semi-classical method for this case (e.g. as
(3, A - oo) which sums over classical paths that reflect from one surface to the
other[9, 4] and accounts successfully for both the sign and the magnitude of the
Casimir force. By applying the analysis of Section III.C with R(k) = R(k) = 03/(2ik-
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Figure 5-6: Casimir force for Poschl- Teller potential in the Dirichlet limit. Exact
vs. WKB results. From down up (red, green and blue) we have the exact results for
n = 1,2,3 and in on the top, in black, the WKB approximation. /-L2 = m2jn(n+1) = 2
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Figure 5-7: Casimir force for Poschl- Teller potential in the Dirichlet limit. Exact vs.
the harmonic oscillator approximation, eq. (5.58). On the vertical axis we plotted
the ratio of the Casimir force and the harmonic oscillator approximation a ~ 0 for
n = 1,2,3,4. For all the points we chose m2 such that V(O) + m2 = 0, so x = 0 is a
turning point.
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/3). we obta-in
F(A. = 2 1- - / -In m2 a (5.59)2c ii i  n (1± i - 2 K +3 /
The special case !3 = A has been studied in other contexts (see eq. (70) of Ref. [86]),
and our result agrees for that special case. For A /3 however no new physics arises
and we will not study that case here. More interesting is the limit A,,8 -- oo with
7n = 0 in which case the integral can be performed yielding
hcr
FT 24a2 ' (5.60)
the correct Casimir force for two impenetrable walls in one dimension at distance a
from each other.
Another interesting limit is A - oo, / -÷ 0 for m = 0 which makes contact with
the Born approximation of Section III.D,
F(AX, , m, a)Im=oA_- = 4- 7c + (p2) (5.61)
which agrees with the result obtained from eq. (5.50). Here we have a non-local force
which is still a. buoyancy force.
5.5 Beyond one dimension
Field theories become more divergent in higher dimensions. Casimir effects are no
exception, indeed they are more problematic because both the loop divergences and
the sharp background divergences become worse. Methods for renormalizing the loop
divergences. at least in dimensions where the interaction with the background field
is, in fact, renormalizable, have been worked out in Refs. [77, 86, 64]. Divergences
arising from the sharp background can be avoided by smoothing out the -function
as described in Ref. [77].
Once the buoyancy has been calculated in one dimension, the extension to higher
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dimensions can be constructed by the methods of Ref. [78]. The core dIvnlamics is
the same in higher dimensions. The results can be summarized as follows: All the
results for n = 1 generalize to any n < 2 without complication. For 2 < < 3
the generalization succeeds except that the limit A -- oc cannot be taken. In that
range of n1 the Casimir buoyancy depends on the cutoff, A, on the strength of the
boundary interaction. Thus there is no separation of scales, no "effective" low energy
description of Casimir buoyancy. As n -- 3 two further complications arise: first,
a new count:lerterm, CcT = C2a2, must be introduced to renormalize the two point
(in the background field, a) function. This means that the buoyancy depends on a
renormalized coupling, actually the mass of the u, that has to be specified. Second,
as suggested by the appearance of an interaction proportional to a2 (x) induced by
renormalization, the 6-function gives a divergent buoyancy. Instead it is necessary
to smooth it out, replacing it for example, by a Gaussian, as described in detail in
Ref. [77]. The buoyancy force then depends explicitly on the structure of the surface
as well as the shape of the background. In the case of a real material one should make
oneself sure of giving a proper description of the reaction of the material, using for
example a plasma. model for the metal with plasma frequency w0 plasma. In that case
we expect that, if the A -+ oo and the wOplasma - oo limits exist then they coincide.
The problem of interest is an n - 1 dimensional hyperplane immersed in a medium
which is modulated in the x1 -direction. As shown in Ref. [78], the Casimir energy
(per unit 'area' of the n - 1 transverse directions) for such an interface can be written
as,
1 fdn- 1 pcc dN dN(A)
2 (27r)-± + 77-l dE _dE =l dEFD(M)
(5.62)
where x/E = 'k2 + m2 is the contribution to the energy from momentum in the
xl direction. dN/dE is the density of states for the one dimensional problem and
dN(A)/dE is the contribution to the density of states to Mth order in the background
field, a(x) = AA(x-a)+V(x). £FD(M) is the contribution of the Feynman diagrams
1 The "Levinson" subtraction discussed at length in Ref. [78], is unnecessary here since the first
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through MltI' order in the hackground field p)lus the contributions of counterternis
necessary :f'o renorlnalization.
The number of Born subtractions is determined by the degree of divergence of the
field theory ill o with a orT2 coupling. For n. < 3 only the tadpole diagram diverges,
so only the first Born approximation must be subtracted. For the moment we set
N = 1 and discuss the extension to n. = 3 at the end of this section.
The p-integration in eq. (5.62) is to be understood in the sense of dimensional
regularization, and can be performed, 12
1 (-n/ 2 ) dE En/2 (dN dN(1)) + FD(1) (5.63)2 (47),n/2 dE ( 
The first Born approximation and the contribution of the tadpole diagram plus coun-
terterm are linear in A and linear in V. Therefore the V dependent term they generate
is independent of a, so they do not contribute to the buoyancy and can be dropped,
rn 1 F(-n/ 2 ) J dE En/ 2 02N (5.64)
2 (47r)n/2 dE a5E
This remarkably simple form is valid for n < 3, and, of course, agrees with Section II
for n = 1.
As in one dimension, we take a(x) = A(x - a) + V, construct the Greens function,
rotate the integration to the negative E axis and integrate by parts,
n 1 ( -2 )n 2 dEE 1a ln(1 + AGo(aa,-E)) . (5.65)
27r (4qi.)n/2 ia
This should be compared with eq. (5.16), which is the specialization to n = 1.
Note that the poles in F(1 - n/2) are cancelled by the factor of sin n7r/2, which
arose from the imaginary part of (-E)/ 2. Thus the only singularities in eq. (5.65)
Born subtraction does not contribute. To carry through the analysis for n = 2 a Levinson subtraction
would be necessary.
'
2Formally. the integral is defined and performed for values of Re n small enough that it converges.
It is then analytically continued to real. positive n, with careful treatment of singularities encountered
along the way.
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arise from divergences at the upper limit of the E integration. These get more serious
as n increases because of the prefactor of E '"/2 -. It is easy to see that the E-integral
in eq. (5.65) converges for n < 3: The high (negative) energy behavior of G(a, a, -E)
is dictated by the WKB approximation, eq. (5.29),
1
G(a a, -E) --- + . (E-1) (5.66)
(here again W = n2 + V) and this behavior leads to a convergent integral for n < 3.
However, if we attempt to take A - oo before doing the integral, we lose convergence
already at n = 2.
Beyond eq. (5.65) the buoyancy depends on the specific form of V(x). To get a
feel for its variation, we evaluate the WKB approximation,
,r A n-3dV A
J7IKB= 2(41iW) 2 dF (1 - sin(J)' ( Wa (5.67)2(4-) +1 da 2 2 2
where
f(x)= dyy/2- 1 1 (5.68)
y+ 1v/y+ +x'
This function can be expressed by means of hypergeometric functions as
f(x) = - 2 ) 1 + - )(') F(1; ' ;2 x)
x 2 2 2 2'2'
(5.69)
however does not carry much more information than the original integral, in particular
because the interesting limit A - o translates in x -- oo where the hypergeometric
fiunction has both a real and an imaginary part. The imaginary part is cancelled by
the first term and the real part is the one we are interested in but this is difficult
to isolate. However, before carrying on an asymptotic analysis of this integral it is
straightforward to evaluate the n = 2 result
=2 1 dV ( A dn=2
Jr= 16B 1 1 17--a) da1+WKB (5.70)
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where the quantum potential isVKB- -( + (W- log(1 + T ) - W log( ) . (5.71)16=2 4 1 A A
Neither the quantum potential nor the force have a finite limit when A o0 in 2
dimensions. They diverge logarithmically in A. The case n = 1 result coincides with
the result of Section II.
Let us now return to the original integral representation to get an asymptotic
expansion for large x (i.e. large A). Writing it as
f(xf) =fz dze-zx2 dy)e-Yz(y2 - (5.72)
performing the integral over y, expanding in series for small z and integrating term
by term in z one gets3
1 1 /fl7T\ 1f(x) _ 2 csc(n7r) + -rCs ( ) + (2 - n 5- csc(n) -f W 3-n (2 cn
2- 2 2- F -(2) 0 (X -3) + 0 (X . (5.73)
This expansion agrees very well with the exact expression eq. (5.69) already at
x 2, as can be seen in Figure 5-8, except in the limit n --- 1. The expansion (5.73)
has a pole in n = 1 that goes like x-4 . This is not present in the original function f
and indeed adding more terms pushes the pole to higher and higher powers of x- 1.
However in this case we know the exact result either from Section II (equation (5.30))
or by taking the limit n -- 1 of eq. (5.69) before expanding for A - oc (the two limits
do not commute).
One thing to notice is that in passing from n < 2 to n > 2 the first term in
eq. (5.73) becomes dominant over the second one. At exactly n = 2 they almost
cancel each other leaving behind a term log(x)/x which reproduces the leading term
13Alternatively one could use the Mellin representation of the hypergeometric function [83] and
move the contour of integration in order to pick the desired poles. This procedures is much more
involved than the one described here and yields the same results.
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in eq. eq. (15.70) (also the higher order terms agree with the expansion of eq. (5.70)
for A - cx)). Another thing is that from this asymptotic expansion one can see that
in the Dirichlet limit one has a finite force if and only if n < 2. For 7 < 2 the second
term in eq. (5.73) is dominant over the first one and hence the force is independent
of A
o<hc ~ d W ( n 2 (1 - (5.74)
da 4(47)2 2i
Having neglected the first term in eq. (5.73), however, this form cannot be used when
71 - 2. Incidentally however notice that the limit n - 1 now can be taken safely (and
it gives the usual result eq. (5.31)) since we have not included the term oc csc(n7r)/z3- n
which generated pole in n = 1. This pole was a fiction of our procedure of taking the
limit A -- oc before n -- 1. It was signifying that for n = 1 the next term in the
large expansion of f decreases slower than 1/x 2, indeed it is oc log(x)/z2. As we
sail, including more and more terms in the asymptotic expansion pushes this pole
fuirther and further away.
As anticipated, for n > 2 the buoyancy force diverges when A -- oc. Keeping the
first term in eq. (5.73) one obtains
>2 _ he dV A 2 ( ) sec n. (5.75)
4-nr da 2 2
Notice that for n - 3 we have a structure .F oc 1 3AdV/da which comes from
a term oc log A f d4 x(V() + A6(x - a))2 in the effective action (here A is the QFT
cutoff). The pole 1/(n - 3) from sec(nr/2) is the dimensional regularization way of
seeing the logarithmic divergence log A in the two-legs graphs for 3 + 1 dimensions.
The result eq. (5.67) (and its asymptotic expansions eq. (5.74) and eq. (5.75))
embodies all the behaviors we expect from the general analysis. It is a continuous
function of n and finite for n < 3 and the Dirichlet limit, A --+ o, can only be taken
for n < 2.
To go all the way to n = 3, the plane in three dimensional space, it would be
necessary to invoke the full apparatus of the field theoretic approach to Casimir
effects: the surface must be smoothed out and the second Born approximation to the
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of f in eq. (5.69) with its asymptotic expansion eq. (5.73)
for various n from up to down n = 1.4, 1.8, 2, 2.2, 2.6.
density of states must be subtracted from the E-integration and added back together
with the counterterm as a Feynman diagram.
5.6 Is Casimir Buoyancy universal?
In the previous examples we have found Casimir buoyancy is ubiquitous. However
all the previous examples share the fact that they can be very well described by the
zero-order reflection term in the propagator. The WKB approximation was always
an excellent approximation. There are obvious examples in which this is not true:
Take for example the background V as made of a tall wall (a tall square wall will do
the job) plus a shallow potential, decreasing toward the wall. If the shallow potential
would not be present the delta function would be attracted toward the wall so for
continuity this must be true for sufficiently small potentials even if the total potential
is decreasing toward the wall. This is true because in the expression for the propagator
go we cannot neglect the influence of the tall wall (that is why we called it 'tall') and
this enters only through a non perturbative term in the form of the contribution from
a closed path that goes from a to the wall and bounces back to a. More quantitatively
by considering the background as made up of a wall and a smooth IV, one can expand
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the propaga.tor as [22]
i i ¢-i 7r/i./2
g((a, a,l! E) - + e eiS&(. " ° E) (5.76)2/E- W(a) 2+/E- W(a)(
where Sl(o, a, E) is the action of the closed path that goes from a to a bouncing on
the wall and /l is the Maslov index of this orbit (/u = 1 is the wall is 'smooth' on
frequencies v/" and p, = 2 for otherwise 'hard' walls). Inserting into eq. (5.15) one
finds a general formula including both local (e.g. W and its derivatives) and non-local
(depending on integrals of W or independent of W) contributions. The two effects
interplay and they are difficult to separate but it is easy to extract the two limits:
1) When W - 0 one recovers the Casimir attraction between impenetrable plates
(compare with eq. (5.59) with - oc) 2) When the wall is far away (Si >> 1) the
second terrn is exponentially smaller than the first and we find buoyancy from the
first term only.
In general then a. more correct statement would be that Casimir buoyancy will
occur in the cases where non-local effects, like closed orbits contributions to the propa-
gator, are negligible. We believe we have presented enough examples here to convince
the reader that this is not a too stringent request.
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Chapter 6
A duality between the properties
of nodal lines of random functions
and the Casimir energy
In, this chapter I will put forward a duality between the statistical properties of nodal
lines in random waves and the Casimir energy.
Random waves are a good model for several problems in statistical physics and in
problems of wave scattering. I will show that some of this properties, in particular the
probability of having a given configuration of nodal lines is equal to the (exponential)
of the Casimir energy of a corresponding configuration of conductors.
6.1 Introduction
Random waves (RW) have been an object of interest for their statistical properties
both in wave mechanics and statistical mechanics. In wave mechanics they turned
out to be an incredibly interesting and rich scenario for studying the statistics of
topological properties, like phase singularities [88]. In optics they made a good sta-
tistical model for speckle patterns [89] in laser beams. In quantum mechanics they
have been studied [90, 91] in connection with semiclassical wave functions in chaotic
billiards. In statistical mechanics their properties have been put in connection with
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the statistic of defects and vortices [92] and an interesting d(luality with a percolation
probleml has been put forward recently [93].
The purpose of this chapter is to exploit in a new direction the description of RW in
terrms of quantum field theory (QFT). 1 I will nmake a quantitative connection between
the ground state energy (or Casimir energy) of a. scalar field in a given configuration
of semni-penetrable conductors in d - 1 space dimensions and the probability of having
a certain configuration of nodal lines in d dimensions.
This chapter is far from being exhaustive or self-contained. I will briefly introduce
the concept of random wave referring the reader to the existing literature for their
statistical properties, in particular the properties of their nodal lines. I will then
rephrase the concept of Casimir energy for a scalar field in a static background (a toy
model for QED where the static background models the conductors) in a language
closer to that of random waves statistics. I will then point out the connection between
Casimir energy in this background and probability of having a certain nodal line
configuration. Finally I will draw some consequences on the nodal line probability
and comment on the possible extensions on which further work is needed.
6.2 Random Waves
An isotropic random wave (RW) in d dimensions is the random function defined on
a sublset of R"' (we will not use any particular notation for vectors but there is little
room for confusion) as
0(x) = E i/e(kj) cos(kjx + 6 j) (6.1)
j=1
where the phases 6j are uniformly distributed in [0, 27r) and the vectors kj are random
variables as well. We will assume isotropy of , i.e. e(k) is an even, analytic function
of the length of the vector k.
1lThe statistical mechanics description of RW is related to this via the usual QFT-statistical
mechanics dtluality (Wick rotation). In this sense this description is already contained in the work of
B. Halperin in [89] who employed it to study the statistic of vortices and defects.
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For any finite J the moments ((x 1 )...4(x,)) are not factorizable hut in the limit
J -- c Wick theorem holds [88] (among other things one requires the existence and
finiteness of at least the second moment, i.e. (q2(x)) < 00):
((X )...0(X2n)) = E ((i)(j)) ... ((Xk)(Xl)) (6.2)
Contractions
In the following we will hence always assume the limit J -- oc is taken.
Wick's theorem is equivalent to saying that the statistical properties of RW can
be described by a Gaussian probability functional
I 1/
P[0] = -exp - ddxddx'(x')h(x', x)(x)) (6.3)
where Z is a normalization constant and h(x', x) = h(lx'- xl) for isotropic RW. From
this probability functional the reader could already recognize the usual set-up of the
statistical mechanics of a non-interacting real field 0. The function h is determined
by the spectrumn e(k) (and vice versa). We will now determine their connection.
To this purpose is convenient to pass to the Fourier components of the field k =
f ddxeikX0(x) and define h(k) through
J ddxddxeikx-ik'x'h(x',x) = (27r)d6(d)(k - k)h(k). (6.4)
In terms of Ok the probability functional is
P[0] = exp (-1 dd h(k) bkl2) (6.5)
The limiting Gaussian probability functional (6.3) or (6.5) can describes the statistical
properties of (6.1) if we choose the spectrum (k) as
I1 1 ddklim E2(k) = h(k) (2r)d (6.6)
which ea that inthe limit J the sum over k must be ubstituted by the
which nleanis that in the limit J --, oo the sum over kj must be substituted by the
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integral in dA'k whose measure is given by right-hand side of (6.6). This is the promised
coIlnection between h(x) and (k). In this way when J ->-- the propagator G tends
to
G(,r.() _= ((x)0(0)) = lim je2(kj) cos(kjx) = (2dh(k) e.k. (6.7)
J-oo (2¢r7d h(k)j=1
where we used the fact that e is even in k to substitute eikx for cos(kx).
There are at least two 'natural' choices for the spectrum h(k):
* The scalar field spectrum 1/h(k) = (A - kI)/(k2 + i., 2 ) where one has to
introduce the cutoff A to ensure the finiteness of G(x, :) = (2(X)).
* The very singular monochromatic spectrum h(k), such that 1/(27rh(k)) = 6(lkl-
K). This last choice gives G(x, 0) = Jo(Kx) which is a statistical model for the
solutions of the Schr6dinger equation -AI = K2 O in chaotic billiards.
6.3 Casimir Energy and Nodal Lines
We now turn to the main point of this chapter: the connection between nodal lines
properties alnd Casimir energy. For simplicity at the moment we assume d = 2, the
generalization to other d will be straightforward.
Following [91] we introduce the functional
X,[] = I |ds2(x(s)). (6.8)
where the integral is defined over the reference line x = { (s)ls e[0, f]} and parame-
terized with the length of the line itself, s. For any given reference curve , X[¢] is
a random variable whose generating function S,(A) is defined as
S,(A) (e I [¢ ]) = JD) P([] e-2. ma'(x())- (6.9)
It has been shown in [91] that S,(A) can be interpreted approximately as the prob-
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abilitv of having a nodal line in the tube of radius r = (((V A)2) -'/:3 built around
the reference curve y (in d dimensions 1/3 gets substitutes by 1/(d + 1)). Notice that
the radius r of the tube goes to zero when A - o. The approximation allowing us
to interpret S as the probability of having a nodal line relies mainly on a mean-field
approximation where 2/(V' 2) , 2/ ((V) 2) as discussed in [91]. It is not easy to
estabilish the limits of this approximation so we will adopt it as a working hypothesis
and we will see later a situation in which it possibly fails. From now on we will simply
say that S, is 'the probability to have a nodal curve y' without referring to the tube
radius r or the approximation within which this interpretation has been derived.
Let us write in (6.9) P[Q] explicitly inside the probability functional
S~y(A) - D z exp (-2 J d2 xd2' 0(x')(h(x',x)+ (2)(X-
(6.10)
where we have defined
V(x) = A ds 6(2)(x - x(s)). (6.11)
Let us now specialize the problem in two ways:
* Choose h(x', x) to mimic a scalar field, with a cutoff A intended in all the
momentum integrals
h(x', x) = (2)(x' - x)(-A + mn2). (6.12)
* Consider a random wave in the strip [0, T] x R. Denote the two cartesian
coordinates in the plane as x, xl so 0 < xo < T and xl E R. Choose the
reference line -y as made of n > 1 disconnected lines parallel to the xo axis and
intersecting the x1 axis at the points {al, ..., an}
= {al, ... , an) X [0, T]. (6.13)
With this assumptions the final expression for the generating fnction S(A) is
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then
S (A) = Z / exp (-I d2x (x)(-A + m2 + (x))(x)) (6.14)
where A = 2/0x 2 + 02/0ax. This expression itself is reminiscent of two intertwined
concepts in QFT and statistical field theory: the Casimir energy E in the first and the
free energy F in the second. The connection with the latter is evident, without any
need for formal manipulations, F = - log(Sy(A)). The connection with the Casimir
energy becomes evident as well if we perform a clockwise (inverse) Wick rotation in
the xO coordinate, o -- it. Then (6.14) becomes
1_J -Do exp ( J- dtdxl Q(t, x)(_2 _ m -V(xl))O(t, x)) = e-i,T.
(6.15)
Here 02 = 2/1t 2 - 2/aX2 and £. the Casimir energy in the background V and
n
V(y) 6(ai - y). (6.16)
i=l
WVe can now establish the promised connection between the generating functional
S,(A) and the Casimir energy 9£ of the corresponding background as
S,(A) =e - TE (6.17)
In words: The probability of having a (translationally symmetric) nodal line y
in a random wave ensemble is related to the Casimir energy of a configuration of
conductors given by a constant-time section of y.
The generalization to d dimension is easily obtained (and is already understood
in the previous paragraph). Since a nodal hypersurface has codimension 1 so does its
constant-x0 section. Hence the problem maps to the Casimir energy of codimension
1 surfaces. The dual Casimir problem then is the usual problem of penetrable, codi-
mnension 1 surfaces (see [94] for the case with arbitrary codimension). For example,
the d = 4 case maps into the IR3 Casimir problem with penetrable 2-dimensional sur-
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faces. The limit A - o is the limit of lperfect conductors (or Dirichlet limit, because
6 = 0 on the conducting surfaces).
In the rest of the chapter we will use this duality to make statements on the nodal
line statistic from the knowledge of the properties of Casimir energy.
6.4 Applications
Let us start with a well known problem of a Casimir energy calculation: the presence
of various divergencies, when taking A, --, oc. We will now discuss the interpreta-
tion of these divergencies for the nodal lines probability.
A volume divergence oc VAd +l (divergent when A - oo) is removed by the factor
of 1/Z in our definition of P[q]. This term is however independent of the presence
and shape of y. In QFT it would represent a cosmological constant term. For what
concerns the divergencies arising when A -- oo (the so-called Dirichlet limit) let us
recall that the tube radius r built around the reference line -y, goes to 0 when A - 0oo.
It is then natural that the probability S,(A) of having a nodal line within a distance
r from y goes to zero when A -* oo. This reflects in the fact that £ - +oo when
-* oo.
We also know that the interaction energy (the one that depends on the distance
between the bodies) remains finite when A, A - o. This means that there are some
properties of the nodal lines, connected with the interaction part of £, which are
well-defined also when the tube radius r - 0 and the cutoff goes to infinity. In order
to identify them we must define a quantity which stays finite in this limit. Led by the
intuition about the Casimir energy of rigid conductors we recognize that this problem
is related to the removal of the self-energy for rigid, disconnected bodies. Suppose
then our curve y is composed of two disconnected pieces y = -y1 U 'Y2 (we always
require them to be straight and both parallel in the x0 direction). Their Casimir
energy can be written as
- = + y2 + int (6.18)
where the first two terms are independent on the distance between the nodal lines and
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the last term goes to zero when the distance between the two curves goes to infinity
(this can ,,e taken as a definition of i,,t). The terms £,,.2 are the energies of isolated
pla.tes.
Let us define the quantity P as the ratio of the probability of having al U -2 and
the probability of having both 71 and 72 independently of each other:
P = 1+() = e-Tfil2t ()(6.19)
S, (A)S72 (A)
The interpretation of P is the following: if P > 1 (P < 1) then it is easier (more
difficult) to find a nodal line 72 if another line 7yl is present.
The interaction energy £int is always finite (even when rn-- 0 and/or A, A -+ oc)
and hence so is 'P. Moreover we know from quantum field theory that £int < 0 and
that it increases when the nodal lines are pulled apart. Hence we can say that the
presence of a nodal line 7Y1 makes it easier for another nodal line to be born. Hence
in this case nodal lines induce other nodal lines in their vicinity.
The choice of the scalar field spectrum allows us to use all the machinery of
QFT (including the Hamiltonian formulation) to calculate the Casimir energy int.
Depending on the value of A, A, m and the distance between the nodal lines a, we can
use a weak or a strong coupling approximation for £int. Since A has dimension ed-l
(E is a length scale) the relevant dimensionless parameter is e = aA1/(d- l) . Moreover
assuming A > m, ((V) 2 ) A2 we have A - 1/rd+1 A2 . By choosing a, r, A we have
e < 1 for weak coupling and e > 1 for the strong coupling regime.
We will now make some explicit sample calculation in these two regimes.
In the weak coupling regime can use a Feynman diagram expansion [64] (one must
use the Euclidean cutoff A on the k integrals) for the Casimir energy S
= A£ + A2S2 + ... (6.20)
where El is given by the tadpole diagram, £2 is given by the 2 legs diagram and so on.
We will now calculate the first two terms of the series (6.20) showing that 1 drops
between numerator and denominator in P and then calculating the first correction to
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7. i.e. 82. We will also show that £2 < 0, which implies 7P > 1, in a region of order
1/m around any nodal line.
For the tadpole diagram we have
El£ = ddlXV(X) ( 2 (X)) = ( 2(o)) J dd-lxV(I) (6.21)
or in Fourier space
f d - lk / ddq 1
£1 -|(2ir)d-l- V(k) (27r)d q2 + m2 ' (6.22)
where V(k) is the Fourier transform with respect to the d - 1 spatial dimensions
V(k) J dd-lv(x)eikx (6.23)
so that in d = 2 and with V(x) = 3(x) + 6(x - a) we have
V(k) = 1 + eika. (6.24)
Since f dxrV(x) does not depend on a, the tadpole diagram does not contribute to
the interaction energy Si,,t and hence does not contribute to 7P. We must then go to
the next diagram, the one with two legs to find the first non zero correction to int.
The two-legs diagram contribution can be written as
dd-lk1 
£2 =-J (2 )dV- v(k)V( k) (27r)d (q + k)2 + m2 q2 +2 (6.25)
It contains an a-dependent interaction term. To calculate this a-dependent term we
can send A -+ oc (for d = 2 we can take this limit safely) and by means of the usual
technology for handling Feynman diagrams we find
1 deika (6.26)£ = - dx x- (6.26)2n a 00 2 n 2 + X( - )k2'
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Performing, the integrals gives
= 2- I - (2 )) (6.27)
where 4) is tile error function. Then P can be written, to this order in A as
TA 2
p = e 2mp-1-~(2 v-)) (6.28)
As we said before P decreases when a increases. Moreover for a > 1/rnm we can do
an asymptotic expansion for · finding
p exp T4m e-4a7n) (6.29)
so P _ 1 effectively for a > 1/m.
The strong coupling limit has to be tackled with different, non-perturbative tech-
niques.
The d = 2 case can also be solved exactly for any number 'n, of parallel nodal
lines by using the techniques in [94]. The resulting exact expression for n > 3 is too
cumbersome to be presented here and we refer the reader to [94] for details.
Two parallel nodal lines separated by a distance a in the limit A --, oo are dual to
the problem of two points in 1 space dimension at a distance a. The Casimir energy
for this configuration is:
1 f0dE e -2a viETist = 47 -JIE In ( 1 + VE;ym 2 ) (6.30)
We can use this formula to make some predictions about P. To begin we know that
it < 0 and that it has a minimum at a = 0 as £it(a = 0, A A) -A log(2)/27r
(here we put for simplicity m = 0). It can be proved that this is also equal to
Ssingle( 2 A) -- 2single(A) (where single is the energy of a single delta function when
A - o), which appeals to intuition since at a = 0 we are just superposing two delta
functions to create a delta function with double strength. If mn > 0 it can be proved
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that S o exp(-2ina) and hence again P -_ 1 when a >> 1/rn. I any case we can sav
that P decreases when a increases.
A difficulty must be noticed here, concerning how far one can push the interpreta-
tion of S, as the probability of having a nodal line y. Reasoning like in [95] , assuming
Dirichlet boundary conditions on a line n- intersecting the xl axis at say xl = 0 we
have then to expand our RW in series of sin(kjxi) (with random coefficients). Rea-
sonably the subset of RW that has a nodal line on y should be expandible in this basis
as well. If moreover our spectrum is cut off at A then one expects that for a < ir/A
one should find much fewer nodal lines (the first zero of sin z is at z = ir). In fact a
similar phenomenon is found in [95] for the monochromatic spectrum. The nodal line
length density normalized to its asymptotic value goes to 0.5 for xl = 0. However
increasing xl the nodal line length density suddenly increases to a value higher than
the asymptotic value and then relaxes, oscillating, to 1. In analogy our quantity P
should thenr start from a value < 1 at a = 0, increase in a region 1/A to a value P > 1
and then relax to P = 1. Evidently the first, 0 (1/A) region is not captured by our
analysis, while the second one is. This, as we said in the discussion after Eq. (6.9),
can possibly be traced back to the failure of the 'mean field' approximation that was
used to link Sy with the true probability of finding a nodal line [91]. We have hence
learned that we must assume a >> 1/A for our results to hold. Equation (6.30) for
a > 1/A, 1/A, and mn = 0 gives
ilt = 24a' (6.31)
yielding
p = erT/ 24 a. (6.32)
The higher dimension (d > 2) case cannot be solved in general, due to its strong
geometry dependence. The constant time section of y can be any hypersurface repre-
senting disconnected conductors in space. The Casimir problem is the most generic
one and we do not posses an efficient way of solving it. We know however how to
solve the case of parallel, large (actually, infinite) d - 2 hyper-planes (lines in d = 3.
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planes in (d = 4 etc.). The result for im = (), -- oo is
8£it c- dIS (6.33)(ld-I
where S is the d - 2 dimensional area of the hyper-planes, a their separation and the
proportionality constant depends on d.
One of the main problems of Casimir physics is to find effective (analytical or
numerical) ways of calculating the Casimir energy for arbitrary configurations of per-
fect conductors. Despite recent developments [4, 96] this problem escapes analytical
solution for all but the simple parallel plates case. We then expect to gain some
insights from the other side of the duality, namely the nodal lines distributions.
6.5 Extensions and further developments
Extension to different spectra. It would be interesting to know how much of what
we said in this chapter, based on the scalar field spectrum, is valid for other spectra
(like the monochromatic spectrum). The monochromatic, as well as other kinds of
isotropic spectra cannot be modelled by an Hamiltonian field theory, even thought
their probability functional is gaussian. The high degree of non-locality of these
spectra implies that the free energy F is not extensive. Hence we could not even define
a T-independent quantity like the Casimir energy £. It is hence of great interest for a
field theorist to grasp some of the properties of these generalized free QFTs in terms
of some, more intuitive perhaps, statistical properties of random waves.
Extension to codimension > 1. Generically nodal lines of real fields have codimen-
sion (lines in the plane, etc.) because they are defined by a single condition, namely
O(x) = 0. Codimension 2 or higher nodal lines are non-generic and have extremely
low probability of occurring. For example the probability of having 0(x) = 0 at an
isolated point requires both q(x) = 0 and [(Vq(x)l = 0 at the same point. This is
extremely unlikely in the sense that it has measure 0, and would never show up in a
Montecarlo simulation. We know in fact from [94] that conductors of codimension 2
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arnd higher cannot be defined with A > (). They must be defined as a, limit A -- 0-.
However the generating functional S.,(A) is not well-defined for A < 0. It diverges
badly. Actually, since Sy(A) = (e- XY^ ). for A < 0 it is finite and only if the probabil-
ity distribution of X, decays at infinity faster than eylx . It turns out that one can
take the limits (A - 0- and shrinking -y to codiinension > 1) in such a way that this
divergence and the infinitesimal probability of a codimension > 1 nodal line occurring
compensate, giving a finite value for S,.
Extension to complex fields and phase singularities. A nodal line of a complex
field is a more interesting object than that of a real field [88]. Complex field nodal
lines are phase singularities whose strength can be interpreted as a topological charge
[92]. Various correlation functions of this charges have been calculated by means of
the Gaussian field technology. It would be interesting to see what the Casimir energy
analogy has to say on these objects.
Numerics. One of the main reasons this duality is interesting is that it could lead
to a more efficient numerical algorithm for computing Casimir energies of conductors
of arbitrary shape. However this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis and we leave
them for future work.
6.6 Conclusions
We have shown that there is a dual description of random waves in terms of quantum
field theory. In particular we put forward and started the exploration of the duality
between the probability of having a nodal line close to a given disconnected reference
curve and the Casimir energy of a configuration of conductors.
We used this duality to infer some properties of the distribution of nodal lines and
we proved that, for the scalar field spectrum, nodal lines induce other nodal lines in
their proximity. This last statement just follows from the attractive nature of Casimir
interactions.
This duality can be used in the other direction to gain information on the Casimir
energy of an arbitrary configuration of conductors from the statistical properties of
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the nIod)l ]line.
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